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Abstract
Wet compression molding (WCM) of continuous fiber-reinforced composites is an
alternative to resin transfer molding (RTM) to produce parts of low complexity and
smaller dimensions in high volumes. Despite its benefits of a shorter process chain
and fast part curing because of through-thickness impregnation, it has hitherto not
been subject to scientific studies. Although it is particularly relevant in all other
liquid composite molding processes, there are no insights into matrix flow in WCM.

This thesis hypothesizes from literature of associated processes that matrix flow
through fibers and the need to stabilize materials for automation conflicts with
matrix pre-application onto the fiber materials. Based on this hypothesis, the thesis
proposes a principle solution for spacial separation of matrix and fiber material with
storage of the matrix inside cavities of a carrier. From this principle, a process and
prototyping tool is designed in which the carrier is an integrative part to improve
matrix flow and material stabilization. Hence, the new compression technology is
named carrier-integrated pressing (CIP).

Matrix flow in plates produced by WCM and CIP was studied with a newly de-
veloped evaluation method that allows to trace the distribution of matrix with fluo-
rescent photography and microscopy. Experiments conducted within design of ex-
periments (DoE) studies lend evidence to the hypothesis of matrix pre-application,
matrix flow control and material stabilization. It was found that fluorescent matrix
flow was highly heterogeneous in WCM with low initial flow in through-thickness
direction. Distribution was much more compact with good control of the flow in
CIP. In complex parts, gravity governed matrix dislocation prior to final compres-
sion for both processes.

The proposed carrier-integration was validated for parts on an industrial-scale pro-
duction system designed according to the initial prototype system. The industrial
system served as a basis for a life cycle assessment and -costing study, from which it
is concluded that despite additional carrier input and higher matrix expense, CIP
can compete with WCM and provides the same advantages as WCM compared to
RTM. For suitable part geometries, CIP may even reduce costs and CO2 emissions
because draping with the carrier can reduce scrap of fibers.
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Kurzfassung
Nasspressen (NP) von endlosfaserverstärkten Kunststoffen ist eine Alternative zum
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM), um Bauteile geringerer Komplexität und Größe in
großen Stückzahlen herzustellen. Obwohl NP Vorteile einer kürzeren Prozesskette
und schneller Bauteilhärtung aufgrund von Tränkung der Fasermatten in Dicken-
richtung bietet, wurde dies bisher wissenschaftlich nicht untersucht. Auch wenn der
Harzfluss besonders relevant für andere Verfahren dieser Art ist, bestehen kaum
Erkentnisse über Fließvorgänge beim NP.

Gegenstand dieser Arbeit ist die von der Literatur verwandter Verfahren abgelei-
tete Hypothese, dass der Harzfluss und die für die Automatisierung notwendige
Materialstabilisierung mit der Aufbringung des flüssigen Harzes auf das Faserma-
terial konfligiert. Darauf basierend wird eine Prinziplösung erarbeitet, die es er-
laubt das flüssige Harz von den trockenen Fasern durch einen mit Speicherkaviäten
versehenen Träger zu trennen. Ausgehend von dieser Prinziplösung wird ein Pro-
duktionsprozess definiert und ein entsprechendes Pressenwerkzeug entworfen. Der
Träger spielt hierbei eine entscheidende Rolle, woraus die Bezeichnung der neuen
Technologie, trägerintegriertes Pressen (TIP), folgt.

Der Harzfluss bei der Produktion von Plattenlaminaten mittels NP und TIP wurde
mit Hilfe einer eigens entwickelten Methode untersucht. Diese ermöglichte es, durch
Fluoreszenzfotographie und -mikroskopie die Harzverteilung sichtbar zu machen.
Experimente, die im Rahmen von Studien zur Versuchsplanung (DoE) durchgeführt
wurden, stützten die Hypothese hinsichtlich des Konflikts zwischen Harzauftrag,
Flusskontrolle und Materialstabilisierung. Die Experimente erlaubten Rückschlüsse
auf einen hochgradig heterogenen Matrixfluss im NP mit einem geringen Anteil an
initialer Tränkung in Dickenrichtung. TIP zeigte hingegen eine kompaktere Fluo-
reszenzharzverteilung und entsprechende Flusskontrolle durch die Trägerkavitäten.
Im Falle von Bauteilen komplexer Geometrie dominierte jedoch die Schwerkraft den
Harzfluss kurz vor der finalen Kompaktierung.

Die vorgeschlagene Trägerintegration wurde für ein Demonstratorbauteil auf einem
Produktionssystem im Industriemaßstab, welches auf dem initial genutzen Proto-
typensystem basiert, validiert. Die Industrieanlage diente als Basis für eine Lebenszy-
klus- und Kostenanalyse, deren Ergebnisse darauf schließen lassen, dass trotz des
zusätzlichen Trägermaterials und eines höheren Harzverbrauchs TIP mit NP konkuri-
eren kann und die gleichen Vorteile gegenüber RTM bietet. Bei geeigneten Bauteil-
geometrien könnte TIP sogar Kosten und CO2-Emissionen reduzieren, da die Drapier-
ung mittels des Trägers Faserverschnitt einspart.
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1 Introduction
If new technologies are developed today, two major drivers shape the design process.
Firstly, consumers demand that this technology improves their lifes. And secondly,
it should require minimal amounts of resources to do so. Still, data1 suggest that
a country’s human development index, which considers gross domestic product,
average life expectancy and level of education, is higher for a person that consumes
more energy. In contrast, German records show that energy intensity continuously
decreases since 19902. To offset energy consumption in the long term, design must
couple technological progression of industrialized societies with the pursuit of high-
est possible sustainability [1, p. 1012]. This is especially important in the field of
mobility, as ever more humans travel, goods are shipped and an increasing amount
of resources are spent to manufacture and operate the respective means of trans-
portation. In 2012, approximately 28 % of total energy consumed has been used to
fuel transport and it is likely that this figure will not change for the next 25 years
[2, p. 606]. Thus, mobility is considered as an integrative part on the consumption
side of energy use in a system where electrical energy from renewable sources is
extracted, stored and utilized [3, p. 26]. Providing the backbone of manufacturing
in many countries, the industrial sector, is a major consumer itself [2, p. 606] and
will be subject to structural shifts implied by electromobility [4, p. 67]. Besides
battery technology, propulsion systems and charging infrastructure, light construc-
tion materials are being developed to provide the systemic paradigm shift towards
sustainable energy use [4, p. 69]. In particular, anisotropic properties of mater-
ials that help to reduce part weight by abolishing slack material and automated
manufacturing that is capable to process these materials are needed [5, p. 8].

Traditional structural materials like steel and aluminum are mechanically anisotro-
pical. Both have been considerably improved in recent years along with their pro-
cessing techniques and design rules [6, p. 129-133]. In fact, products in general are
overwhelmingly more often than not made from homogeneous plastics, aluminum or
steel, since material behavior is isotropic which makes both engineering and manu-
facturing easier. However, manufacturing itself is undergoing considerable change.
Economies of scope gain momentum and fabrication is increasingly digitized, both
of which make production processes more flexible. Furthermore, new materials al-
low engineers to tailor their products according to multiple needs [7, p. V]. The
goal is to industrially process material structures that are environmental-centric
and heterogenic in nature [8, p. 4], much like natural structures grown according
to external loads, e.g. [9, p. 14] [10, p. 2].

1Obtained from www.gapminder.com; Last accessed on 05-01-2015.
2Obtained from www.bmwi.de; Last accessed on 05-01-2015; energy intensity=primary energy
consumption/gross domestic product.
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2 Introduction

The principle of load-adapted structural design is inherent in fiber composites where
fiber filaments are embedded in a stabilizing matrix. Mechanical properties of the
resulting material is to a large part determined by length, orientation and degree
of waviness of the fibers. These features open up an unparalleled design space
where material structure can be conceived according to external loads or other
functionalities [11, p. 6-17]. The possibility to piece together a product structure
by aligning single fibers offers the designer flexibility to create parts with adapted
properties down to their local details.

This design flexibility however is not yet matched by automated manufacturing
processes that have long been cultivated for isotropic, homogeneous matter, pre-
dominantly based on subtraction. Fiber composite materials on the other hand are
ultimately generated along with forming of the respective part they make up and
their anisotropic properties influence behavior in production [12, p. 173] [13, p.
5]. Hence, a production process is difficult to control which leads to poor process
robustness and automation. The latter, however, is considered a necessity to fur-
ther industrialize manufacturing of advanced composites. Liquid composite molding
(LCM) processes are favored to suit automation by many e.g. [14, p. 493] [15, p. 20]
[16, p. 63]. This process family refers to processes in which dry fibrous structure is
formed to near net-shape of the final part and impregnated with liquid duroplastic
matrix [17, p. 77].

Although LCM technology has been advanced for many years after having been
conceived as potentially suitable for mass production of complex parts [17, p. 77], it
has only been achieved recently to be used for actual production of higher volumes
by BMW [18, p. 39]. The firm started shipping its electric vehicle i3 in late 2013,
which features a so-called "life module" made by only two LCM process variants,
resin transfer molding (RTM) and wet compression molding (WCM) [19, p. 41].

RTM is a closed-mold variant of LCM in which draping of dry fibers into a so-
called preform and its impregnation with liquid resin are subsequent process steps.
This separation makes it possible to produce large and complex parts, because
the preform can be broken into several less complex sub-preforms. These are then
draped and mutually placed into one RTM mold in which they are consolidated into
a single composite part by injecting and curing liquid duroplast [20, p. 223]. Despite
subsequent steps, draping and impregnation are intertwined, which, in particular
for complex parts, renders the process chain complex and unreliable [21, p. 5] [22,
p. 564].

The only other industrially realized automated process for continuous fibers, WCM,
partially superimposes drape and impregnation. The process is relatively inexpen-
sive but suffers from poor process robustness. As its short and long-fiber equivalent
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[23, p. 14], planar continuous dry fiber material is superficially wetted with liquid
matrix. The wet stack is then shaped, compacted and cured during one press stroke.
Superimposing drape and impregnation impacts production in two ways. Firstly,
it helps to reduce mold occupancy time and number of coupled processes [19, p.
43]. Secondly, resin flow impregnates fibers mainly in through-thickness direction,
which means the flow path is shortened compared to RTM. Therefore, resin can still
permeate dense fiber materials [23, p. 14] and cycle time, which heavily depends
on curing time [24, p. 4], can be reduced to under 5 minutes [25, p. 13].

On the downside, simultaneous draping and impregnation prohibits sound control
of the matrix flow, which is critical in RTM processing [26, p. 25] [27, p. 439].
Preponed resin application leads to an undefined resin location prior to pressing.
During compression, excessive resin atop of the stack, partially dry areas of the fiber
material and progressive deformation of the fibers produce a highly heterogeneous
permeability distribution within the mold cavity. In line with arguments of adverse
permeability heterogeneity due to saturation and drape in LCM, described by [28,
p. 985] and [21, p. 59] respectively, poor process robustness and thus, poor part
quality are expected.

And indeed, industrially, series manufacturing based on the discussed LCM vari-
ants often lacks the robustness and firms generally have a low degree of experience
compared to other production processes. Both not only makes economical produc-
tion difficult but further complicates the product design process [29, p.495-505].
Non-ideal design of parts are the result, e.g. geometrical shapes that induce fiber
deflections in draping or quality issues due to inhomogeneous matrix flow.

Given these problems connected with material flow in pressing, an alternative ap-
proach is proposed, hereafter referred to as carrier-integrated pressing (CIP). CIP
is based on spacial separation of resin and fiber material with storage of the resin
in proximity of its final curing location. This functionality shall be provided by a
carrier that stores duroplastic matrix in macroscopic cavities and supports fiber
material. The cavities collapse during closing of the tool and resin flows from its
storage location into the fibers in through-thickness direction. It is hypothesized
that this impregnation mechanism allows better flow control compared to WCM.

In order to investigate research questions connected to the proposed process prin-
ciple, an adequate process, tool and carrier design shall be identified and realized
first. Therefore, this thesis draws on the procedural model proposed by Lindemann
[30, p. 47], to design a prototype production system based on the process principle.
At the core of this design phase lie the following questions:
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1.1 How to design a production system based on the proposed principle solution,
including carrier material, physical principle of storing resin, tooling and process
definition?

1.2 How to eliminate resin storage cavities during pressing to prevent carrier wrin-
kles?

Using the resulting prototype production system, laminates are pressed which are
examined to investigate the flow situations of WCM and CIP processes. Defined
portions of processed matrix are marked with fluorescent pigments to trace and
quantify the flow of this matrix mass via computerized image segmentation of
macrophotographs and micrographs taken under ultraviolet light. Herewith, the
following research questions that are immediately associated with the different
process principles of WCM and CIP are answered:

2.1 How does matrix flow through fiber material in WCM and CIP?

2.2 How is cavity elimination linked to matrix flow?

2.3 Is a more homogeneous matrix flow in press processes associated with better
part quality?

2.4 How does draping disturb matrix flow in WCM and CIP?

To expand the relevance of the designed carrier-integration beyond its prototype
status, the CIP process is further validated on an industrial-scale production sys-
tem. Linked to such an industrial use are balancing questions regarding environmen-
tal and cost performance. As described at the outset of this thesis, environmental
impacts and costs do play a major role in manufacturing, in particular for energy-
intensive material like CFRP. The conceived process, CIP, decreases fiber input
and increases matrix input due to the draping mechanism provided by the carrier.
Furthermore, carrier material is an additional input into manufacturing compared
to WCM and RTM. Thus, the third part of this thesis is dedicated to the following
question:
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3. How does a composite production based on CIP impact the environment and costs
per part compared to RTM and WCM?

Aligned to the research questions, the aggregated content of the document is struc-
tured in chapters which form the architecture of the thesis.

Chapter 2 introduces the reader to previous industrial and scientific work on com-
posite processing and material properties. The characteristics of part design, resin
flow and fiber draping behavior as well as material properties are discussed. The
chapter further outlines why this work is new and relevant to academia and indus-
try.

The purpose and approach of this thesis is outlined in Chapter 3. Important process
functions are derived from literature and conflicting requirements with respective
functions are discussed. Herewith, a polylemma of conflicts in traditional WCM
processes is derived that is used as a framework for the purpose of this thesis and
the design phase to conceive an improved process.

A comprehensive description of the systematic design process is given in Chapter 4,
in order to define an improved compression molding process and to build a func-
tional prototype of respective production system. The prototype allows to select an
appropriate carrier material and to prove that the designated process qualitatively
works (research questions 1.1 and 1.2).

Investigation of how matrix flows through fiber material and how this can be con-
trolled in CIP in comparison to WCM (research question 2.1-2.4) is presented in
Chapter 5. It first describes the development of the investigation method using a
fluorescent tracer and subsequently exhibits results from experimental trials. The
chapter closes with the interpretation of results to conclude the associated research
questions.

Carrier-use is further investigated on an industrial-scale production system in
Chapter 6 in order to expand the validated findings from earlier chapters onto
part sizes relevant to the industry.

To shed more light on the question of whether or not environmental impact and
costs per part are improved if a CIP-based production for composite parts is run in
comparison to WCM and RTM (research question 3), a life cycle analysis (LCA)
combined with costing analysis is performed in Chapter 7.

Finally, in Chapter 8, the pieces of initial process design, description of matrix flow
and draping as well as environmental and cost potentials of an industrial production
line are drawn together in conclusion. Further work is suggested, so that some of
the ideas generated in this thesis may be put into practice.
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2 The Industrialization of Processes
for Advanced Fiber Composites1

In this thesis, advanced fiber composites refer to plastics reinforced with fibers that
extend through the entire part [32, p. 138]. This material class provides the highest
lightweight potential of CFRP and may enter price sensitive markets if an indus-
trialization of production processes is achieved [33, p. 5]. This is difficult because
fiber orientation and architecture for continuous fibers are easily disturbed during
automated manipulation. Disturbances influence product qualities in two major
ways. Firstly, distortion of fibers may degrade the mechanical performance of a
composite. Secondly, a subsequent process step, impregnation with liquid resin for
instance, can be influenced, which might lead to additional defects. That has not
been the case in the past when manual placement of preimpregnated fiber mats,
or prepregs, was almost exclusively practiced. Thus, one important obstacle today
is to translate material- and process knowledge needed to manually craft a com-
posite part into automated processes. This results in a multiplicity of processes
and associated materials that are available now, including thermoplastic matrices
and LCM. The latter is preferred for medium to high volume productions due to
its relatively low material costs, ability to produce complex geometries and high
potential for automation [15, p. 20] [34, p. 3]. The process is divided into two basic
steps. The dry fibrous structure is deformed into a threedimensional part shape,
generally called draping, and the fibers are impregnated by liquid resin which sub-
sequently cures and stabilizes the embedded fibers. A threedimensional construct
of dry fibers, referred to as preform, is often produced before impregnation. It may
consist of different materials that were processed with respective automated textile
machines. Non-crimp and woven fabrics for shell structures, braids for hollow sec-
tions and knits for local reinforcements can be used to tailor the reinforcing fiber
structure for LCM in an automated manner.

Due to their relevance for the formation of an CFRP industry, discussion in follow-
ing sections is limited to LCM processes. The working principles of fiber composites
are presented first, where fiber architecture plays an important role. This deter-
mines, alongside with the impregnation process used, which semi-finished fiber
material is processed. Both, process and semi-finished materials, are discussed in
the subsequent section. In that light it is also important to discuss the role of
pro-cessing in design of respective LCM parts, since it strongly influences the pro-
ducibility of parts.

1Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are based on work by the author previously published in [31, p. 877-904]
and [29, p. 495-505]
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2.1 Principles of Advanced Fiber Composites

Nature routinely composes material properties of one heterogenous material by
a combination of multiple homogeneous materials and adapts product form to
its loads. Bamboo, for example, is extremely solid, light and flexible because its
walls consist of orientated fibers embedded in pulp and form a hollow stem core
[9, p. 14]. Similarly, CFRP offer a high stiffness to weight ratio by combining
mechanically capable reinforcing fibers with an embedding, stabilizing polymer
matrix. The interface between fibers and matrix represents the third component
of the composite. Only if the interface is free of defects, mechanical loads can
be transferred without propagating cracks and thus the composite can function
properly [35, p. 209]. In addition to load transfer, the matrix fixates the fiber’s
orientation within the composite, protects fibers from environmental conditions
and defines a part’s outward shape.

Besides benefits for lightweight design, CFRP can be used to tailor specific part
functions in regard to its application in ways rivaling materials can not [11, p. 1-6].
For example, composites show a brittle failure due to their fiber reinforcement and,
thus, consume more energy compared to metallic parts when used as automobile
crash structures. In such cases, crash forces can be adjusted by reinforcement archi-
tecture and designed to be constant. Another example is local use of different resin
systems within one composite part to combine certain physical properties [36, p. 3].
This and a multiplicity of other properties can be designed by appropriate selection,
geometry and processing of fiber reinforcements and matrix systems. Considering
mechanical behavior of a part however, the reinforcement plays the biggest role.

2.1.1 Effect and Use of Fiber Reinforcement

The effect of reinforcement of a composite is determined by material characteristics,
the amount as well as length, orientation and stretch of fibers. Alongside the part
properties desired, available production technology must be considered when fiber
material is selected because LCM processing strongly influences the determinants
of the reinforcement effect.

Material selection is often driven by a part’s strength or stiffness properties in
combination with material costs. While low-cost glass fibers are suitable for parts
under relatively low load, aramide is very tough and thus appropriate for impact
stress. Fibers made out of carbon are among the most expensive materials but offer
the highest strength and therefore weight savings. Carbon fibers are available in
different quality grades, high modulus, high tenacity and high strength providing
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elastic moduli of 50-100 GPa and a maximum tensile strength of 500 MPa [35, p.
43].

The amount of fibers that are embedded in the matrix to form the composite is an
important design criterion and is indicated by the fiber volume content ϕ (FVC).
It corresponds to the ratio of fiber volume Vf to the sum of Vr and matrix volume
Vf in a laminate according to equation (2-1).

ϕ = Vf
Vr + Vf

(2-1)

The mechanical performance of a laminate increases with higher FVC and a given
fiber material and architecture. Geometrically, a maximum FVC of 0,907 is achiev-
able with unidirectional, uniformly stacked carbon fiber laminate [11, p. 2-11].
However, the FVC of physical laminates is considerably lower and is determined
by process mechanics, fiber architecture of semi-finished material as well as fiber
diameter. In particular automated LCM processes that comprise preforming and
impregnation limit FVC to around 0.5 [11, p. 4-27]. Automated preforming de-
pends on good handling properties of the fibers so that the stabilizing mechanism,
crossing rovings, stitching or binder, reduces FVC of the preform. Successful im-
pregnation benefits from the reduction, and sometimes depends on it, since the
permeability of the preform is increased alongside with it [37, p. 6].

Fiber length is an important parameter in regard to mechanical performance. It is
mainly classified in short fibers (0.1-1 mm), long fibers (1-50 mm) and continuous
fibers. The latter extend through the entire dimension of the part in the respective
fiber direction. With increasing fiber length lower forces have to be redirected
between fiber ends by the surrounding matrix. Hence, the matrix, which has a much
lower elastic modulus than fibers, is strained less and the composite is stronger.
[32, p. 138] [38, p. 165]

This work limits itself mainly on application of continuous fibers as current efforts to
advance industrialization in composites focus on these high-performance materials
[34, p. 5]. In this regard, the fiber’s strong anisotropy of mechanical properties
is a major concern. In longitudinal fiber direction, stiffness and strength are much
higher than in lateral direction. In fact, accumulated microscopic deviations of fiber
orientation lead to a rapid macroscopic degradation of achievable strength (Figure
2-1 A). In combination with a relatively soft polymer matrix, material properties
of the entire part are strongly heterogenic depending on the direction considered
[11, p. 2-8]. Since mechanical parts are almost always subject to polyaxial loads,
fibers within a laminate have to be oriented in multiple directions. This is achieved
by stacking multiple plies with different fiber orientation. Hence, it is possible to
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generate composite laminates that behave isotropically under loads (Figure 2-1
B). One part may be assembled from stacks of different fiber direction and thus
possesses locally varying mechanical properties (Figure 2-1 C).
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Figure 2-1 Fiber orientation as a design parameter of CFRP parts. Loss of tensile strength under
angled loading of fibers (A) (adapted from [35, p. 8]). Resulting stiffness of laminate
from addition of stiffnesses of single plies (B). Fiber architecture in sideframe of
BMW i8 (C) (adapted from [20, p. 223])

Stiffness of quasi-isotropically reinforced parts (Figure 2-1 B) is independent from
the considered part direction, which responds uniformly under load. The biggest
drawback in this case is that not the entire potential for lightweight design can be
exploited [32, p. 246]. The quasi-isotropic stack is designed according to the highest
load, even if it only appears locally. All other part areas provide a higher mechanical
performance than necessary for operational loads at the respective part location.
Excessive material can be mitigated effectively by local adaption of fiber orientation
and amount according to expected loads. Figure 2-1 C, which is supplemented by
respective polar diagramms of stiffness, shows a CAD model of BMW i8 sideframe.
This part is known to be made from joining multiple small preforms, socalled "sub-
preforms", with different fiber directions [20, p. 223]. Besides reduced part weight
and improved mechanical behavior, this procedure yields benefits for production
by RTM. Smaller, less complex sub-preforms can be automatically draped, whereas
one large structure would need manual assistance in production. In addition, part
regions can be varied in their macroscopic shape and type of preforming method
that best suits mechanical functionality. The A-pillar, for instance, is designed as
a hollow part that can be efficiently preformed by braiding [20, p. 223].

Material exploitation can be further promoted by locally adapted laminate thick-
ness induced by reinforcements. Ideally, these parts are thicker along the line of
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forces, while part sections apart from these paths are thinner. Respective manufac-
turing processes are currently inefficient, since material throughput decreases with
the need to orientate and position locally adapted fibers [39, p. 14]. Until current
efforts in the field, e.g. from Compositence2 or Cevotec3, become integrated in a
fully-automated production, manufacturing of high part volumes is achieved on
expense of material exploitation and, thus, part weight.

2.1.2 Functions and Properties of Polymer Matrices

Although fibers overwhelmingly influence the mechanical performance of compo-
site laminates, general functionality can only be achieved in combination with an
appropriate matrix material. Matrices are selected according to their adherence
properties with fibers and sizing, toughness in respect to dynamical loads, tempera-
ture and chemical resistance, electric properties as well as behavior under time-
dependent loads [11, p. 2-17]. On the other hand, processing characteristics are very
important for defect-free embedding of fibers into the polymer matrix. In respect
to LCM processing, impregnation of dry fibers with liquid resin is described by
pressure-induced flow of a viscous, Newton fluid through porous media [28, p. 981].
Darcy’s law is considered the basis for any computation of impregnation processes
[40], equation (2-2),

~v = −
~K

η
∇P, (2-2)

where ~v is the flow velocity, ~K the permeability of the porous media, η the fluid
viscosity and ∇P is the pressure difference on the fluid.

Polymers that can be used as a matrix for CFRP materials consist of long-chain
macro molecules that are the product from chemical reaction of single molecules
(polycondensation, polyaddition and polymerization). Resulting polymers can be
classified in three distinct groups thermosets, thermoplastics and elastomers. While
thermoset and elastomer plastics irreversibly cure during the chemical reaction,
thermoplastic molecules build interlocking loops. Thus, thermoplastic polymers
can be reversibly melted and consolidated under heat.

Thermosets are liquid in uncured state in dependence of their uncured glass tran-
sition temperature Tg0 and exothermally cure when mixed with a catalytic hardener
under temperature. During this chemical reaction molecules become longer and

2www.compositence.de; Last accessed on 09-05-2015.
3www.cevotec.com; Last accessed on 09-05-2015.
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form fixed junctures. An important parameter for processing is matrix viscosity,
which is effected by temperature and by the polymer’s current degree of cure α [21,
p. 49]. Likewise, temperature also influences curing rate α̇. These superimposed
effects lead to a parabolic viscosity progression over time (Figure 2-2).
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Figure 2-2 Qualitative correlation between viscosity (adapted from [21, p. 49]), enthalpy of
reaction and time during curing of thermosets

Enthalpy of reaction is a measure of degree of cure α which by definition reaches
one when the maximum enthalpy change has occured within the reactive system
[35, p. 80]. The glass transition temperature Tg depends on the degree of cure and
is linked to mechanical properties of a polymer [32, p. 100]. Thus, it is an important
factor for design of curing progression during production processes as well as an
important aspect of matrix selection.

The link between degree of cure, viscosity and temperature and its role in LCM
processing becomes apparent when considering Equation (2-2). In order to facili-
tate processing, the matrix viscosity is to be minimized, which can only be done by
increasing the temperature in case of epoxy resins. However, as the matrix curing
progresses faster under higher temperatures, it is important to find the point in
time when viscosity is relatively low to initiate flow processing. Impregnation must
be completed before gel point, which describes the first appearance of a macro-
scopic molecule with infinite molecular weight [35, p. 76]. Subsequently, the matrix
location within the fibrous structure remains the same but curing progresses its Tg
until demolding. Thus, the link between impregnation time before gel point and
subsequent curing determines cycle time in processing.

Cycle time in LCM can be minimized when impregnation is completed as fast as
possible, which is also connected to permeability K of the fibrous structure, Equa-
tion(2-2). Permeability of a dry fiber material describes its porosity and there-
fore the ease with which a protruding fluid can flow through. K mainly depends
on fiber architecture, compaction pressure, FVC and state of impregnation [28,
p. 988]. These dependencies mean that K changes significantly during processing
steps of LCM. For instance, if areal fiber mats like weaves or non-crimp fabrics
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are used that are deformed into the three dimensional part geometry, single fibers
are spatially shifted and thus permeability is altered [21, p. 5]. Hence, highly he-
terogenic permeability distributions result, which influence how flow progression
during impregnation occures and may ultimately lead to porosities or dry spots
[27, p. 438-439].

2.2 Liquid Composite Molding of Advanced Fiber
Composites

CFRP as used for mechanical parts are only generated in the primary manufac-
turing process. Hence, material properties strongly depend on process parameters
as well as design of geometry to be produced [12, p. 173] [41, p. 423]. In fact,
microscopic quality of LCM parts is often influenced by macroscopic design fea-
tures, such as radii. This is the case because in LCM draping of dry fiber materials
and their impregnation with liquid resin are strongly interlocked. Therefore, it is
important to integrate requirements regarding fiber processing and matrix process-
ing during setup of LCM. A multiplicity of process routes regarding application
of liquid, thermoset resin exist. The different processes are best classified via their
material flow, Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3 Material flow oriented process overview of liquid molding processes for manufacture
of composite parts. Sequence runs from left to right (adapted from lecture materials
of "Production technologies for composite parts", TUM, 2014)

Definition of LCM is somewhat imprecise, but traditionally refers to the preform
route with subsequent matrix application, depicted in Figure 2-3. Here, matrix flow
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through fibers is initiated by a pressure difference. WCM which only optionally uses
a preform and otherwise processes flat fabric cut-outs, is considered to belong to
LCM, too. In that light, industrial LCM processes as being subject to this thesis
are RTM and WCM.

All process variants include three distinct steps of manufacture: shaping of dry
fibers, impregnation of dry fibers with liquid matrix and curing of matrix. One
closed-mold variant of LCM, RTM, separates shaping and impregnation which ac-
commodates complex fiber alignment on the one hand and subsequent impregnation
on the other. Each process step can be optimized for properties and behavior of ma-
terials at hand. However, these steps, draping and impregnation, are intertwined,
in particular for continuous fiber-reinforcements [21, p. 5]. This renders the process
chain complex and in many cases unreliable [22, p. 564].

The only other industrially realized automated LCM process for continuous fibers,
WCM [20, p. 223] [19, p. 41], partially superimposes drape and impregnation when
no preform is used. This thesis focuses on compression processes based on through-
thickness impregnation of dry fiber material with liquid matrix und superimposed
draping as depicted in Figure 2-4 B.
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Figure 2-4 Examplary processing procedure of RTM (A) and WCM (B). The main difference
is the superposition of draping and impregnation of WCM, whereas RTM performs
both steps sequentially

WCM is a relatively inexpensive process based on pre-applicating liquid matrix
superfically on planar continuous dry fiber material. The wet stack is then shaped,
compacted and cured during one press stroke [42, p. 14]. Superimposing drape
and impregnation impacts production in two ways. Firstly, it helps to reduce mold
occupancy time and number of coupled processes [19, p. 43]. Secondly, resin flow
impregnates fibers mainly in through-thickness direction, which means the flow
path is shortened compared to RTM. Therefore, resin can still permeate dense
fiber materials [42, p. 14] and cycle time, which heavily depends on curing time
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[24, p. 4], can be reduced to around 3 minutes4. On the other hand, RTM is used
when more complex, integral parts are to be manufactured that may consist of
several subpreforms as shown in Figure 2-1, C.

In both cases, RTM and WCM, fiber materials play an important role, since they
determine processing to a large extent, especially for continuous fibers. Fiber orien-
tation and architecture are determined by the type of semi-finished material, which
can be limited by the process capabilities. Whereas WCM is currently mostly de-
pendent on areal fiber materials, RTM proves to be more flexible in this regard, as
it may produce hollow parts as well. However, preforming processes become more
capable of combining different semi-finished materials of which the most commonly
used are displayed in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5 Overview of the most commonly used fiber materials for fiber composites and their
properties, typical manufacturing processes and applications

Basically, fiber materials are available as continuous fibers in stretched (roving,
non-crimp fabrics or NCF, and tapes) or undulating state (braids, weaves) and
as discontinuous long or short fibers in random mats [43, p. 5]. Fabrics displayed

4Personal interview with practitioner from industry on 2015-09-14
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can be produced in different variants regarding fiber orientation, areal weights and
stitching. The latter is important for automation, since constant and reproducible
part properties must be guaranteed over the entire process chain. This is only
possible if fiber position remains constant, so that positioned fibers are stabilized.
While fibers in weaves intersect and lock themselves, fiber bundles in NCF have
to be held in place by stitching. In automotive, mostly NCF are used due to their
mechanical properties that do not suffer from fiber undulations found in weaves and
due to their comparably low price. However, sews in NCF hinder fiber movement
that is necessary during draping [44]. NCF come with three different sew types -
chain, tricot and tricot/chain. In that order, drapability increases and handability
of respective semi-finished material decreases.

2.3 The Role of Processing in Design of Liquid
Composite Molding Parts5

Beyond costing aspects hindering realization of LCM parts that are discussed else-
where, e.g. [34] [33], industrial application suffers from more wide-ranging problems
connected to part design. The current state of technological knowledge seems to
be sufficient to reliably establish economical LCM products of high quality while
tapping the full mechanical potential of fiber reinforcement. However, within the
context of LCM-processing, the realization process of products often obstructs suc-
cessful results.

Holistic part development must always consider three aspects: selection of the ma-
terial from which a part should be made, design of the part geometry and deter-
mination of the production process that can reliably convert raw material into the
final part shape. Considering part development for LCM, process selection is al-
ready determined. However, raw materials to be used are not merely selected from
available materials. Their properties are altered within the molding process itself
and therefore process parameters, curing cycle etc., determine the properties of the
resulting composite. Additionally, the production process is strongly influenced by
part geometry due to fiber orientations and resin flow paths. Thus, the nature of
the problem is not solely selection but interdepending adjustment of geometrical
design, process parameters and material properties.

From the process point of view, this connection among geometry, process and mate-
rial within LCM processes was subject experimental investigations before, e.g. [26,
p. 25-33]. Equally well established are fundamentals of structural design with com-

5This section is based on work by the author previously published in [29, p.495-505]
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posites. Exploitation of the mechanical potential of a composite based on the fiber’s
anisotropy has been subject of various publications, including [32]. Regarding the
methodological aspects of development, material and process selection within the
scope of engineering problems are widely discussed. Ashby et. al. give an overview
on selection strategies that lead to a set of possible materials through evaluation
based on requirements [45, p. 21-56]. No strategy explicitly supports the possibility
to adapt part design and works only if interference of all aspects is completely
determined. Methodology-focused research on composite part development with
regard to the actual manufacturing technology is very scarce. There is a consensus
that the principles of concurrent engineering apply to the development of compos-
ite parts. In 1990, Gandhi et. al. proposed a manufacturing-process-driven design
methodology for composite components [46, p. 238]. This methodology starts -
after establishment of specifications - with parallel material selection and part ge-
ometry. Considerations of manufacturing constraints iteratively follow thereafter.
In the same decade, Potter proposes a refinement of design strategies by concur-
rency, iterative nature and abstraction of the design problem through a procedure
of connected loops [12, p. 174]. He discusses departmental structures that could
hinder consistent cost monitoring and states that integration of all needed disci-
plines - most notably manufacturing - is a prerequisite to avoid quality, yield or
cost problems during production.

As the current state of technological knowledge seems to be sufficient to reliably
establish economical, mechanically adequate LCM products, it is not clear, why
low material exploitation, problems in fiber impregnation and uneconomic products
are still often characteristic for the design of LCM composites. It is assumed, that
contextual aspects in development are at work as described Maffin’s contextual
framework which serves as an initial theoretical framework. Qualitative case study
research after Eisenhardt [47] and Patton [48] was applied for personal interviews
with experts from selected industries and academia [29].

The interview results confirm the assumption that the technological context of
LCM projects plays a major role on how well their outcome is. Currently, indus-
trial use of LCM technology is undergoing a process of technological exploration
which is associated with terms like "search, variation, risk taking, experimenta-
tion, play, etc." [49, p. 71]. Furthermore, this learning process relates to product
and process alike and amplifies the already strong concurrency. Both have to be
advanced simultaneously in order to cater to the assumed requirements but also
suffer from a lack of experience. The focus of technical learning, however, has to be
differentiated: While firms operating in the automotive sector are mostly concerned
with expanding the production throughput, those in the aerospace sector emphasize
on the predictability of quality, e.g. in simulation, as it is currently the standard
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in prepreg technology. OEM-supplier partnerships, particularly in the automotive
sector, are strongly shaped by the situation of technical learning. Collaboration is
often complicated by unclear or inappropriate requirement formulation as well as a
lack of explicit integration of the supplier into part development. In consequence,
product features and geometries derived from traditional technologies pose diffi-
culties in fiber alignment (preforming) as well as in resin flow processing during
LCM.

As firms aim to mitigate risks of the learning phase, projects usually focus on ma-
terial substitution of single parts rather than systems or complete products. Thus,
project variables, e.g. available installation space, are often not ideal, as the new
lightweighting technology has to adapt to the existing product. In result, the part
design is already pre-existing to a great extend which does not only restrict the
basic geometric design but also interferes with development strategies employed.
This results in a what Maffin calls "product-focused approach" [50, p. 319] rather
than an "process-focused" design, advocated by academia as more optimal [51,
p. 130] [52] [30, p. 47] [53, p. 45]. Product-orientation leads to a trial and error
optimization of a design conjecture, rather than scientific reasoning from first prin-
ciples and systematic solution finding. Therefore, accumulation and reuse of past
experiences, in particular concerning flow processing using LCM, is inhibited and
so are standardization and knowledge transfer to facilitate new projects. The lack
of knowledge is especially severe concerning compression molding processes where
almost no academic literature regarding process design is published so far.



3 Purpose and Approach of Thesis
Any technical system can be described as a network of interacting functions that
are linked to flow of energy, material and signal [51, p. 170]. Drawing on this frame-
work, this thesis interprets compression molding of advanced composites as a su-
perposition of material flows that initiate matrix impregnation and draping of fiber
materials. This superposition yields benefits of reduced mold occupancy, a short
process chain and fast, through-thickness impregnation but does not come without
compromises. The key function, pre-application of matrix onto fibers, which allows
the superposition, conflicts with the need to control material flows. Control of flow,
either of matrix into fiber material or fiber material into the cavity, is important in
other LCM variants such as RTM, as it is associated with the resulting part quality.
Flow control is commonly facilitated when the respective semi-finished materials
are stabilized. In the light of WCM processes however, traditional techniques for
stabilization, e.g. preforming with binder or solidifying matrix, undermine some of
the benefits of compression molding. Thus, the conflicting needs to pre-applicate
matrix, control its flow and stabilize material form a polylemma, which will be
derived from discussion of functions in the following sections. Herein, it becomes
evident that the established polylemma is hypothetical, as it is based on literature
of connected fields applied to the subject of compression molding.

3.1 Functional Description of LCM Processes

The flow of liquid resin through porous media is a combination of inter-roving
macroscopic and intra-roving microscopic flow [54, p. 838]. Driving forces are ex-
ternal pressure gradients and capillary forces. In RTM, these forces and the resul-
ting flow types should be balanced in order to prevent inhomogeneous flow fronts
that are prone to form laminate defects [55, p. 2106] [56, p. 1860]. Another issue
in LCM is racetracking [57], where some sections of the flow front progress faster
than others due to heterogenic permeabilities. Areas between racing flow fronts are
often left dry which renders respective parts as scrap.

Many have proposed active control systems of flow sensors and versatile vents to
homogenize flow front propagation during mold filling [58–61]. Others have shown
that closing patterns of tooling components either rigid or flexible can be used to
steer resin flow [62] [16]. One WCM process solidifies a resin layer on the tool’s
surface to provide homogeneous flow in through-thickness direction during press-
ing [63]. In resin bulk infusion, fiber compaction and resin flux can be controlled
individually, since resin is contained in a separate chamber [64].

19
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Thus, from the combined liturature on resin flow in LCM processes, it is concluded,
that "control matrix flow" to obtain a uniform resin flow during mold filling is an
important functionality of LCM processes.

Process parameters, which are also linked to mold filling influence part quality as
well. Evacuation of the mold and increasing resin pressure effectively reduce voids
inside the laminate. This results from reduced pressure inside trapped air and added
pressure of surrounding matrix that promotes further resin penetration [26, p. 25]
[65, p. 1028]. While in RTM resin pressure builds up by inflowing resin against
resistance from sealed mold, pressure in WCM must be established by compressing
excessively applied resin. Since fiber mats exceed the part cavities for draping
support (Figure 2-4), flow resistance has to be generated by compressing the fabric
along the cavity circumference. This also makes mold evacuation complex, so that
usually WCM is applicated without vacuum support despite its benefits. In order to
incorporate vacuum assistance and resin pressure as important aspects of processing
into development, the functions "establish vacuum tightness over press stroke" and
"establish matrix tightness" are defined.

During the press stroke in WCM, deformation of planar fiber mats or draping
superimposes impregnation. Draping of dry fabrics has been subject to many stu-
dies, since it determines fiber orientation and therefore mechanical properties of
the part. Deformation mechanisms of multiaxial NCF include rotation, sliding and
compaction of the fiber tows [66, p. 249]. In particular, shearing of tows in different
layers during deformation determines how well the stack can be shaped [67, p. 104].
In order to allow controlled shear, tensile forces have to be introduced into fibers,
e.g. by blank holders [68, p. 2270]. Increasing blank holder forces reduce unintended
asymmetrical fiber angles as well as in-plane and out-of-plane buckling [69, p.
366]. In diaphragm and double-diaphragm forming, which was initially developed
for shaping thermoplastic composites, forces onto the composite are generated by
layers of elastic material [70, p. 460]. This concept can be transferred to form dry
fabrics as well [71]. An alternative process, Film RTM, combines thermoforming of
thermoplastic films with draping of NCF. It employs tensile forces by viscoelastic
extension of molten films to generate normal forces and thus, via friction, tension
onto the fabric [72]. In all cases, shear and plastic or elastic elongation of films
under tension has to be guaranteed in order to drape films into complex shapes.

Independent from its physical realization as discussed before, the function "transfer
tensional forces to fabric" is essential to allow good draping results of continuous
fiber materials.
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3.2 Polylemma of Superimposed Draping and
Impregnation of Automated Wet Compression
Molding

As discussed in previous sections, two overarching mechanisms in LCM processing
systems determine the final part quality - draping and mold filling. These mecha-
nisms are superimposed by WCM processes to tap major benefits for production. In
addition, automation of WCM has to be dexterous enough to handle limp fibers and
liquid resin. Precisely that is not self-evident, even for separated processing of the
two materials as present in RTM [13, p. 20]. Transport of dry fabrics is addressed
in ongoing research and development of several gripper systems that temporarily
fixate fibers through different physical mechanisms [73, p. 301] [74, p. 691]. While
research is focused on handling of dry fiber textiles in regard to minimize its impact
on fiber destortion, no literature is available for material transport in WCM. When
matrix is superficially pre-applicated on fiber mats for short through-thickness im-
pregnation, flow mechanisms described in Section 3.1 can lead to a mostly areal
distribution of matrix atop dense fiber materials, similar to the injection stage of
compression RTM [75, p. 2528]. Due to a low permeability of rovings perpendicular
to their longitudinal direction [76, p. 104] in carbon fiber NCF it is expected that
the bulk of matrix forms a film on top of the stack. Only a smaller share sinks into
the fiber bundles in through-thickness direction. If a liquid film on top is formed,
the matrix is prone to dislocation under material transport due to its inertia. Fur-
thermore, without any stabilization matrix flow during compression is subject to
an inhomogeneous initial position and may become highly heterogeneous in nature
due to a heterogenic permeability distribution (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1 Hypothetical flow situation in WCM. The velocity ~v of the matrix flow front is
heterogenic due to heterogenic permeability distribution

Compression of the fiber and matrix material initiates the impregnating flow of
matrix through the initially dry fibers. Depending on the initial state of mater-
ials before compaction and distribution of fibers and matrix inside the mold, the
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flow front is shaped according to the present permeability distributions. However,
regarding process robustness and impregnation quality, a more homogeneous flow
front is favored.

To achieve a more homogeneous flow front and a defined initial position of matrix
some processes stabilize the applied matrix in order to control its position prior and
during impregnation of the textile. This is usually achieved by cooling the matrix to
increase its viscosity or applicate a matrix that solidifies at room temperature [16,
p. 64] [77, p. 79] [63, p. 1]. One RTM variant, gap impregnation process, controls
matrix flow by closing the tool in a wedge-shaped kinematic [78]. However, the
process also seperates impregnation from fiber draping and stabilizes the preform
shape with commonly used epoxy or thermoplastic binder [13, p. 43].

It becomes evident that although the materials at hand provide beneficial freedom
in part design by their limpness and liquid state, modern production systems need
to fixate the components to be able to process them. If WCM as introduced su-
perimposes drape and impregnation to reap the benefits of a shorter process chain,
the position of the pre-applied resin during handling and initiated matrix flow dur-
ing compression are critical. A temporary stabilization of the state of materials as
traditionally practiced partially undermine the benefits. Thus, the requirements of
short matrix flow path, high impregnation quality and clean and secure handling of
semi-finished materials depend on functions that cause conflicts regarding position
of the matrix and the state of semi-finished materials (Figure 3-2).
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Figure 3-2 Polylemma of conflicts of automated WCM that stem from superimposed drape and
impregnation

Providing a possible solution to the polylemma is subject to this thesis. It further-
more aims to better understand and improve material flow in WCM processes, as
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academic research in this field has not been published so far. Thus, the remainder
of this thesis is clustered into three parts. First, an alternative process to solve the
polylemma is designed. In a second step, this alternative process and WCM are
investigated regarding their characteristics of matrix flow. Lastly, both processes
are studied in a life cycle assessment (LCA) and costing analysis in comparison to
RTM in order to evaluate their performances in circumstances of an industrialized
production.
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4 Design Of Carrier-Integration
Pressing1

Wet compression molding of advanced composites, as introduced in Chapter 2 and
elaborated in Chapter 3 has not been subject to available academic literature. In
particular, matrix flow in through-thickness impregnation and mechanisms of ma-
trix pre-application have hitherto not been discussed. As this thesis argues, conflicts
between matrix pre-application, flow control and secure handling of semi-finished
materials arise. Based on this polylemma, the author proposes an alternative im-
pregnation process, carrier-integrated pressing (CIP), to solve the conflicts in order
to possibly improve material flow in compression molding processes. The proposed
solution results from a spacial separation of liquid matrix and fibers with storage
of the matrix in proximity to its subsequent curing location. Physical embodiment
of this approach is a carrier structure with storage cavities.

In this chapter, further design and concrete emboniment of tools and materials that
are based on the principle solution are presented, followed by a validation of the
developed process.

4.1 Principle Solution of Polylemma and Connected
Goals of Design

Superimposed drape and impregnation for WCM in the context of automation leads
to conflicting functions regarding the location of resin and the state of materials.
Solving these conflicts might provide critical advancement of WCM in terms of
material flow in reference to high laminate qualities, process robustness and easy
automation. In order to prevent inhomogeneous resin location and still allow pre-
application, defined storage over space and time of matrix is preferable. To enable
controlled matrix flow in through-thickness direction, two aspects are important.
Firstly, matrix should be distributed across the projected area of fiber material de-
pendent on the required mass in each location to prevent high inplane flow resulting
from pressure gradients. Secondly, resin should first contact the fiber material when
flow is triggered on purpose, in order to allow for full evacuation of air from the
fibrous structure and a defined location of matrix prior to pressing. In order to be
able to securely handle pre-applied matrix, it must be stabilized in its intended

1Parts of this chapter have been previously presented by the author at the Second International
Symposium on Automated Composites Manufacturing, Montreal, Canada, 04-23-2015
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location. For this purpose, three physical principles known from literature [16, p.
64] [79, p. 406] [80, p. 2] may be exploited:

• Viscosity increase by cooling

• Viscosity increase by partial cure

• Containment by form, gravity and/or capillary forces

Based on spacial separation of resin and fibers by one of the principles, simultaneous
handling of both materials should be supported. Cooling temporarily stabilizes the
matrix but requires non-isothermal tooling or a separation of cooling and heating
in two separate steps. Both is undesirable in the context of automated series pro-
duction as advocated by the industry. Drawing on the reactive behavior of a resin
system for partial cure with subsequent liquefaction severely limits the selection of
available resin systems. Furthermore, no current B-staging resin is known to the
author that meets cycle time requirements of around three minutes. In the light
of modern series production that relies on isothermal processing and fast-curing
resin sytems, resin containment inside cavities within a planar carrier structure
that also supports the fiber material is proposed to be able to solve the functional
polylemma (Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-1 Principle solution for spacial separation of matrix and fiber material with storage
of the matrix in proximity of its final curing location. A: Preparation of material
outside of tool; B: Insertion of the material blank into tool; C: Impregnation by
cavity deformation; D: Curing and bonding of carrier

The principle solution from Figure 4-1 revolves around use of a carrier with cavi-
ties, still independent from the physical embodiment. The carrier allows controlled
storage of matrix in relation to the fiber material subsequent to pre-application.
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The matrix does not contact the fiber material in that state. The release of ma-
trix from storage cavities is initiated when cavities are deformed. In this stage,
continuous compaction drives matrix flow until the final part thickness is reached.
After complete compression, cavities are leveled out and the carrier shall bond to
the laminate during resin cure, which reduces scrap in production and allows to
functionalize the part surface depending on the properties of the carrier for added
part value.

In applying the carrier, both semi-finished materials, matrix and fibers, are still
separated and stabilized. Yet, pre-application of matrix is not disturbed by the
stabilization of materials and preparation can be performed outside of press. Due
to the defined storage of matrix close to its subsequent curing location, it can
be hypothesized that matrix flow is of higher homogeneity compared to WCM,
Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 Hypothetical flow situation in CIP. The velocity ~v of the matrix flow front is more
homogeneous due to a more uniform permeability distribution and a defined location
in reference to the fiber material prior to compaction

The shape and flow direction of the flow front is only depicted principally, as it
is dependent on the shape of the matrix cavities and the functional principle of
their elimination. However, it is expected that resin flow is primarily directed in
through-thickness direction of the laminate during continuous compaction of the
material and only flows in lateral direction between storage cavities.

In addition to the main functions that should be fulfilled by CIP derived from
literature in Section 3.1, the proposed carrier use suggests the introduction of three
additional functions. Considering the main physical principle, "store/eject resin" is
associated with the carrier. Carrier functionality after production is generated by
the functions "attach carrier to laminate" and "functionalize part surface".

With additional functions attributed to the principle of carrier use in CIP, in total
eight functions represent the abstract description of the technology proposed. In
relation to these functions and within the context of industrial series manufactur-
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ing, the following questions that guide the process and tool design are phrased:

1.1 How to design a production system based on the proposed principle solution,
including carrier material definition, physical principle of storing resin, draping
mechanism and a respective tooling?

1.2 How to eliminate resin storage cavities during pressing to prevent carrier wrin-
kles?

The questions are answered first prescriptively, as the work elaborates on the func-
tions defined earlier to establish a theoretical description of the process and a
rough design for the tool drawing on an adequate design methodology. Design and
cavity elimination are evaluated in experimental trials after definitive design and
manufacturing of the tool.

4.2 Design Methodology

This work explores the feasibility of a novel matrix processing principle in indus-
trial production of composites. Thus, it is prescriptive in nature with a descriptive
study of the realized tooling system for assessment of process functionality [81,
p. 15]. The underlying methodology for development of the principle idea into an
integrative tool, process and carrier design is based on the Munich Procedural
Model (MPM), proposed by Lindemann [30, p. 47] (Figure 4-3). This methodol-
ogy is used, since it comprehensively supports early stages as well as evaluation
of design and sufficiently specifies single methods to be applied in each stage of
development. The first two stages, plan and analyze goal, have been completed
with the literature review to identify functions and their analysis to identify the
functional polylemma, which led to the proposed principle solution in Figure 4-1.
Stage 3 and 4, structure problem and establish solution ideas, are dedicated to the
theoretical description and specification of the process. Based on the weighting of
functions according to their importance for the overall functionality of the system,
the conceptual design of the tool is conceived using TRIZ2. To identify the car-
rier best suitable for the process, experimental draping trials with dry materials
are performed. The overall functionality is evaluated in wet trials using the best
suitable carrier material. Methods, outcomes and references for each stage of the
MPM are listed in Table 4-1.

2Theoriya resheniya izobretatel’skikh zadatch (Engl.: Inventive problem solving)
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Figure 4-3 Munich procedural model (MPM) adapted from [30, p. 47]. Black arrows mark the
sequence of procedure for the design of CIP

Table 4-1 Applied design methods, outcomes and reference that have been used in the work for
every stage of the MPM

MPM Stage Method Outcome Reference
1 Literature review Functional representation [51]
2 Functional analysis Principle solution
3 Effect analysis/Portfolio Weighted functions [51]
4 TRIZ Solved technical conflict [82, 83]
5 Dry experiments Draping quality
6 Benefit analysis Choose carrier material [30]
7 Wet experiments Functionality evaluation

In the following, the stages structure problem and establish solution ideas are
presented within a theoretical part of the chapter. All succeeding stages based
on experiments are discussed in separate sections with additional information on
materials and methods used for the specific stage. Interpretative remarks with hy-
potheses formulation based on theoretical and practical results conclude the study.

4.3 Theoretical Design of Carrier-Integrated Pressing

To gain a theoretical understanding of the overall system, the single functions iden-
tified in literature review are set into relation to each other. Thus, the importance
of each function in regard to the overall system is evaluated and allows subsequent
focus on the most critical functions in design. This method, effect analysis [30, p.
76-77], produces a functional portfolio of CIP.
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Hypothetical effects of one function on another were discussed and rated in the
development team that consisted of one researcher, one industrial process engineer,
one automotive part design engineer and one development engineer of resin dosing
machines. The resulting effect matrix of the eight identified functions is depicted
in Table A-1. The corresponding portfolio is derived when active and passive sum
are plotted on abscissa and ordinate respectively, Figure 4-4. Criticality, computed
by multiplying passive and active sum, is represented by the diameter of spheres.
Hyperbolas of constant criticality are inserted for orientation.
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Figure 4-4 Portfolio diagram of functions for CIP based on data of effect analysis in Table A-1.
Sphere size represents criticality of functions

Functions regarding carrier bonding to the laminate effect others weakly. Their
physical or chemical properties required for bonding are not thought to necessarily
interact with physical or chemical properties needed for draping or impregnation.
Although resin tightness of the mold is required for good impregnation properties
after cure, it does not influence the impregnation flow as such.

Functions located in the critical spectrum (Figure 4-4, top right) are all connected
to the draping and impregnation mechanisms executed by the press stroke. Du-
ring the stroke, the tool transitions from open to closed state in a linear kinematic
movement, executing the critical functions simultaneously. The most critical func-
tion, "Generate vacuum tightness over press stroke" is interacting with other critical
functions strongly, as it potentially determines the overall structure of the tool. The
individual elements of the tool have to fulfill other functions as well, which can lead
to strong interaction.
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Tools for CFRP processing are usually sealed with steady state sealings, compacted
between two parallel tool surfaces. The sealing element, typically silicone rubber,
does not need to seal the tooling over press stroke, as in most cases the liquid
matrix is injected into the tool cavity after closing. Thus, silicone sealings do only
allow stroke of a few millimeter at best. For compression molding, this would only
be sufficient if draping complexity is very low and thus deformation due to press
stroke is negligible. It becomes evident that the function "Generate vacuum tight-
ness over press stroke" yields the following technical conflict (TC):

If press stroke is large, draping complexity is high, but vacuum tightness
is poor.

This conflict has been subject to previous developments, partially from other in-
dustries. Inflatable or non-inflatable tube sealings3 allow a larger functional range
of motion than massive sealings but are still not sufficient for larger strokes. In
another concept, the cavity mold for actuation sits inside a second, static mold,
which can be evacuated [65, p. 1029]. This functional separation might be economic
for smaller molds but is too costly in comparison to unsealed WCM tools for large
parts. On the other hand, overlapping tool walls used in long fiber wet compression
molding [84, p. 335] may only be an option if tolerances are large and the remai-
ning gap can be sealed by a dynamic silicone sealing. The sealing function in series
production, however, is undermined when matrix repeatedly contacts the sealing
material. Dynamic sealings between overlapping tool walls are successfully used
in sheet metal compound (SMC) tools that can be evacuated for A-class surface
parts4. In this case, the sealings are only burdened mechanically, since the matrix
in SMC material is highly viscous and does not protrude into the tool gap. This is
not the case for CIP in which low viscous matrix is processed.

Concluding from available sealing technology, no ready-made solution can be ap-
plied to solve the conflict. In such cases, Lindemann suggests to apply TRIZ to
solve problems with contradicting parameters [30, p. 317]. Two parameters are
contradicting if the improvement of one impairs the other, and vice versa [85, p.
92]. This state can be tested by negating the above stated TC:

If press stroke is small, draping complexity is low, but vacuum tightness
is good.

3www.technix-rubber.com; Last accessed on 01-23-2016
4After personal interview with head of production of a fabricator of SMC tools on 04-28-2014
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This inverted TC is valid as well, as the deformation path of some sealings allow
for a few millimeters of press stroke, leading to low draping complexity. However,
as the processes considered in this thesis should drape high complexity shapes, the
first TC is considered in TRIZ.

The concrete technical parameters of the tool are draping complexity and vacuum
tightness. For each parameter, several different abstractions5 exist. The abstract
parameters

• shape,

• adaptability or

• structural complexity

are selected to substitute draping complexity. Vacuum tightness is replaced by

• reliability or

• energy loss.

Combinations of the respective conflicting abstract parameters are associated with
with abstract solution principles suggested by the TRIZ contradiction matrix. Con-
crete solutions applicable to the technical environment at hand are derived from
proposed principles. An overview of concrete solutions found based on the suggested
principles is presented in Table 4-2.

Of all proposed principles, three are deemed capable of effectively solving the TC:

• Principle 17: New dimension

• Principle 10: Prior action

• Principle 24: Mediator, intermediary

The combination of these principles provide a set of concrete solutions promoting
each other. Principle 17 leads to the approach that the generation of air tightness
can be separated from resin tightness, as specified in solution 17.2. The separation
can be spacial and temporal in nature and is embodied by solution 10.4, drawing on
principle 10. In this solution, a sealing frame or blank holder prepones vacuum seal-
ing before draping and impregnation. The blank holder retains the carrier, which
acts as mediator after principle 24. Both concrete solutions 24.1 and 24.2 can be
applied. The carrier material can mediate the tensile forces onto the fibers for drap-
ing and it can seal the tool. Using the carrier material as a sealing element allows
to spatially separate the resin-flooded part cavity from all other silicone sealings.

5According to TRIZ contradiction matrix,
www.innovation-triz.com/TRIZ40/TRIZ_Matrix.xls; Last accessed on 01-25-2016
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Table 4-2 Result of search for solution to the technical conflict "If press stroke is large, draping
complexity is high, but vacuum tightness is poor" by reference to the TRIZ contradic-
tion matrix

Abstract parmeters Innovative principle Concrete realization

14:  spheroidality, curvilinearity ?

10.1: prepone draping: preform

10.2: prepone sealing: carrier bagging

10.3: prepone impregnation: wet fibers

10.4: prepone vacuumation: sealing frame

10.5: prepone vacuumation: overlapping tool halves

34.1: use carrier material for sealing

34.2: self-draping carrier, e.g. vacuumized bagging

17.1: new dimension: tool housed in vacuum boxing

17.2: separate actions: Stepwise sealing 

17.3: more movements: Sealing, draping and then pressing

35: transformation of the physical and 

chemical states of an object
?

13: functional inversion ?

8: counterweight, levitation ?

24.1: use carrier material for draping

24.2: use carrier for sealing

13: functional inversion ?

35: transformation of the physical and 

chemical states of an object
?

1.1: segmentation of carrier in area for draping and area for sealing

1.2: segmentation of fiber material to substitute mechanical requirements of 

3D shape with local reinforcements

Improving feature: shape

Worsening feature: energy loss
14: spheriodality, curvilinearity ?

1: segmentation

Improving feature: adaptability

Worsening feature: reliability

Improving feature: structural 

complexity

Worsening feature: reliability

Improving feature: shape

Worsening feature: reliability

10: prior action

34: rejection and regeneration

17: new dimension

24: mediator, intermediary

For further conceptual embodiment of the relevant TRIZ solutions, several designs
are conceived for the functions which are primarily fulfilled by the mechanical tool
structure (Table 4-3).

The favored combination of solutions for each function is marked with a link in Ta-
ble 4-3. Solution 24.1 is the hypothetical mechanism for draping under tensioned
films which has been experimentally shown to work in Film RTM [72]. In this vari-
ant, tensile forces are thought to be transferred onto fiber material by clamping it
between the upper tool wall and the carrier during carrier deformation. It poten-
tially enables to safe fiber scrap produced from conventional clamping and resin
sealing systems in which the planar fiber material has to be drawn to the outside
of the tool in order to fix clampings. Apart from the draping solution, all other sin-
gle solutions favored are the most secure design options found by applying TRIZ,
in regard to different possible carrier materials and thicknesses which are not yet
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Table 4-3 Morphological box with conceptual embodiment design variants for the functions to
be specified by tool design from Figure 4-4. Variants are either directly derived from
concrete solutions of TRIZ (labeled with numbers originated in Table 4-2) or addi-
tional variations found for the same functions (labeled with letters)



TensionF

TensionF

ClampF



Favored 

solution

Generate vacuum tightness over 

press stroke
Transfer tension to fibers/carrier Convey carrier material during drape Generate matrix tightness

10.4

10.5

B

A

10.4 B

10.4 A 24.2

C

24.1

determined. The synthesis of the preferred solution from the morphological box is
shown in Figure 4-5.

Detail A.1 in Figure 4-5 specifies how carrier integration prevents matrix contact
with the sealing which provides a big benefit regarding tool design, since it can
apply conventional silicone sealings without high maintenance effort. The carrier
serves as a sealing between resin-flooded regions within the part cavity above the
carrier and dry regions outside the pinch-off area. The dynamic sealings are placed
inside the dry section. Furthermore, the vacuum bores are placed between carrier
pinch-off and dynamic sealings. They hereby allow to evacuate the part cavity
without risking resin to flood the vacuum bores. Vacuum sealing 1 is implemented
as a dynamical sealing, since this design allows for guaranteed sealing independent
from the carrier material or its thickness, in contrary to static sealings displayed
in solution 10.4 in Table 4-3. An air- and resin-tight carrier splits the cavity into
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Carrier pinch-off

(resin sealing)

Dynamic vacuum

sealing 1 

Blank holder

Dynamic vacuum

sealing 2 

Vacuum channel

Carrier

A A.1

B
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D

Figure 4-5 Conceptual design of tool and process sequence for CIP. Carrier with applied resin
and fiber material is positioned on blank holder (A); Tool is closed until both dy-
namic sealings (A.1) are effective and cavity areas above and below the carrier can
be evacuated (B); Tool is further closed after evacuation initiating draping and im-
pregnation by deformation of carrier (C); Tool is completely closed for curing (D)
and carrier pinch-off seals the cavity against resin flow (A.1)

an upper and lower part. Therefore, upper and lower vacuum bores are present in
the conceptual design.

The conceptual design phase is concluded with the conceptual tool embodiment
for all functions and its respective process flow depicted in Figure 4-5. Further
concretization includes concrete embodiment design of the tool and specification of
the carrier. The latter has to be specified regarding its basic material and shape. A
decision will be made based on experimental trials. Therefore, suitable materials are
classified in a material framework with respect to physical properties that determine
the main functions, within the material section for experimental trials. The concrete
embodiment of the tool based on the concept derived is presented in the following
section.

4.4 Concrete Tool Design for Carrier-Integrated
Pressing

Concrete embodiment of the tool concept from Section 4.3 must be simple and
robust, so that the additional complexity due to vacuum technology in comparison
to common WCM tools is still reasonable. In order to allow for different parts to be
manufactured on the same tool system, exchangeable cavity inserts shall be used
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and outer tool dimensions must not be greater than 550 mm to allow mounting
on a PEI Vacuum 1000 heating press (100 t). In order to increase the likelihood
of robust operation, only standard components for sealing and guiding functions
shall be used. The tool designed should be able to be equipped with carriers that
are up to 5 mm thick. Embodiment design in this case progresses stepwise from
the concrete definition of inner to outer structure. Thus, part cavity definition is
derived first before blank holder and, lastly, tool base is designed.

A default application for WCM are automotive parts, which are mostly made from
thin, formed sheets with FVC ranging from 0.5−0.55 and mostly contain 300 g/m2

fabrics. FVC values of 0.53− 0.55 are achieved when carriers with 0.05− 0.15 mm,
respectively, are used within a 2 mm thick cavity and six plies of fabric.

Requirements for the cavity design differ dependent of each research section. In
order to investigate matrix flow in depth, a plate tool is the most simple geometry
producible, as the matrix flow here is not influenced by draping. On the other hand,
the conceptual design assumes that the fabric can be draped due to the deformation
of the carrier. In order to test this, a tool of complex geometry must be available,
too. Lastly, a tool of medium complexity is used for the initial evaluation of the
overall functionality of CIP. All designs conceived are presented in Figure 4-4.

Table 4-4 Part layouts for press tool in regard to research sections
Plate Spherical shell Complex part

Fiber mass: 43.5 g Fiber mass: 27.7 g Fiber mass: 45.8 g

Matrix mass: 49.5 g Matrix mass: 35.7 g Matrix mass: 50.8 g

Initial stack diameter: 180 mm Initial stack diameter: 140 mm Initial stack diameter: 180 mm
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The cavity in which the composite is processed must be sealed against matrix
discharge by compressing the carrier in circumference of the parts (Solution 24.2 in
Table 4-3). However, the thickness of the carrier is not defined yet. Thus, a tapered
edge that reduces the cavity height to 0.5 mm is combined with a silicone sealing of
10 mm diameter to allow for fluctuations of carrier height. Beyond the the pinch-off
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edge, the cavity insert contains a circumfering matrix catch tank, in case matrix is
involuntarily discharged from the cavity (Detail A in Figure 4-6).

The blank holder prepones evacuation of the cavity prior to draping the material.
Therefore, it has to stay in the top dead end position when the tool is open and
slide down during tool closure (Scene C in Figure 4-5). The carrier and composite
material must not touch the lower cavity surface in the top dead end. The blank
holder therefore has a sliding path of 50 mm and exceeds the cavity surface of the
complex tool of around 25 mm. In addition, the blank holder has to tightly clamp
the carrier to prevent it from sliding through. This variant has been chosen (10.4
B in Table 4-3) because it provides easier process control than a sliding carrier.
In order to maintain a position in top dead end and clamp the carrier, the blank
holder is equipped with three gas springs SN2800-42-S (Strack6) with stroke, a
stroke length of 50 mm and 650 N force each.

Pressure sensors 

(Kistler 6161AA)

Blank holder

Guiding system

(blank holder)

Dynamic sealing 2

(BIW 9192/2377)

Dynamic sealing 1

(BIW 9192/2377)

Tool inserts

Thermal insulation

Heating plate

(containing 4 heating cardriges)

Thermocouple 
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Figure 4-6 Concrete tool design for carrier-integrated pressing depicted in semi closed state (as
scene B, Figure 4-5). The cavity inserts can be switched between three different
cavity designs: plate, spherical cup and complex insert (depicted)

6Page 2.3.60 in http://www.strack.de/_files/media_gross/GDF.pdf; Last accessed on 01-27-
2016
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Since the operational temperature of the springs is limited to 80 ◦C, an internal
heating system is installed. Internal heating allows the system to selectively heat
the cavity in which the matrix cures under temperatures from 80− 130 ◦C. Other
parts of the tool, such as the blank holder and the tool body are only secondarily
heated due to radiation, since they are shielded against the heating plate with
a fiber glass insulation. In order to selectively heat the cavity, a heating plate
which contains four heating cartridges is installed beneath and above the bottom
and top cavity insert, respectively. Cartridges used are HLP 120087 and 125087
(Tuerk+Hillinger7) which are 12.5 mm thick, 80 mm long and provide 200 W of
heating power. For dynamic sealing between the moving blank holder and the
inner cavity, as well as between blank holder and top tool half, dynamic sealings of
BIW are installed. The sealings are used in SMC press tools8 and thus, work under
frictional load in high volume processing.

The overall geometry of the tool is circular (550 mm in diameter), since the basic
structure of parts can be produced by turning to reduce manufacturing costs. All
parts except supplied components are made from aluminum (EN AW 7075), which
offers sufficient lifetime, is cheaper to machine and faster to heat than steel.

4.5 Experimental Determination of Carrier Material
for Carrier-Integrated Pressing9

In order to complete the design phase of the thesis, the carrier material has to
be determined and the theoretical process and tool design evaluated. Both aspects
are investigated within experimental trials in two steps. First, dry draping experi-
ments are performed with a selection of potentially suitable carrier materials. The
best carrier material regarding process functionality is used in the second set of
experiments, wet pressings, in which the overall functionality is initially evaluated.

7Page 9 in http://www.tuerk-hillinger.de/fileadmin/media/pdfs/HLP-5.0.pdf; Last accessed on
01-27-2016

8After personal interview with head of production of a fabricator of SMC tools on 04-28-2014
9This section is based on the term project "Experimental Characterization of Materials for
Carrier-Integrated Pressing in Automated Composite Manufacturing" written by Anja Nier-
atschker, TU München, 2015, supervised by Paul Bockelmann
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4.5.1 Experimental Setup and Materials for Carrier Material
Definition

To evaluate possible carrier materials, a benefit analysis based on data from dry
draping experiments and estimations is conducted. Experiments are run on the cir-
cular aluminum tool manufactured according to the design specified in section 4.4.
Experimentation focuses on carrier properties that influence draping of a planar
stack of NCF, thermoplastic binder and the planar carrier into a spherical shell
geometry shown in Table 4-4.

NCF material to be used is selected based on its draping behavior. Fabrics with
an areal weight of 300 g/m2 are available in three different stitch types - tricot,
warp and tricot-warp. Shear trials with a pictureframe test are performed accord-
ing to the methods described by Lomov [86]. Herewith, the stitching with the
lowest deformation resistance and therefore the best draping behavior is identified,
Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7 Shear force development over shear angle for NCF with different stitching (T = tricot;
W = warp; TW = tricot-warp). C300BX or BD specifies the material type, carbon
fiber material and fiber layout, biaxial (BX) or bidirectional (BD) with 300 g/m2

C300BX_TW shows the lowest shear resistance, due to its loose stitching. This
matches findings of others [87, p. 144-165] [88, p. 32] who investigated shear in
biaxial glass NCF and unidirectional carbon NCF with tricot-warp stitching, re-
spectively. Additionally, in both cases a slight increase in shear forces can be seen
at 50 ◦. The shear resistance after that point rapidly increases, which indicates that
the locking angle is reached. Thus, self-locking does not allow further deformation.
The fiber material to be used in all experimental trials is CB300BX with tricot-
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warp stitch consisting of 24K Tenax STS fibers of supplier Hacotech (data sheet is
attached in A-1).

Relevant carrier materials for trials are selected regarding their principle qualitative
properties that are expected to impact draping and matrix storage as well as ejec-
tion. The main property that determines draping behavior is believed to be the type
of conveyance of carrier material: elastic deformation, plastic deformation, straight-
ening of cavities or sliding in reference to the blank holder. Storing and ejecting
matrix is influenced by the type of storage principle. Storage by gravitation and
form using macroscopic cavities or storage based on capillary forces of microscopic
cavities are possible. Materials considered in the study are elastic polymer film
(Stretch-Vac 250, datasheet in A-4), inelastic polymer film (prototype film 50 µm
film of Infiana Group), non-fixed fibers (suction fleece for composite processing),
knob paper (100 g/m2 kraft paper, Vereinigte Papierwarenfabriken GmbH) and
fixed fibers (nap core material), Table 4-5.

Table 4-5 Systematic classification of carrier material properties in regard to the functions
"drape fiber materials" and "store/eject matrix"

General material type Exemplary carrier

Elastic Plastic Straigthening Translation Gravitation/Form Capillary

Inelastic polymer Polypropylen film* X X

Silicon film* X X

Polyurethan film* ** X X X

Tissue paper** X X X

Knob paper* X X X X

Suction fleece X X X

Peel ply X (X) X

Fixed fibers Nap core (X) X X X (X)

* planar shape; **shape includes macroscopic cavities 

Elastic polymer

Paper

Non-fixed fibers

Material conveyance to drape carrier Store/eject matrix

The tool is isothermally heated to 130 ◦C and opened before each experiment to
allow access for material insertion. Each carrier is placed on the blank holder in a
tensioned state, fixed by four cylindrical pins. A circular stack of NCF with a diame-
ter of 140 mm is assembled with a stacking sequence of [0◦ /90◦, +/- 45◦, +/-45◦]s.
Thermoplastic binder fabric ABE 003 (Tec Web) with a processing temperature of
127− 143 ◦C is placed between each ply. The stack is then placed concentrically on
the carrier in reference to the circular blank holder. In that state, the tool is closed
with a velocity of 3 mm/s until a nominal cavity thickness of 2 mm is reached,
held 30 s to activate the binder and then opened with 3 mm/s for extraction of the
formed dry material and carrier.

From the extracted parts, data for the benefit analysis are obtained using visual
and physical inspection, computerized image segmentation, fiber angle measure-
ment using the Profactor sensor [89] and estimations to evaluate benefit criteria.
Evaluated criteria concretely represent functions depicted in Figure 4-4, Table 4-6.
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Table 4-6 Objectives of carrier materials evaluated in dry draping experiments
Evaluation criteria Represented function Measured / Estimated

Z11 Technical criteria

Z111 Flexibility of the carrier material

Z1111 Number of wrinkles Visual inspection

Z1112 Number of ruptures Visual inspection

Z112 Increased part weight by carrier Attach carrier to laminate Estimation

Z113 Transfer tension to fibers

Z1131 Deviation of fiber angle Profactor sensor

Z1132 Deviation from target geometry Profactor sensor

Z114 Seal tool with carrier Generate resin tightness Physical inspection

Z115 Storing/ejection of resin on carrier

Z1151
Defined position of resin on the 

carrier Estimation

Z1152 Forming of cavities into carrier Estimation

Z1153 Elimination of cavities Estimation

Z12 Economic criteria

Z121 Material costs [€/m²] Purchasing price

Z122 Processing costs
Physical inspection (resin 

tightness)

Convey carrier material during drape

Transfer tension to fiber material

Store/eject resin

Each objective is weighted in an objectives tree after Pahl [51, p. 110-123] according
to criticality of the respective function, Figure 4-8.

In order to combine different criteria within an overall benefit value, points are
awarded between zero and four to each criterion with four representing ideal. Cri-
teria that are measured, such as fiber angle deviations, are translated to benefit
points regarding a linear function between best and poorest results. When the
benefit of criteria must be estimated, points are directly awarded.

Visual inspection is manually performed to count the number of wrinkles and rup-
tures of each carrier. Wrinkles within a carrier result in poor part surface on the
carrier side or lead to preform wrinkling. No wrinkles and ruptures are awarded
four points, with point reduction relative to severity of wrinkling and thinning.
Complete ruptures are evaluated with zero points.

Matrix tightness of a carrier material is estimated manually. If a carrier is matrix
tight, it is supposed that no matrix contacts the lower mold, which reduces proces-
sing costs because this mold half does not need to be cleaned or prepared. Thus,
this carrier earns four points for reduced processing costs, otherwise zero points are
given.

Added part weight by carrier material is estimated from the areal weight of a
carrier material and the ability of the carrier to be impregnated by resin. The more
porous and the thicker a carrier is, the higher the added weight is in addition to
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Figure 4-8 Objectives tree for the evaluation of carrier material. Objective names are given in
Table 4-6, left numbers indicate the global weighting factor of an objective, the right
number the relative weighting factor inside each group of sub-objectives

the carrier’s weight. Points are awarded regarding a linear function between the
highest and lowest weight increase.

The capability of a carrier to store and eject matrix is estimated from physical
inspection and manual trials of how well storage cavities can be formed into the
base material and how well these cavities can be eliminated during pressing in
regard to wrinkles. This criterion also includes how well defined the position of
applied matrix on the carrier is.

The criterion "Transfer tensions to fibers" (Z113) mainly considers the draping qua-
lity provided by the carrier. The quality of draped fibers is determined by the
deviation of fiber angles from a target angle and the deviation of the macroscopic
geometry of the draped fibrous structure from the cavity geometry. Fiber angles
are measured with the F-scan software from images acquired using the Profactor
fiber sensor after [89]. Data are then exported to Matlab to plot histograms of angle
distribution. The mean over each histogram’s standard distribution is computed
from data of three trials per carrier as a measure of fiber angle deviation due to
draping, Figure 4-9.

Fiber angles from trials produced with elastic polyurethane film can not be mea-
sured, since the fiber material is displaced during demolding because the carrier
clings to the lower mold. Hence, results are estimated based on results from the
silicone film. Standard deviations extracted from the histograms (Scene D in Fi-
gure 4-9) are again translated into the point scale by means of a linear function
between smallest (best) and highest (worst) standard deviation.
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Figure 4-9 Measurement of fiber angle deviation of dry fibers to evaluate draping quality of
carriers. An image is taken from a border or center position of a draped preform (A)
with the fiber angle sensor (Profactor). Its software computes a false color image in
reference to fiber angles (B). The region of interest (C) is analyzed in Matlab and
the fiber angle distribution is plotted in a histogram (D) with its respective standard
distribution
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Deviation of macroscopic geometry is measured from images using Halcon 11, a
software for image recognition. The boundary of the spherical section is isolated
from the image, smoothed and fitted with a circle. Difference between the radii of
the fitted circles and the ideal radius of 90.83 mm is obtained as a measure of the
macroscopic draping quality, Figure 4-10.

B

C

D

Extracted contour

Circle fitted to contour

R

Region of Interest

A

Preform

Tool for positioning 

Figure 4-10 Measurement of macroscopic geometry quality of draped dry fiber material. An
image from a positioned preform is acquired (A, B). The boundary of the fiber
material is extracted (C) within the region of interest and a circle is fitted to the
extracted contour (D) with Halcon 11

4.5.2 Results of Dry Draping Experiments for Carrier Material
Definition

Carriers consisting of fixed fibers, like paper, generally show a low tendency to wrin-
kle during draping of the given geometry. Varying results are obtained in regard to
ripping - knob paper ruptured in every experiment although deformation consumed
the initially existing knobs, while tissue paper was not affected. Non-fixed fibers
showed excellent draping behavior in regard to wrinkling but were subject to rup-
tures or thinning. Polymer films showed, independent from their elastic or plastic
properties, no rips. Wrinkles were primarily formed by the plastic film, while the
elastic film performed better.

Only fiber-based carriers are subject to notable resin impregnation that increases
part weight in addition to carrier weight itself. It is assumed that the density of the
material determines resin uptake. Thus, the share of resin in knob paper (154 g/m2;
2.7 g added part weight by carrier) made from Kraft paper is estimated to be 7 %.
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Peel ply (86 g/m2; 6.7 g added part weight by carrier) is assumed to uptake 5 % of
resin. Absorption by tissue paper (55.6 g/m2; 0.86 g added part weight by carrier)
and suction fleece (146 g/m2; 2.25 g added part weight by carrier) is estimated to
be 10 % and 20 %, respectively.

Complete air tightness that facilitates tool sealing can only be guaranteed by plastic
films to their porosity which earn four points. Suction fleece seems to provide the
possibility to acting as a sealing when compressed (two points) whereas other fixed
or non-fixed fiber-based carrier show little or no capabilities for sealing.

To define a position of matrix on the carrier, macroscopic cavities which provide
this functionality by form/weight are considered best. Thus, all carriers made from
polymer films are expected to allow a highly defined positioning (four points). Due
to its porosity, knob paper and nap cores provide additional storage capability
by capillary forces which are expected to worsen the definition of matrix position
(three points). Storage by capillary is considered less ideal, thus suction fleece and
tissue paper were evaluated with two points. Peel ply proves to leak resin shortly
after deposition and is awarded one point.

In order create macroscopic storage cavities, initially flat material has to be de-
formed. All polymer films, excluding silicone, show good forming capabilities, for
instance by thermoforming. Non-fixed fibers may primarily be formed in their tex-
tile processes but are subsequently not easily deformable. Nap core materials can
be formed in a deep drawing process with subsequent stabilization with resin [90],
but the process is costly and inflexible compared to thermoforming of films. Non-
fixed fibers, such as peel ply, can be formed but do not maintain the imposed shape
without additional stabilization.

In order to avoid wrinkling of the carrier walls, and thus wrinkling of the fiber mate-
rial, cavities have to be eliminated effectively during the process. Carriers drawing
on capillary forces to store resin are compressed without wrinkling. Macroscopic
cavities of fixed fibers however are prone to wrinkling, as are silicone and polypropy-
lene film, since cavity walls are displaced, not compensated. Elastic polyurethane
films, however, generally show almost no wrinkling.

Material costs are obtained from quotes of available materials. Nap cores are most
expensive, since they are to date only produced in low volume with special mate-
rial requirements. Knob paper is used for packaging and is the cheapest material.
Between those extremes a linear function yc,i = −0.61xc,i + 4.24 is constructed for
point evaluation, with yc,i being the awarded points between zero and four and xc,i
the costs (index c) of the considered material i in e .

Differences in draping quality of the carriers are only minimal and depend on the
sensor position. Highest fiber deviations of fiber angle distributions are obtained in
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the border region. Standard deviation is calculated from three trials of each posi-
tion and carrier, except nap cores, Figure 4-11. This core material is theoretically
evaluated, since they are available in sizes which are too small for practical trials.
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Figure 4-11 Mean of standard deviation of fiber angle distribution as a measure of draping
quality (number of trials per carrier and sensor position n=3; error bars depict
standard deviation

Objective values are computed using the sum of means of each sensor position. Best
results shows the peel ply (5.5 ◦), which is evaluated with four points, worst per-
formance shows the suction fleece with 7.11 ◦, which is evaluated with zero points.
Other benefit values yd,i for draping quality d are computed using the resulting
linear function yd,i = −1.3xd,i+11.18 with xd,i being the sum of means of standard
deviation of material i.

Macroscopic deviation of the shaped dry fiber geometry are computed in percent
of deviation from the ideal radius. Non fixed fibers show relatively little deviation,
fixed fibers result in highest deviations. Elastic silicone film performs better than
polypropylene film with the lowest overall standard deviation from three experi-
ments, Figure 4-12. Nap cores are not tested, since no sufficient carrier sizes are
available.

Best and worst results represent four and zero points, respectively. All other benefit
scores yg,i are derived using the linear function yg,i = −0.392xg,i + 6.353 with xg,i
being the average geometric deviation g of material i.

Measurements and initial point evaluation of criteria are assembled in the objectives
measurement matrix, Table A-2. From that outset, all measurements are transferred
to points within the objectives value matrix, Table A-3. Finally, points are weighted
according to the target system within the benefit value matrix, Table A-4. From
the latter, a graphic representation, the benefit portfolio after Rinza [91, p. 118],
is constructed from Table A-3 and A-4 for sub-criteria Z111-Z115, Z121 and Z122,
Figure 4-13.
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Polymer films perform best among the carriers tested. Within this material class,
elastic films provide the highest benefit values for the objective of this study. The
polyurethane film outperforms silicone only slightly, since it is much easier to be
fitted with cavities using thermoforming. Results for fixed and non-fixed fibers do
not show a clear tendency for the material classes. Tissue paper is best among
both, while nap cores perform poorest. The latter was evaluated without press
experiments, since dimensions of sample materials were too small. Due to their use
in complex sandwich parts it was assumed their drapability is good and they do
not add much weight to parts. Material costs and the capability to store matrix
were both evaluated poorly.

4.5.3 Conclusion of Carrier Material Definition

In order to find the optimal carrier material, the benefit value of several exemplary
carriers regarding the fulfilment of functions in Figure 4-4 was studied. The pro-
perties of materials studied were abstracted and classified into inelastic and elastic
polymer, fixed and non-fixed fibers. For each class, a minimum of one exemplary
carrier was found and evaluated in practical draping trials on a prototype tool.

Although all carriers produced good preforms, some carrier structures were de-
stroyed during the process. Fiber carriers showed thinning or even ruptures. Re-
garding draping behavior, no significant differences were identified in fiber angle
measurements (Figure 4-11), since the geometry was simple and no high fiber de-
flections were found. However, standard deviations over three trials per carrier were
much higher for fixed than non-fixed fibers or polymer films. It is assumed that this
was caused by higher friction between fibrous carrier material and the dry carbon
NCF.
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Figure 4-13 Benefit portfolio of carrier materials for CIP

In regard to macroscopic geometry deviation from the cavity shape, suction fleece
and silicone film produced best results, possibly due to their good shape adaptivity
and low friction between NCF and carrier.

For theoretic discussions considering tool sealing, storage and ejection of matrix
and cost aspects, air and resin tight films are estimated to provide the highest
benefits. It is hypothesized that capillary effects, which are absent in the polymer
films considered, lead to a non-defined position of the matrix on the carrier. Poly-
mer films, except for silicone, can be deformed easily to provide carrier cavities
by thermoforming. Fixed or non-fixed fibers are more difficult to be formed and
stabilized.
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The polyurethane film SV 250 could not be analysed in dry draping trials because
it melted under the temperature needed for binder activation. Despite that, it is
assumed to produce good draping results due to the same elastic behavior as silicone
film. Elastic behavior in that case appears to be very important, as it drastically
reduces wrinkles which occur in trials with polyproplyene film. It is likely that
due to the absence of normal forces between the blank holder and the cavity, the
carrier starts to buckle under pressure forces generated through shear in draping.
This effect is known from metal deep drawing, Figure 4-14.

Work flange

Work wall

Work base

Excessive 

material

Drawing radius

t

r
t

rr d 

Blank 

holder

Uncompressed

carrier

A B

Figure 4-14 Wrinkling in work flange during deep drawing due to compressive stress (A; adapted
from [92, p. 197-200]). Between blank holder and the area of deformation inside the
CIP tool remains a free length in which the carrier is uncompressed, which could
lead to buckling (B)

Buckling in deep drawing of metal blanks occurs due to the compressive stress σt
that follows the compression of material that flows from outer to inner sections of
the flange. In case of the CIP tooling, there is a free length between blank holder
and cavity in which the carrier is not compressed. It is assumed that due to elastic
properties, the carrier inside the tool is more pre-stretched than inelastic films.
Thus, compressive stress during draping is superimposed by tensile stress during
pre-stretching. This results in fewer wrinkles.

In the light of the dry draping results, the elastic polymer film SV250 (Stretch-Vac
250, datasheet in A-4) is used for further wet experiments to initially evaluate the
overall functionality of CIP design in the next section.
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4.6 Experimental Process Validation of
Carrier-Integrated Pressing

The goal of the initial evaluation of CIP design is to investigate to what degree the
functions on which the tool and process design for CIP were grounded (Figure 4-4)
are fulfilled by the current design. Evaluation is performed qualitatively to gua-
rantee usability of the tool and process. More detailed, quantified investigations of
matrix flow control is presented in the next chapter, based on this initial validation.
The validation consists of two separate aspects. Firstly, carrier thermoforming and
subsequent pressings are arranged and optimized to result in spherical laminates of
good quality. Secondly, complex laminates are produced to qualitatively validate
the function "transfer tension to fibers" by the elastic carrier film.

4.6.1 Overall Process Evaluation

In order to use a carrier film with cavities for matrix storage, films have to be
shaped into their intended geometry. Deformation of thermoplastic films is most
suitably done by thermoforming as defined by Schwarzmann [93, p. 1]. This concept
is applied to forming of carriers from SV 250, a thermoplastic polyurethane film,
using a manually operated thermoforming machine, KFG 37 (Illig), Figure 4-15.

Heating of SV 250 on KFG 37 is performed at 350 ◦C for 10 s before forming,
which leads to a good trade-off between reproduction of the tool geometry and high
enough thickness of cavity walls for their stability. After thermoforming, carriers are
stored at −18 ◦C in order to prevent the reversion of cavity forming in consequence
of creeping [94, p. 52-53].

Suitable cavity geometry and arrangement for forming and CIP processing are
identified in experimental trials, requiring a tool for each design. The basic aspect
of cavity geometry is the volume needed to store the entire mass of matrix for a
respective part geometry and volume or mass of fiber material. For the initial trials
for wet pressings of spherical parts, a manually machined tool is used. For complex
and plate parts, 3D printed tools are derived, Figure 4-7.

Conical cavities are used for initial evaluation of the overall functionality. To pro-
duce parts of complex and plate geometry, cavity sizes were changed and required
re-engineering of cavities. Thus, hexagonal and conic section design are developed.
The first allowed seamless tiling of the carrier but thermoforming of the films did
not result in good geometry replication due to sharp edges of the hexagon cavities.
The latter, conic section design, proved to be a good trade-off between geometry
replication and tiling of the carrier. Both designs need many vacuum vents to al-
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Figure 4-15 Thermoforming of SV 250 to produce carriers with cavities for matrix storage. KFG
37 with equipped film and tool (A); Formed film on tool with cavities (B); Formed
film after demolding (C)

low for sufficient forming of the film into the tool cavities. Thus, the tools were
additively manufactured on a Stratasys Objet 30 prime from high temperature
RGD525 polymer. No vents need to be drilled because they are already formed
during printing.

For the initial press experiments, the tool is preheated to 100 ◦C and a thermo-
formed carrier, stored at −18 ◦C, is placed onto the blank holder in a stretched
state, held by four pins. The fiber material stack is prepared similar to stacks for
the dry experiments (Section 4.5.1) but without binder material. A mass of 60 g
of reactive matrix XB3585/XB3458 is dosed by a custom-made three component
dosing machine (Dekumed) into a paper cup containing 1.5 g internal release agent
Wuertz PAT-657/BW. Temperatures for the resin and hardener are set to 60 ◦C
and 25 ◦C, respectively. The dosed matrix and release agent are mixed manually for
15 s and are then distributed into the cavities of the carrier inside the opened tool.
After matrix distribution which requires approximately 30 s, the prepared fiber
stack is placed onto the carrier concentrically to the blank holder. Subsequently,
the tool is closed with a velocity of 3 mm/s until the carrier is clamped between
the blank holder and the top tool body (Scene B in Figure 4-5). The tool cavity is
evacuated to approx. 2 mbar before the tool is closed to final part thickness with
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Table 4-7 Tools for thermoforming of carrier cavities
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3 mm/s. The part is cured within the heated cavity for 3.5 min before the tool is
opened and the part is demolded.

Functionality of the process and tooling is qualitatively evaluated based on visual
inspection of pressed laminates and micrographs, Figure 4-16.

After initial experimentation with the preparation procedure and press velocity, vi-
sually appealing laminates with attached carriers were produced with the method
prescribed above. Vacuum could be generated inside the tool and remained below
2 mbar over the entire press stroke. Draping and impregnation were possible using
the SV 250 film which was found to bond to the matrix above 60 ◦C tool temper-
ature. Cavities used for initial matrix storage were almost completely eliminated
after pressing (Scene B.2 and D.3 in Figure 4-16). Almost no wrinkles from the
storage cavities were found after pressing. It must be assumed that cavities are not
primarily eliminated due to normal forces during compression but that polymer
molecules that are stretched and stabilized during thermoforming rearrange under
heat, which conforms to creeping behavior of thermoplasts [94, p. 52-53]. Micro-
graphs show good quality of the pressed laminates (Scene D.1-D.3 in Figure 4-16)
with low void content and densely packed fibers. In optical analysis of the micro-
graphs performed with the Stream Motion software (Olympus) a FVC of 53 % was
determined, which matched the theoretical FVC.
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Figure 4-16 Tool system before material insertion (A) and pressed laminate with attached car-
rier film (top B.1; bottom/carrier side B.2); Pressed laminate after trimming with
carrier film bonded to its bottom surface (C); Micrograph from section represen-
tative for part (D.1), carrier film bonded to laminate (D.2) and wrinkle in carrier
film as residue from matrix storage cavity (D.3)

The findings of the initial press trials indicate that the process and tool design
derived for CIP were qualitatively functional. However, carrier use for draping must
be considered for more complex parts in order to allow for a confident assessment
of that critical functionality.

4.6.2 Evaluation of Fiber Material Draping

Fiber material draping due to carrier film deformation is the most critical function
of the process and follows the assumption that fiber material is clamped between
the carrier stretched during tool closing and the upper tool wall (solution 24.1 in
Table 4-3). The resulting frictional forces act as tensioning forces under which the
fiber material can slide into the cavity without wrinkling. To test the functionality,
the complex part geometry (Table 4-4) is pressed. In order to guarantee constant
process condition, a clamping frame for the carrier is introduced. On the one hand,
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the frame preserves a constant carrier tension on its circumference. On the other
hand, all materials for pressing can be prepared outside of the press and only
inserted with the frame prior to pressing.

To manually prepare the carrier outside of press, the carrier is stretched by a
pre-tensioning frame by four spring loaded clamps (spring rate of approximately
5 N/mm) holding a square blank on its corners. The uniformly tensioned carrier
is positioned on an aluminum clamping frame with the thermoformed cavity con-
centric to the rim of the ring. A compliment top ring is snapped onto the bottom
ring by means of embedded magnets in both rings. Two adjacent magnet pairs are
embedded to reject each other. Thus, the top ring centers itself while it is snapped
onto the bottom ring. The carrier is then clamped between the two rings, fixated
by magnetic force. Finally, the overlapping edges of the carrier are trimmed.

Subsequent material preparation and pressing are performed according to the press
method for spherical parts with matrix and NCF masses adjusted for the complex
geometry (Table 4-7) and the exception of the tool closing velocity. It was found
that a closing velocity of 5 mm/s produced good laminates and led to less matrix
discharge from the cavity during pressing.

Fiber paths within the complex geometry are expected to be strongly influenced by
the replicated part geometry. If draping of the fiber material works properly under
carrier use, fiber paths do not show wrinkles but follow the the part geometry as
expected. Complex parts that were produced after the method described previously
showed no wrinkles, despite theoretical shear angles of the draped NCF that are
close to the locking angle of the material at approximately 50 ◦, Figure 4-17.

Shearing angles of the fabric peak in part corners and in the flanges for 0/90 ◦

and +/ − 45 ◦ layers, respectively. Pressed laminates show fiber deflections in the
draped 0/90 ◦ layer that qualitatively correspond with deflections predicted by the
kinematic draping simulation and do not show wrinkles. Furthermore, several parts
produced under the same conditions showed similar fiber path distributions.

Fiber paths and geometry of pressed laminates indicate that the draping functio-
nality of CIP with use of carrier works. It is therefore assumed that the process
generally allows production of complex parts.

4.7 Conclusion of Design of Carrier-Integrated
Pressing

Design of CIP focussed on how a production system can be conceived from the
principle solution of carrier use as a means to store and eject resin (Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-17 Theoretical shear angle distribution of 0/90 ◦ (A) and +/−45 ◦ layers (B) according
to kinematic draping simulation of the complex part geometry. Fiber paths after
draping do not show wrinkles that may originate from insufficient fiber tension
during draping and part does not show geometrical flaws (C)

The design procedure was guided by MPM based on functions derived from a li-
terature review on LCM processing and included selected methods for each design
step. The importance of derived functions were estimated in an effect analysis and
showed that the most critical function at the early stage of design was "Generate
vacuum tightness over press stroke". A technical conflict between vacuum tightness
and press stroke was solved by drawing on the TRIZ construct and solutions were
derived from the principles of new dimension, prior action and mediator. Consi-
dering a new dimension was realized by separating air and matrix tightness. This
separation in combination with preponing an action, led to the solution of using a
blank holder. The blank holder clamps the carrier and seals the tool with dynamic
silicone sealings. The third principle, mediator, was applied to the carrier. It acts
as a mediator of tensile forces onto the fiber material for drape and shields sensible
sealing elements from reactive matrix.

The most beneficial carrier material regarding fulfillment of the derived functions
was selected by a benefit analysis based on dry draping experiments. It was found
that thermoplastic elastic films perform best. Macroscopic cavities can be easily
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thermoformed into the carrier and wrinkles during draping are effectively reduced
by elastic pre-tension.

Finally, the design of tool, carrier and process was evaluated in wet experiments
within two steps. Firstly, a spherical part of low complexity was successfully pro-
duced and showed that the process definition, carrier layout and tool work as
intended. Secondly, a highly complex part was pressed, which qualitatively showed
that the carrier is capable of acting as a mediator of tensile forces onto the fabric to
allow for good draping of the material. Even under manual material preparation, a
defined matrix storage inside the thermoformed cavities is possible. For both parts
a process setup was found that showed no dry spots, major impregnation flaws or
fiber wrinkling due to poor draping. In addition, storage cavities produced only
minor wrinkles. It is assumed that creeping of thermoplastic molecules stretched
during thermoforming is increased under the heat during processing. This would
lead to a partial elimination of the cavities prior to final compaction.

CIP was shown to work manually but was derived in the light of industrial proces-
sing. The principles known from WCM do also apply to CIP. This includes industri-
ally established supply of semi-finished materials and their preparation outside of
the press tool. All functions of the CIP tool itself, in particular the dynamic sealing
and blank holder concept, as well as further part treatment with bonded film do
not impair the classical chain of compression molding processes, Figure 4-18.

Preparation of carrier and fibers
Matrix pre-application & fiber 

stack positioning

Draping, impregnation & 

curing
Demolding Cooling/setting

Hard

ener
Resin

R.a.*

Figure 4-18 Industrial process chain of CIP (*R. a.= release agent). Carrier film with cavities
is supplied on roll, similar to the fiber material used. Thermoforming of the carrier
film is performed after film extrusion, as industrially realized for production of air
cushion film10

The combination of production system, carrier material and process setup quali-
tatively work as intended to solve the polylemma of conflicts of automated WCM
(Figure 3-2). All requirements short matrix flow path, high impregnation qual-
ity and clean and secure handling of semi-finished materials seem to be fulfilled
by the existing production system. The conflict between pre-application of matrix
and stabilization of semi-finished materials could be solved with the macroscopic
cavities that store matrix close to its intended curing location without contacting
the fiber material. However, it remains unclear if the conflict between matrix pre-
application and controlled matrix flow is solved by the new process. Although good
parts were produced with the new process, initial experiments of WCM, where a
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carrier film without cavities was used and the matrix was pre-applicated onto the
fibers, showed no indications of a minor quality.

With the current process design the prerequisites for industrial production of CFRP
parts with CIP are given. However, on a production-scale view, it is not clear how
process design, process parameters and the production technology interact com-
pared with the traditional high-volume processes RTM and, in particular, WCM.
Precisely, it remains to be investigated if reduced fiber input due to the draping
mechanism of CIP can offset increased matrix consumption and additional use of
carrier in terms of costs and environmental impacts.
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5 Matrix Flow in Compression
Molding Processes

No information on matrix flow in WCM processes has been published so far and the
conflict between pre-applicated matrix and controlled matrix flow during pressing
hypothesized in this thesis (Figure 3-2) has not been tested. Since matrix pre-
application itself is considered a prerequisite, the matrix flow and its control in-
fluenced by the initial position of the matrix after pre-application is of interest.
In this regard, different hypothetical flow situations for WCM and CIP have been
formulated (Figure 3-1 for WCM and Figure 4-2 for CIP). Furthermore, the pro-
cess parameters certainly influence the flow, too. Both aspects lead to the following
question that lies at the heart of this chapter:

2.1 How does matrix flow through fiber material in WCM and CIP?

Because matrix position and its flow during pressing are linked, cavity elimination
has to be taken into account with the following question:

2.2 How is cavity elimination linked to matrix flow?

Matrix flow and its control have been closely linked to part quality in RTM pro-
cessing and thus it is important to ask for both process types, WCM and CIP:

2.3 Is a more homogeneous matrix flow in press processes associated with better
part quality?

Questions 2.1-2.3 are strongly influenced by process parameters of the respective
process. In order to answer them more universally, changing process parameters
within design of experiment studies for WCM and CIP are considered. The studies
are conducted experimentally with the tooling system developed in Chapter 4, on
which plates are produced for both WCM and CIP. In case of WCM, a film without
cavities is used and the matrix is pre-applicated on top of the fiber stack.

Since industrial processes usually produce parts of complex shapes, flow situations
under drape should be considered in addition to the plate studies. It is assumed
that the flow is governed by gravity when draping begins. Therefore, the following
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question is framed in regard to flow situations under draping :

2.4 How does draping disturb matrix flow in WCM and CIP?

This question will be investigated with a fixed set of process parameters for WCM
and CIP with which plates as well as a complex parts are producible. No parameter
variation is taken into account.

Since the questions shall be answered by evidence from press experiments performed
on the developed tooling, an appropriate method to visualize matrix flow has to
be defined. As existing experiments are not suitable for compression molding, a
new method has to be developed. Material and process parameters have to be
monitored regarding their variability, since materials are prepared and the press
is controlled manually. The new method for matrix flow analysis and the visual
monitoring method are based on the same principle and will be presented in the
next section. The experimental setup, materials and their preparation methods
for the press experiments are specified subsequently. The results section does not
only include results regarding matrix flow but also analysis of material preparation
and press parameters to secure low variability. The chapter closes with conclusions
drawn from the experimental results in regard to the framed research questions.

5.1 Development of Visualization Methods to
Investigate Matrix Flow1

In processing of composites, materials are continuously dislocated from an initial
position to their final position. Thus, it is obvious to use visual analysis of photos
or videos to research the intermediate flow, especially for matrix flow. However,
information on matrix flow in processes are difficult to obtain. While some inves-
tigated flow during compaction of prepreg materials with computer tomography
(CT) [95], others used transparent tools to trace the effects of flow with cameras,
either on a macroscopic [78, p. 9] or microscopic scale [96]. Camera-tracing even
allows to continuously monitor flow throughout the entire process which is not
the case with CT pictures. Centea and Hubert still visualized the progression of
the matrix during compression via time-dependent disruption of the slow vacuum
bagging process [95, p. 595]. However, both alternatives are generally unsuitable
to study flow in compression molding, since transparent tool walls deform under

1This section is based on the term project "Entwicklung und Anwendung einer makroskopisch-
en Analysemethode zur Charakterisierung des Harzflusses in Nasspressverfahren" written by
Johannes Maierhofer, TU Munich, 2015, supervised by Paul Bockelmann
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pressures of 5−50 bar experienced in WCM and CIP. Matrix flow cannot be traced
selectively in CT without altering the processing properties. This is the case be-
cause different phases in CT pictures are distinguished based on the density of the
respective material. Since the flow in compression molding is much faster than in
common prepreg consolidation and the matrix is of low viscosity, disruption of the
press process would result in unintended flow generated by the disruption. Fur-
thermore, no flow from individual carrier cavities can be monitored, an important
aspect to evaluate flow in CIP. However, if the density of the mass of matrix to
be monitored would be altered to allow its recognition in CT images, the viscosity
will also be changed and with it the flow properties.

Given the challenges of previous visualization methods in the context of compres-
sion molding, only the initial and final position of a defined mass of matrix distin-
guishable from the rest of the matrix shall be analyzed. These points in the process
chain represent mechanically relatively steady states, which facilitates their visual
analysis. In consequence however, the flow in between these two states cannot be
characterized directly but only via a qualitative interpolation by the results of the
two states. The initial position of matrix in WCM and CIP is visually controlled
because application of matrix and fiber stack is performed manually. Analysis of
the final position of the matrix to be traced is used to investigate the research
questions in this chapter.

Because only a fraction of matrix shall be used to investigate flow from one carrier
cavity or position on top of the fiber mat, visual appearance of the respective matrix
mass to be traced is altered with a fluorescent marker. Fluorescence has been used
before in studies concerning material distribution, e.g. behavior of filler particles in
vacuum bag infusion [96], self-repair of composites [97] or deposited colloid tracers
in silica sand [98]. In all cases, fluorescent particles or phases allow better identifi-
cation and quantification of the fluorescent matter on photographs or video. This
is the case, because the contrast between fluorescent and non-fluorescent phases is
stronger, which facilitates computerized image analysis. In the impregnation stud-
ies of this chapter, fluorescent marker allows to quantify material preparation and
matrix distribution after pressing. Both methods are developed in regard to the
needs of the processes and are consecutively presented in the following.

One important prerequisite for the use of fluorescent pigments to distinguish a
certain mass of matrix is that the viscosity of the matrix system must not be
altered. This is necessary, because the flow properties of the entire matrix, dyed
and non-dyed, should be equal to avoid distortion of the impregnation process
under investigation. In order to examine the behavior of a marked matrix system,
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viscosity measurements are performed on a MCR 302 rheometer2 (Anton Paar) with
conic plate system with a diameter of 25 mm. The process is run gap-regulated with
a constant gap of 0.048 mm. The matrix system investigated is XB3585/XB3458
(Huntsman; Appendix A-3) with 3 w-% regarding XB3585 of internal release agent
PAT-657/BW (Wuertz). An appropriate shear rate of 700 1/s is determined for
further experiments from rheological tests of non-fluorescent matrix at 25 ◦ (Scene
A in Figure 5-1). This is adequate because at this shear rate no shear-thinning is
induced, which is the case at faster rotation.

Because a fast-curing matrix system is prepared manually for the experiments, con-
ditions of measurements need to be constant. Therefore, the following preparation
routine is followed. A mass of 50 g XB3585/PAT-657/BW is dosed in a paper cup
and the corresponding mass of 9.22 g XB3458 is filled in a syringe. The hardener
is injected into the paper cup and the compound is mixed manually for 15 s with a
wooden scoopula. A volume of 25 µl is transferred into the aluminum cup mounted
to the rheometer using a pipette. The rheometer is pre-closed to a gap of 30 mm
prior to matrix insertion, so that the time between hardener injection and the start
of measurement is 86 s for all experiments.

For experiments with fluorescent matrix, EpoDye is applied into the XB3585/PAT-
657/BW compound, heated to 60 ◦C and manually stirred with a wooden scoopula
for 2 min. The fluorescent compound is pre-heated to 60 ◦C before the XB3458
hardener is injected and rheological measurements are performed as previously
described.
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Graph B in Figure 5-1 shows that matrix viscosity is not altered when EpoDye
powder is mixed into the pure XB3585 at 60 ◦C under manual stirring. Other

2www.anton-paar.com/corp-en/products/details/mcr-rheometer-series; Last accessed on 02-23-
2016
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experiments showed higher viscosity of matrix that has been dyed with EpoDye
in XB3585 at room temperature or when fluorescent pigments are mixed into the
hardener. In these cases the pulver particles are not fully diluted, so that the solids
within the matrix increase viscosity compared to the non-marked matrix.

From the rheological measurements it is concluded that EpoDye can be used to
mark the matrix for experimentation without altering its flow properties. All ex-
periments that are described in this chapter are performed with fluorescent matrix
that has been prepared under the presented circumstances to allow for equal flow
properties of marked and non-marked matrix.

5.1.1 Quality Control of Manual Matrix and Fiber Application

The materials used in CIP and WCM are prepared manually outside of the press
tool and thus facilitate quality control via an overhead camera. For matrix pre-
application in particular the amount and the position of the pre-applied matrix on
the carrier or the fabric are important. The amount can only be specified by an area
Am on photographs, the position is computed via the deviation of areal centroid
coordinates xm, ym from the origin of a reference coordination system. The same
values for the fiber stack Af , xf , yf are complemented by control of the fiber angle
αm between fiber direction and reference coordinate system.

The reference system is defined by the inner edge of the aluminum rings that clamp
the carrier. To this circle the overhead camera, UI-3580ML-C-HQ (Imaging Devel-
opment Systems GmbH; 1/2 ” CMOS-sensor with 4.92 megapixel), is referenced.
The lens of the camera is adjusted concentrically to the clamp ring underneath and
is controlled by uEye Cockpit software. Pictures are taken after each preparation
step carrier clamping, matrix pre-application and fiber stack application. The latter
two pictures are segmented within a Matlab script to identify geometrical control
criteria for the manual prepared materials, Figure 5-2.

Fluorescent matrix appears yellowish on the pictures taken with the overhead cam-
era. Thus, it can be segmented from other matter on the picture by Matlab via
HSV3 values of each pixel. Via canny edge detection algorithm the outer edge of
the conglomeration of fluorescent pixels is determined and all pixels enclosed by
this edge are counted as fluorescent matrix. This avoids misinterpretation of light
reflections on the fluorescent matrix that produce HSV color values, which do not
fit the value range of the fluorescent phase. Subsequently, the pixels that are recog-
nized as fluorescent matter are added and multiplied with a conversion factor into

3HSV color model, which describes a color of a combination of hue (H), saturation (S) and value
(V)
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Figure 5-2 Geometrical control criteria for matrix pre-application (Am, xm, ym) and fiber ap-
plication (Af or mf , xf , yf , αf ) computed by image segmentation in Matlab from
camera pictures of each preparation step (middle and right; notches in fiber stacks
are not captured by image segmentation algorithm in Matlab)

an area Am of fluorescent matrix. The centroid of Am is computed in reference to
a coordinate system with its origin set in the center of a circle fitted to the inner
edge of the clamp ring which serves as a reference.

In principle, the same procedure applies to the analysis of fiber application. In
addition to the fiber area Af , or the respective fiber massmf , and the areal centroid
coordinates xf and yf of the stack, the fiber angle αf of the top NCF ply is detected.
The angle is generated by the reference coordinate system and a straight line fitted
to the warp section of the tricot-warp stitching, since it runs parallel to the fiber
direction.

5.1.2 Tracing Matrix Flow by Fluorescent Photography

In order to study matrix flow in compression molding processes, this thesis proposes
to detect the spatial distribution of individual resin accumulations via fluorescence
markers to draw conclusions about the flow of the marked resin during pressing.
Thus, the final state of the flow process is interpreted by computer-aided analysis of
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digital images. The images have to provide criteria that are quantifiable in regard
to matrix flow. Two criteria are seen as describing the quality of the flow. Firstly,
the spatial distribution of the marked matrix mass and, secondly, its path between
initial and final location, Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3 Processing principle (A) and criteria to quantify matrix flow regarding distribution
and flow path of fluorescent resin (B). Resin distribution is described by fluorescent
area Afl and its edge length lfl, vector ~s represents the flow path between centroids
defined by initial (xci, yci) and final coordinates (xcf , ycf )

The criteria derived in Figure 5-3 to describe compactness and flow of fluorescent
matrix are converted to quality parameters Q1-Q3, which provide quantitative val-
ues regarding the matrix flow. The parameters Q1 and Q2 set the respective criteria
in reference to the entire region of interest (roi). The third parameter computes
the absolute value of the position vectors for initial and final areal centroids.

Q1 = Afl
Aroi

Q1 ∈ [0; 1] (5-1)

Q1 = Ratio of fluorescent area
Afl = Fluorescent area
Aroi = Area of ROI
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Q2 = lfl
lroi

Q2 ∈ [0;∞] (5-2)

Q2 = Ratio of edge length
lfl = Edge length of Afl
lroi = Edge length of Aroi

Q3 = mean(|~si|) = mean(|~scf − ~sci|) Q3 ∈ R (5-3)

=
√

(xcf − xci)2 + (ycf − yci)2

~sci = Position vector of initial areal centroid
~scf = Position vector of final areal centroid

The derived quality parameters are computed from digital images, following the
construct of computerized image processing discussed elsewhere [99, p. 13]. To al-
low quantification of properties, essential steps are image acquisition, segmentation
in objects of interest, their classification as well as extraction of important prop-
erties. In the following, realization of these steps are discussed, divided in image
acquisition, establishment of a fluorescence model and image processing.

Image Acquisition Two types of sensors can be used for digital image acquisition
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductors (CMOS) or charged-coupled-device-
sensors (CCD) [99, p. 197-201]. CCD are still often used in scientific studies be-
cause they are very photosensitive and provide images consisting of pixels that
were recorded at the exact same point in time due to a global shutter. CMOS
sensors work with a rolling shutter that can distort images of high velocity scenes.
However, both sensors provide comparable image quality and thus are both used
in image recognition for process control [100, p. 172]. Due to lower cost [100, p.
371], better availability in digital single lens reflex (DSLR) cameras and the need
to photograph static scenes in sufficient lighting, this work uses a CMOS sensor
integrated in an EOS 7D DSLR (Canon).

In order to compare the results from each digital image, camera settings remain
constant for all parts. The EOS 7D is operated with a 17-40 L USM lens at a focal
distance of 40 mm with an f13.0 aperature and 10 s exposure time. Exposure time
is evaluated as suitable in the next paragraph, the fluorescent model. The white
balance is set to sunshine and the Iso-photosensitivity remains at 100, the lowest
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value, to minimize image noise. The camera-integrated chip converts the RAW
images into JPG format, which is directly usable for image processing.

Constant camera settings are only applicable if the light situation remains the same
for all parts, too. Thus, part orientation in reference to the light sources is kept
constant with an alignment rig, Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-4 Set-up for digital image acquisition using a DSLR camera with CMOS sensor

The rig allows precise manual alignment of the parts to be photographed, both of
complex and plate geometry, within the center of the rig. The camera position is
fixated on a tripod and the image is concentrically adjusted above the part via the
orientation grid on the camera screen and respective marks on the base plate of
the alignment rig.

Furthermore, the rig carries four identical UV-lamps, LF-106S (Uvitec)4 which
emit light of a wavelength of 254 nm and intensity of 710 µW/cm2. Fluorescence is
defined as the emission of electromagnetic radiation by a molecule with fluorescent
properties due to excessive energy induced by an absorbed photon [101, p. 296].
Fluorescent light appears to be red-shifted in reference to the absorped light [101,
p. 299]. It was found that light of 254 nm excites the fluorescent pigment, C.I.
yellow 43, in the plastic dye Epodye (Struers) to emit light within the human
visual spectrum. Longer exciting wavelengths resulted in excessive relaxation due
to internal conversion, quenching, intersystem crossing or chemical reaction that
suppressed fluorescence [101, p. 297-300], presumably by adjacent carbon fibers.

4http://www.uvitec.co.uk/products/uvilitetlc/index.html; Last accessed on 02-18-2016
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Fluorescence Model for Saturation In order to establish a model that charac-
terizes saturation in reference to the fluorescence, the color space which defines
each color in the image has to be introduced. To facilitate image segmentation of
the distributed fluorescent matrix, this work draws on the HSV color model. The
model describes each color in the same way the human conscience perceives it,
differentiating the parameters hue, saturation and value [99, p. 54-55]. Hue is in-
dependent from saturation and value, which simplifies image segmentation [102, p.
325], since no superposition of different shades of colors occur. That means, when
the fluorescent matrix mixes with neat matrix, only brightness and saturation are
changed, while hue stays constant. This independence of parameters is reflected
by the cylindrical coordinates of the color model. It consists of a radius around
the white center axis for saturation (S), an angle for hue (H) and value (V) on a
vertical axis5.

Higher concentrations of fluorescent pigments decrease saturation, which is de-
scribed by a smaller radius. In order to correlate both parameters positively, the
following inversion of saturation is introduced:

S = 1− S? S ∈ [0; 1] (5-4)
S = Saturation
S? = Saturation in HSV color model

Furthermore, the exposure time of the camera has the same effect on the saturation
as the fluorescence concentration. Longer exposure to light increases the white
content and would thus decrease saturation. The proposed inversion leads to a
positive correlation.

Both parameters, fluorescence concentration and exposure time are linked with
inverted saturation and value by experiments in which the entire matrix of the
part is dyed with fluorescent marker. In the experiments, the resin component is
dyed with fluorescence concentrations between 0.250 % and 0.016 % and further
processed to produce parts of complex geometry. Photographs of the parts are
taken using the alignment rig, Figure 5-4 with exposure time set to 5, 10 and 15 s,
Figure 5-5.

Saturation is strongly influenced by concentration of the fluorescent marker, while
value stays approximately constant over all concentrations tested. All exposure
times are within the range of both saturation and value, thus no over- or un-
derexposure leads to loss of information. The curves for 10 s exposure time show

5https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HSV_cylinder.jpg
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Figure 5-5 Dependency of saturation and value on fluorescence concentration and exposure time
in image acquisition

consistent results over a wide range without danger of information loss and thus this
exposure time is used for all further experiments. It is important to note, however,
that below 0.03 % of concentration, no fluorescence is detected in the images.

To consistently analyse produced parts, a case differentiation has to be defined
regarding the part areas. To produce complex parts, fibers are draped into the cav-
ity, which produces areas of pure matrix at the part edges (Figure 4-17). Since the
matrix in this area is translucent, fluorescent matrix shines through from under-
neath the part surface. This is not the case in regions of the part that contain fiber
material. Thus, regions of pure matrix appear more saturated than fiber regions,
even without a difference in fluorescent concentration.

For 10 s exposure the saturation relates to the fluorescent marker concentration
within the fiber region according to Figure 5-6.

The lowest concentration tested, 0.016 %, cannot be measured correctly any more
and must be excluded in order to fit a valid curve to the experiments. Thus, the
following fit applies to results in fiber region of the part:

Sf (c) = 2.37 · c− 0.07 (5-5)
Sf = Saturation
c = Concentration of fluorescent marker
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Figure 5-6 Relation between saturation S and concentration c of fluorescent marker in fiber re-
gion. Concentration of fluorescent marker is specified in weight-% of resin component

Within the pure matrix region of the part, the saturation S in dependence of
marker concentration c follows a curve with a higher slope due to the accumulation
of fluorescence within the translucent material, Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-7 Relation between saturation S and concentration c of fluorescent marker in pure
matrix region. Concentration of fluorescent marker is specified in weight-% of resin
component

Due to the accumulation of fluorescent marker in pure matrix, a maximum satu-
ration is reached at approximately 0.125 % concentration. No further increase in
saturation can be detected. Thus, for higher concentrations, as in the excluded
experiment, a maximum saturation of 0.85 is assumed, leading to the following
differentiation of functions for the saturation in pure matrix regions:
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Sm1(c) = 6.85 · c+ 0.03 for c ≤ 0.125 (5-6)
Sm2(c) = 0.85 for c > 0.125

S = Saturation
c = Concentration of fluorescent marker

In order to complete the fluorescence model needed for image processing, the hue
spectrum which applies to the segmentation of the fluorescent phase is to be de-
termined. Thus, the reference part with 0.125 % fluroescent marker is analyzed
regarding the hue histogram it produces, Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8 Histogram of hue in HSV color model for reference part with a concentration of
fluorescent marker of 0.125 % and 10 s exposure

The color spectrum in the histogram corresponds to the actual hue values. All other
reference parts show a similar hue distribution. Thus, for all following analyses, hue
values that are associated with fluorescence are set between 0.25 and 0.5.

Image Processing Digital images acquired with the DSLR-camera are processed
drawing on algorithms from the Image Processing Toolbox in Matlab to compute
the quality parameters defined in Equations 5-1 to 5-3. The relation between con-
centration of fluorescent marker and saturation as well as the hue spectrum of
fluorescence are embedded in the algorithms.

After the conversion of the RGB images into HSV color model, the fluorescent phase
of the image is segmented and further processed. Two manual segmentation steps
are performed, first to select the entire part as ROI and second, to separate fiber
region and pure matrix region for the fluorescence model. All further processing
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is automatically performed by the Matlab routine, Figure 5-9. The results from
image processing are manually organized in Excel for further analysis.
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Figure 5-9 Matlab routine for image segmentation to compute quality parameter of matrix flow,
exemplary demonstrated at compression molded plate. Transformation of image into
HSV color model (A), fluorescence recognition via hue to calculate Q1 (B), weighting
of fluorescent region via concentration c to compute the areal centroid for Q3(C),
edge detection of fluorescent regions via Canny-algorithm using hue to determine Q2
(D/E), exemplary manual segmentation of fiber region and pure matrix region in
one part to correct concentration of fluorescent marker (F)

5.1.3 Tracing Matrix Flow by Fluorescent Microscopy

While the fluorescent photography is limited to assess matrix flow on part surface
in x and y direction, microscopy of laminate sections shows the matrix distribution
in the cross section of a laminate. The fluorescence phase can be used again to dis-
tinguish the marked matrix from the rest in order to quantify matrix distribution.

Fluorescence microscopy is particularly important in examination of biological
specimen, since selective detection of small concentrations of matter with good
signal-to-background ratio is possible [103, p. 902]. While in biology often natu-
rally available green fluorescent proteins are used as a marker in fixed or living
cells [103, p.903], epoxy matrix marked with Epodye can be excited with 254 nm
by fluorescence microscopes as well.
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To compare the results of all specimen with one another, samples are cut from a
defined position of the pressed plates. The samples are embedded into epoxy matrix
before beeing polished on a planar grinding machine with a minimum grain size of
3 µm and chemically etched in a last step. Digital micrographs are recorded using
the ApoTome 2 fluorescence microscopy (Carl Zeiss Microscopy) to automatically
stitch single images recorded with a magnification of 2.5 to one overview. The
exposure time is set according to the region of maximum brightness in each sample
in order to avoid loss of information. All micrographs are manually trimmed to
an area of 1200x150 pixel to account for comparability of quality measurements
that are based on the amount and distribution of fluorescent pixels. The Matlab
routine developed in Section 5.1.2 is adapted to recognize fluorescent pixels based
on their value within the HSV color mode. Value thresholds are set to 150 and 5000
upon manual trials and analysis of results. The principle of analysis is depicted in
Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10 Principle of matrix flow analysis via fluorescent microscopy. Specimen are cut from
the same central region of parts under an angle of 67.5 ◦ to the fiber direction of
the top ply. From micrographs (A-A) the frequency of fluorescent pixels can be
computed for the x and z direction. Quality parameters are the maximum value of
the integral of frequency in x direction and slope of the fitted straight curve in z
plot (B). Hypothetical plots for extreme results (C: ideal, D: worst) show different
magnitudes of the quality parameters, magnitudes are not true to scale

The compactness of marked resin is again the foundation to define the quality
parameters within the micrographs. The more compact the fluorescent matrix flows
from its initial position to its final position, the more localized the marked matrix
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is distributed in the micrograph. When the transition from fluorescent to non-
fluorescent area is defined, the frequency of fluorescent pixels over z direction the
micrograph is constant (scene C in Figure 5-10). When the fluorescent phase is
localized, the frequency curve begins at higher x values and its integral amounts to
a final value which is smaller than in a sample with more widely distributed resin
(e.g. scene D in Figure 5-10). The same relation applies to the plot in z direction,
where the integral of the frequency curve has a lower value than a widely distributed
fluorescent phase. If the progression in z direction is ideally homogenous, the slope
of the straight line is zero (Scence C in Figure 5-10). The straight line is tilted,
which means the slope has a negative or positive value when the flow front of the
marked matrix is heterogenically distributed over the part thickness (Scene B in
Figure 5-10).

5.2 Experimental Setup, Materials and Methods for
Investigation of Matrix Flow

The research to be conducted is experimental in nature. In the following, the
method portfolio is assembled in regard to the research questions before single
methods are specified in detail, Figure 5-11.

WCM and CIP are technical systems which are subject to process parameters and
disturbances regarding the dependent variables. In particular, process parameters
are assumed to produce different matrix flow results. Thus, major influence para-
meters of both processes should be varied. To study the influences of parameters in
complex technical systems with a minimum of experiments, design of experiments
(DoE) is a common procedure [104, p. 6].

Two independent DoE plans for WCM and CIP in connection with the method of
fluorescent photography form the base of the study. Analysis of fluorescent pho-
tography and fluorescent microscopy, subjective visual evaluation of elimination of
carrier cavities as well as fiber angle measurements provide quantitative data of
the dependent variables in the DoE. Research question 2.1 and 2.2 are answered
comprehensively in the light of parameter variation through the DoE results.

WCM and CIP parts that show good and poor results regarding the matrix flow
are selected for void measurements in micrographs and three point bending tests
to investigate research question 2.3. Results are complemented by findings of fiber
angle measurements from the DoE studies.

Research question 2.4 is investigated in a second, smaller study in which fluorescent
photography is used to quantify matrix flow in plates as well as in the 32 ◦ and 40 ◦
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Design of experiments

Fluorescent photography

Fluorescent microscopy

Subjective visual 

evaluation of 

cavity elimination

Optical void/fiber volume content 

measurement from micrographs

Three point bending

Fiber angle measurement (Profactor)

RQ 2.1: How does matrix flow through 

fiber material for WCM and CIP?

RQ 2.2: How is cavity elimination linked to 

matrix flow?

RQ 2.3: Does type of matrix flow influence 

part quality?

RQ 2.4: How does draping disturb matrix 

flow in WCM and CIP?

45 experiments 

for 15 parameter 

combinations

15 experiments 

for 3 parameter 

combinations

18 single experiments for plate, 32° and 40° 

incline

WCM CIP

Fluorescent photography

Figure 5-11 Portfolio of methods selected to investigate research questions 2.1-2.4

inclines of the complex part. All parts in this study are produced with the same
parameter set, both for WCM and CIP, in order to allow for comparability.

In the following, all methods used for each research question are specified in detail,
except the previously developed methods of fluorescent photography (Section 5.1.2)
and microscopy (Section 5.1.3).

5.2.1 Design of Experiments for Wet Compression Molding

In case of WCMmatrix is pre-applicated on the fiber material directly. It is assumed
that the degree to which the fluorescent matrix sinks into the fibers influences its
distribution after pressing. The more the matrix sinks in, the less it is prone to be
dislocated from its initial location during pressing. Thus, the matrix temperature,
determined by the temperature of the resin component Tr, and the pre-application
time tpa are defined as process parameters. During pressing, the press velocity of
the tool vp is assumed to influence the dislocation of the matrix film that is atop
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the fiber stack. From all three parameters, particularly Tr is assumed to yield non-
linear results. This is likely, because the degree to which the matrix sinks into the
fibers depends on the viscosity, which is influenced by temperature and the onset of
cure with non-linear effects, Figure 2-2. For non-linear correlations, at least three
factor steps are required, which are structured in quadratic DoE plans [104, p. 37].

To allow for quadratic correlations, a central-composite-design is used for the DoE
structure. This plan is a combination of linear cube-design with an additional center
point and circumscribed points orthogonal to the faces of the cube, so-called "star
points" [104, p. 39]. When three factors, Tr, tpa and vp, with three levels each shall
be investigated and each parameter combination is run three times to statistically
validate the experiments, a full factorial design would require n = 33 · 3 = 81
experiments [104, p. 6]. Thus, a reduced design that requires 15 single experiments
and with replicates 45 is used. It applicates a star distance of 1.8309, in order to
guarantee the plan is rotatable and orthogonal [104, p. 38-39], Figure 5-12.

Experiments Tr [°C] vp [mm/s] tpa [s]

1, 18, 35 35 3.5 5

2, 19, 36, 52* 54 3.5 5

3, 20, 37 35 9 5

4, 21, 38 54 9 5

5, 22, 39 35 3.5 15

6, 23, 40 54 3.5 15

7, 24, 41 35 9 15

8, 25, 42 54 9 15

9, 26, 43 27.11 6.25 10

10, 27, 44, 53* 61.89 6.25 10

11, 28, 45 44.5 1.22 10

12, 29, 46 44.5 11.29 10

13, 30, 47 44.5 6.25 0.85

14, 31, 48 44.5 6.25 19.15

15, 16, 17 44.5 6.25 10
*Repeated experiments

Experiments 32-34 and 49-51 are additional repetitions 

of the central point, which is only covered in 3 

experiments in total 

Tr

tpa

vp

1

2

3

4
13

10

12

8

9
7

145

6

11 15

Figure 5-12 Design of experiments for WCM based on central-composite-design with variation of
the parameters resin temperature Tr, pre-application time tpa and pressing velocity
vp and a star distance of 1.8309. The plan will be run with two replicates of each
point, the center point will also be subject to three experiments in total

Parameter combinations of the cube have been screened in previous trials. The
extreme parameter combinations of the star points have been tested before the
study and are viable, which means the star distance can be maintained as proposed.
Trials are randomized according to the DOE software Modde 10.16, which is used
for the study.

6www.umetrics.com
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Subject to the DoE is the process to produce plates, Scene A in Figure 5-13. A
circular stack of 180 mm from CB300BX NCF (Hactotech; Appendix A-1) with
ply sequence [0◦ /90◦, +/- 45◦, +/-45◦]s is assembled manually from machine-cut
plies using an angle template. The carrier film SV 250 without cavities is fixed in
stretched state with the clamping ring, as introduced in Section 4.6.2. The prepared
fiber stack is concentrically placed on the carrier film (Scene B in Figure 5-13),
using a placement template. The matrix system with resin XB3585 and hardener
XB3458 (Huntsman; Appendix A-3) is to be used for all experiments. XB3585
is prepared in batches with 3 w-% internal release agent PAT-657/BW (Wuertz),
either non-marked or with 0.25 w-% EpoDye in reference to the pure XB3585 mass.
To prepare the matrix system for manual application, two paper cups are equipped
with 50 g XB3585/PAT-657/BW and 20 g fluorescent XB3585/PAT-657/BW from
the prepared batches, respectively. Both are heated to the temperature Tr of the
respective experiment in an oven. Two syringes are filled with 9.22 g and 3.67 g
XB3458 for the neat and marked resin. Both hardener masses are injected into the
paper cups with pre-heated resin simultaneously (time t = 0). Both compounds are
mixed manually with wooden scoopulas for 15 s before manual pre-application on
the NCF stack. Both matrix types, neat and fluorescent, are dosed simultaneously.
A volume of 7 ml of fluorescent matrix is taken into a syringe and expelled on
the NCF within the central ring of the dosing template, while the neat matrix is
pre-applicated around the central ring directly from the cup, Figure 5-13.

Ø
 1

8
0

Ø
 1

9
0 R

7.5

(2x)R
20

89.6

BA C

Fluorescent matrix

Composite

Matrix

Clamping ring Carrier film Dosing template Fluorescent matrix Neat matrix NCF stack

Figure 5-13 Manual material preparation for WCM experiments. Part to be produced in exper-
iments with fluorescent matrix (A), concentric placement of NCF stack on clamped
carrier film with aligned template for the dosing of fluorescent matrix (B), initial
distribution of fluorescent and neat matrix after dosing on top of the NCF stack
(C). Circular cutouts on both sides of the NCF are needed for positioning pins
inside the tool and do not fulfill any other function regarding the process

The rings of the dosing template with a radius of 7.5 mm sit on the fiber materials
and no matrix can flow in or out of the ring. The wall thickness of the rings is 1 mm,
to minimize interference with the pre-applied matrix. The pre-application time tpa,
a parameter to be varied within the DoE, is measured from the point in time when
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the fluorescent matrix is expelled from the syringe onto the NCF. During tpa of the
respective experiment, the neat matrix is applied but the dosing template is left in
place. When tpa expires, the template is removed and the clamping ring with all
materials is inserted into the tool.

The tool is heated to Tt = 100 ◦C = const. and closed to a position of 122.22 ±
1.63 mm so that the material can still be manually inserted after preparation. The
closing velocity for the first closing step to reach the evacuation stage is set to
5 mm/s. After material is inserted into the tool, it is closed for 11.98 ± 1.63 s to
the evacuation stage at 10.13± 2.08 mm. At this stage, the cavity is evacuated for
9.98 ± 1.42 s to under 10 mbar, before the the tool is closed completely with vp
for the respective experiment. The part is cured for 150 s before demolding. All
produced parts are cured for 60 min at 115 ◦C to fully cure the matrix before they
are stored protected from any sun or artificial light to avoid premature bleaching
of the fluorescent marker. After each experiment, the tool cavity is cleaned with
Isopropanol and the tool is again pre-closed to its initial position for the subsequent
experiment.

Fluorescent photography and fiber angle measurements are performed for both
sides, top and bottom, of all parts. Thus, all three experiments of each point within
the DoE can be analyzed, since the parts are not destructed. Fiber angles are mea-
sured with the Profactor sensor similar to Figure 4-9. The quantifying parameter
for the fiber angle distributions is the kurtosis fiber angle distribution [105, p. 19]
in the region of interest of one measurement. For the measurement after Thumfart
[89], the Profactor sensor is positioned concentrically on the plate using a template.
From the initially acquired image, a ROI of 1200x1600 pixel, centered on the initial
image, is selected for quantification using Matlab. Angles from the sewing threads
are omitted from the measurements.

For fluorescent microscopy only one experiment of each point is analyzed, since
this test procedure needs specimen that are extracted from the plates. Specimen
for microscopy are prepared from experiments 3, 6, 15, 22, 26, 28, 30, 31, 35, 36,
38, 41, 42, 46 and 53 (Figure 5-12).

Void content and FVC in laminates are measured optically from micrographs pro-
duced by traditional reflected-light microscopy using the same samples that were
extracted for the fluorescent microscopy. Images of 5x magnification are acquired
on a BX41 microscope (Olympus) and Stream Motion software of three different re-
presentative regions of each specimen. Each image of 2048x1532 pixel is segmented
into a predefined set of three ROI of 1500x470 pixel each. The distinction between
fibers, matrix and voids is controlled manually for each measurement according to
subjective inspection of the phases in the respective micrograph, Figure 5-14.
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ROI 1

VoidFiberMatrix

ROI 2 ROI 3

Figure 5-14 Optical void (A) and fiber volume content (B) measurements from micrographs.
Region 2 of experiment 28 of the WCM DoE (Figure 5-12) with 0.72 % void content
and a FVC of 52.44 % is exemplarily depicted

The computed quality parameters, the kurtosis of fiber angles from both sides of
the plate, results from fluorescent microscopy and normal reflective microscopy are
fed into the DoE plan in Modde for further analysis.

5.2.2 Design of Experiments for Carrier-Integrated Pressing

From the initial process evaluation in Section 4.6.1, it was hypothesized that car-
rier cavity elimination is not primarily achieved by mechanical compaction of the
cavities when the tool closes, but by rearrangement of stretched polymer molecules
under heat. This assumption is supported by preliminary trials, which show no
strong influence of the tool closing velocity vp on the impregnation results on fluo-
rescent photographs but a direct relation to the temperature history of the carrier
film during processing. This is critical because several process influences from the
tool, the matrix inside the cavities and the preparation routine superimpose each
other:
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Tc = f


Ttt ta Tr
Tbt th
h α

vp



with
Ttt = Tool temperature top
Tbt = Tool temperature btm
h = Distance film-btm tool
vp = Press velocity
α = Degree of cure
ta = Resin application time
th = Heating time at h
Tr = Resin temperature

Due to strongly interrelated parameters, especially with the exothermic reaction of
the matrix, the system may become unstable, causing non-reproducible results. To
allow for a stable process, most parameters are held constant while only the tool
temperature Tt=Ttt = Tbt and the heating time inside the tool th are varied. Due to
the strong possible interrelations between uncontrolled and controlled parameters,
a full factorial plan with a center point is selected for the DoE, Figure 5-15.

Tt

th

1 2

3 4

5

Experiments th [s] Tt [°C]

1, 6, 11 5 60

2, 7, 12 35 60

3, 8, 13 5 100

4, 9, 14 35 100

5, 10, 15 20 80

Figure 5-15 Design of experiments for CIP based on a full factorial design with variation of the
parameters tool temperature Tt and heating time inside of the tool th. The plan
will be run with two replicates of each point, the center point will also be subject
to three experiments in total

Both parameters, Tt and th, are independent and can be controlled well. All other
controllable parameters are set constant for all experiments. The influence of cur-
ing under exothermic reaction is treated as a result of the controlled parameters
and thus, is assumed to be reproducible. Non-linear effects of the varied process
parameters can still be traced, since the center point is included in the experiments.
All points will be replicated twice, hence 15 experiments in total are planned.
Randomization of the experiments is performed as proposed by Modde.

The experimental procedure follows the one for WCM experiments, described in
Section 5.2.1 in principle. The carrier which was previously thermoformed with the
conic section tool (Table 4-7) as described in Section 4.6.1 and stored at −18 ◦C
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is fixed in the clamping ring with its cavities concentric to the ring. Seven ml of
fluorescent matrix is applied into the cavity in the center, while the neat matrix is
poured into the cavities manually from a paper cup, starting from the inside and
spiraling outward (Figure 5-2). The prepared fiber stack is concentrically positioned
on the carrier without the template in order to save time during preparation.

The tool is heated to the tool temperature Tt of the respective experiment and
closed to a position of 152.69± 0.87 mm, so that the material can still be manually
inserted after preparation. The closing velocity for the first closing step to reach
the evacuation stage is set to 5 mm/s. After material is inserted into the tool, it is
closed for 12.94± 0.44 s to the heating stage at 24.31± 0.63 mm. At this stage, the
heating time th prescribed by the DoE is held, while the cavity is evacuated to under
10 mbar. After th expires, the tool is closed completely with vp = 5 mm/s = const.
for all experiments. The curing cycle of 150 s and for 60 min at 115 ◦C after demold-
ing is the same as for the WCM parts. Fully cured parts are also stored protected
from light. After each experiment, the tool cavity is cleaned with Isopropanol and
the tool is again pre-closed to its initial position for the subsequent experiment.

Fluorescent photography and fiber angle measurements are performed for all ex-
periments of all points as previously described for WCM in Section 5.2.1. Fiber
angles from the bottom side of the parts, however, produce invalid results, since
in some parts, carrier wrinkles are so strong that the underlying fibers can not be
analyzed optically. Thus, only the top side of the plates can be characterized for
CIP.

How well the carrier cavities are eliminated is evaluated for all experiments and all
points. The carrier wrinkles or other imperfections are subjectively evaluated by
independent visual inspection of three persons that are not involved in the project.
The evaluators award points between zero and ten according to a given exemplary
chart, Table 5-1. For each plate the independently awarded points are averaged for
the final quantification.

As for the WCM experiments specimen for fluorescent microscopy are only ex-
tracted from experiments 1, 8, 12, 14 and 15 (Figure 5-15). The void content
and FVC of these experiments are also measured in traditional reflective light
microscopy according to the method exemplary described in Figure 5-14.

All quantified parameters from fluorescent photography, fiber angle measurements
of the top side, the quality of cavity elimination, fluorescent microscopy and reflec-
tive light microscopy are entered into the DoE plan in Modde for analysis.
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Table 5-1 Evaluation chart for subjective, semi-quantiative evaluation of carrier cavity elimina-
tion in CIP from visual inspection

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Not acceptable

Ideal quality

Massive wrinkling, 

ruptures, air pockets

Points     Description                      Exemplary example

Clear wrinkles from cavity 

walls that indent the laminate

Reduced wrinkles from cavity 

walls, low indents in laminate

No wrinkles, only slight marks of 

cavity base, slight keying

No imperfections of surface from 

film identifyable

Poor quality

Medium quality

Good quality

7.5 mm

7.5 mm

7.5 mm

7.5 mm

5.2.3 Three-Point-Bending for Evaluation of Part Quality

In order to evaluate the part quality to investigate research question 2.3, optical
void measurements from micrographs are complimented by three point bending.
Specimen of two parts that showed the poorest and best results in the DoE study are
tested. For WCM, experiment 7 and 24 show the poorest flow results, experiments
23 and 40 the best. In regard to CIP, experiments 3 and 13 were selected for the
poorest results, experiments 4 and 9 as representative for the best. Prior to the tests
of these experiments, reference plates produced by WCM were tested to investigate,
if EpoDye has an influence on the mechanical performance and to initially quantify
the influence of the vacuum used in the process. Reference plates are all produced
according to the parameter combination specified in the central point of the DoE
(Figure 5-12). Ref 1 is produced with a vacuum level of 200 mbar inside the cavity
and non-fluorescent matrix. Ref 2 refers to a part with full vacuum inside the cavity
and non-fluorescent matrix and Ref 3 is produced under full vacuum and a matrix
with 0.25 w-% EpoDye.
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Three point bending tests are performed according to specifications of DIN EN ISO
14125 [106]. According to the standard, a width of the bottom supports of 80 mm is
selected for specimen geometry of 100x15x2 mm of material class IV. Radius of the
supports is selected to 2±0.2 mm for the specimen thickness and tests are run with
5 mm/s. Five specimen are extracted with fiber angles of the top and bottom ply
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the specimen from the center of the plates.
Due to slight deformation of the tooling system under high compaction pressures,
the thickness of all specimen tested is 2.32± 0.13 mm, which does not comply with
the standard but is assumed to be precise enough. The quantifying parameter from
the testing is the maximum bending stress.

5.2.4 Experimental Set-up for Complex Parts

Single WCM and CIP experiments for visualization of matrix flow under draping
are performed to investigate research question 2.4. The distribution of fluorescent
matrix after superimposed impregnation and draping during manufacturing of the
complex part (Table 4-4) is to be quantified in the same way as previously described
in Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 for the plate geometry. Two positions for fluorescent
matrix are selected according to the slope of the respective part section, one part
wall of 32 ◦ slope and one less steep wall of 40 ◦ slope, Figure 5-16.

Material preparation for the experiments is conducted similar to the preparation
for pressings of the plate geometry. However, the total mass of matrix to be dosed
is 50.8 g (42.4 ml) from which 7 ml are fluorescent matrix. The stack is designed
with the same ply sequence of [0◦ /90◦, +/- 45◦, +/-45◦]s as for the plate geometry
and has an initial diameter of 180 mm.

In previous trials, a combination of process parameters was determined to man-
ufacture parts of good quality in both process variants, WCM and CIP, and for
both geometries, plate and complex parts. In consequence, the resin temperature
Tr of 44.5 ◦C, pre-application time tpa of 10 s and pressing velocity vp of 6.25 mm/s
are selected according to the center point of the DoE plan for WCM (Figure 5-12).
The parameters th and Tt are set to 5 s and 100 ◦C, respectively. The tool closing
procedure is performed as described previously in Section 5.2.2.

Three experiments per slope of the part and process variant, WCM and CIP, are
performed to allow for a minimum of statistical validity. The parts are analyzed with
fluorescent photography, according to the method developed in Section 5.1.2 and
compared with results from plates pressed with the same parameter combination
in WCM and CIP.
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Figure 5-16 Manual material preparation for WCM and CIP manufacturing of complex parts.
Part to be produced in experiments with fluorescent matrix (A), initial distribution
of fluorescent and neat matrix after dosing on top of the NCF stack for WCM of
fluorescent matrix at 32 ◦ slope (B) and 40 ◦ slope (C) of the part, initial distribution
of fluorescent and neat matrix after dosing in carrier cavities for CIP of fluorescent
matrix at 32 ◦ slope (D) and 40 ◦ slope (E) of the part
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5.3 Results on Matrix Flow Studies in Compression
Molding Processes

In the following the results are presented from experiments conducted to investigate
research questions 2.1-2.4. The first two questions are jointly investigated within
the DoE studies for plate pressings in WCM and CIP. Herein, the results from
quality control of manual material preparation are presented first. Subsequently,
significant parameters and quality of model fit are outlined and significant and
valid responses are depicted.

5.3.1 Quality Control of Manual Preparation of Materials

In both cases, WCM and CIP, materials were prepared manually and controlled
via image analysis as shown in Figure 5-2. Controlled parameters were area Am of
fluorescent matrix, its areal centroid values xm, ym, fiber mass mf and its centroid
coordinates xf and yf as well as the fiber angle αf of the top NCF ply, Figure 5-17.

All quality control parameters indicate a sufficient accuracy of material prepa-
ration. The centroid coordinates of fluorescent matrix as well as the fiber stack
showed a positive shift from the target value of 0 mm with a standard deviation
with up to 1.4 mm in the magnitude of the average deviation. This deviation of
maximally 3 mm from the target value is assumed to not inhibit the reproducibility
and comparability of experiments.
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Figure 5-17 Quality parameters of manual material preparation from all DoE experiments for
WCM (index W) and CIP (index C). Dashed lines mark target values
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5.3.2 Results from Design of Experiments Studies

The results for the DoE experiments of both processes, WCM and CIP, include all
quality parameters defined in Section 5.1 and 5.2. From fluorescent photography
Q1-Q3 for top and bottom side of the part provide the main source of results. From
fluorescent microscopy the integral of fluorescent pixel in x-direction Ix and the
slope of the straight curve fit in z-direction mz (Figure 5-10) are analyzed. The
fiber angle distribution is described by the kurtosis kα for both part sides and the
cavity pressure pc for WCM experiments is added to the statistical analysis, since
it is assumed to indicate part quality. In CIP no significant pressure differences in
the experiments were detected. However, assessment of cavity elimination Qce from
carriers (Table 5-1) complement the DoE results for this process variant.

Results for WCM and CIP are presented separately. Both sections contain a visual
representation of the flow results of extreme cases, best and poorest flow results,
from fluorescent photography and microscopy. For WCM, results from fiber angle
measurements and for CIP the best and poorest elimination of carrier cavities
complement the respective extreme results. Subsequently, the complete results from
the DoE study are presented.

Using Modde 10.1 software, it is first assessed how well the obtained data in de-
pendence of the process parameters fit to a theoretical model within the DoE
(coefficient of determination R2) and how well this model predicts new data (Q2).
Furthermore, model validity and reproducibility are estimated. A process parame-
ter or interaction of two parameters are deemed significant when Q2 is larger than
0.1. Model validity should be larger than 0.25 and R2 should be maximized to
increase expressiveness of the model. However, responses are eligible for analysis
when R2 and Q2 are high despite a model validity below 0.25. Analysis of all eligible
responses is then presented in contour plots.

Wet Compression Molding

Areal share of fluorescent phase Q1, its edge length Q2 and the shift of centroid
coordinates are the most expressive quality parameters of the study. These results
differ strongly depending on how favorable the process parameters were for the
press experiments. The results from segmented images, with the best quality pa-
rameters as well as with the poorest, are graphically depicted in connection with the
numerical values Q1, Q2 and a chart of centroid shifts obtained from the segmented
images, Figure 5-18.
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Figure 5-18 Extreme results for WCMwith experiment 41 (Tr = 35 ◦C, vp = 9 mm/s, tpa = 15 s)
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poorest result. Quality parameters are shown as average and standard deviation of
the respective points in the DoE (experiment 7, 24, 41 and 6, 23, 40)
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The distribution of fluorescent matrix is more compact and centered around its
initial center position in experiment 41 than in experiment 23. The matrix in the
latter is scatterd chaotically over the lower half of the part. This difference is most
apparent on the images from the top side of the part (A.1-A.4 and C.1-C.4), on
which the fluorescent matrix was pre-applicated in the experiment (Figure 5-13).
Accordingly, Q1t and Q2t are lower for experiment 41 in comparison to experiment
23.

The bottom images (B.1-B.4) exhibit a bigger amount of fluorescent pixels than
the top images for experiment 41, where Q1b is larger than Q1t. In experiment
23 (D.1-D.4) the fluorescent phase on the bottom is much lower than on the top.
However, in both experiments the concentration of the fluorescence is lower on the
bottom compared to the top. Q2b is almost equal for both experiments but drops
drastically compared to the top image of experiment 23, while it shows only a slight
drop compared to the top image of experiment 41.

In compliance with the compactness of distributions, the centroid shift in x- and y-
direction is much larger for experiment 23 than for experiment 41. It is important
to note that the shifts in y-direction are partially due to the fact that the part
is pivoted around the y-axis (marked on each image) to photograph the bottom
side. But even under this consideration the areal centroid of fluorescent matrix
shifts towards the outer circumference of the part on the bottom side for both
experiments.

Distribution of fluorescent matrix in the cross-sections of specimen obtained via
fluorescence microscopy (Figure 5-19) negatively correlates with the distribution
on the top side of the pressed plates. While fluorescent matrix is widely distributed
over the micrograph from experiment 42, the fluorescent photography (Scene A.2 in
Figure 5-18) shows a centered distribution. This relation is inverted for experiments
6 and 23, both of which were produced with the same process parameters. Here,
fluorescent matrix is scattered on the top side of the pressed plate (Scene C.2 in
Figure 5-18), but centered around the right hand section of the micrograph whose
right vertical edge lies close to the center of the pressed part where the matrix was
initially dosed (Figure 5-10).

The qualitative description of the matrix distribution is reflected by a low Ix of
2.2828 and a slope of the fitted straight line which is tilted only slightly with
mz = −5.0653 · 10−5. In contrast, the integral over x amounts to 9.7919 and the
slope of the fitted x curve is tilted with mz = 21.342 · 10−5 for experiment 42. The
micrograph images themselves, however, show mostly fluorescent phase in matrix-
rich areas between fiber rovings. Within fiber rovings almost no fluorescence is
detectable. When the same areas are magnified, the matrix inside the rovings is
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Figure 5-19 Extreme results for Ix and mz of fluorescent micrography of WCM experiment 6
(Tr = 54 ◦C, vp = 3.5 mm/s, tpa = 15 s) and experiment 42 (Tr = 35 ◦C, vp =
9 mm/s, tpa = 15 s)

clearly fluorescent. Thus, the segmented images show a more heterogeneous dis-
tribution of fluorescent matrix due to the low degree of magnification (2.5x) used
because of limitations from computation power.

Many plates produced in the study by WCM exhibit in plane fiber waviness of
the top ply from the top plate side. In particular, the extreme results defined by
quality parameters Q1t and Q2t, experiment 41 and experiment 6, show the range
of fiber waviness encountered in the study, Figure 5-20. The bottom side of the
plates did not show any dependency from the process parameters with very little
fiber waviness, represented by a kurtosis tb of 3.299 ± 0.487. However, for the top
side on which the matrix was initially pre-applicated in the press experiments, the
kurtosis kt averaged 1.503. Thus, these fiber angles varied much wider compared
with the bottom side, with a standard deviation of 0.849 over all experiments.

Analysis of single results from the extreme points of the experiments shows a de-
pendency of the process parameters that were varied within the study. However,
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Figure 5-20 Extreme results for fiber angle distribution of WCM experiment 6 (replicate of poor-
est parameter combination Tr = 54 ◦C, vp = 54 mm/s, tpa = 15 s) and experiment
41 (best results with Tr = 35 ◦C, vp = 9 mm/s, tpa = 15 s)

to research how the parameters influence the presented quality parameters, results
from all points of the DoE are integrated into the analysis. It is important to review
model goodness of all responses (quality parameters) first, before detailed analysis
and model fit are carried out. Model goodness for all responses in the DoE for
WCM are depicted within a summary of fit, Figure 5-21.

From the summary of fit, the quality parameters of the top side Q1t, Q2t, pc, kαt and
Ix are eligible for model fit and further analysis. All other parameters show a lack of
accuracy for predictability with a negative Q2 value and are not taken further into
account. Model validity and reproducibility can not be computed for V C, Ix and
mz, since not all experiments were evaluated, as the parts had to be destructed for
testing to obtain these parameters. Model goodness of theses responses is estimated
via R2 and Q2 only. Thus, in this group only Ix is qualified for detailed analysis.

Overview plots, consisting of the replicate results, summary of fit, coefficients
and residuals, for all quality parameters for further analysis are depicted in Ap-
pendix A.2, Figure A-5 to A-9. The plotted coefficients indicate if one of the process
parameters Tr, vp, tpa or any interaction of two process parameters has a significant
effect on the respective quality parameter used for analysis. This is the case if the
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Figure 5-21 Summary of fit for responses design of experiments of WCM (Q1t=Areal share
of fluorescence top; Q2t=Edge length of fluorescence top; pc=Maximum pres-
sure within cavity; V C=Void content; Q1b=Areal share of fluorescence bottom;
Q2b=Edge length of fluorescence bottom; kαt=Kurtosis of fiber angle distribution
top; kαb=Kurtosis of fiber angle distribution bottom; Q3t=Absolute value of cen-
troid shift top; Q3b=Absolute value of centroid shift bottom; Ix=Integral of fluo-
rescence in x-direction; mz=Slope of fitted straight curve in z-direction)

standard deviation of the respective coefficient bar is smaller than the magnitude
of the effect, which means the standard deviation bar does not cross zero. In case
of Q1t (Figure A-5), all process parameters show significant effects. Q2t is also in-
fluenced by all three parameters, but strongly only by Tr (Figure A-6). Tr and tpa
effect the cavity pressure pc (Figure A-7) significantly. Fiber angle distribution is
weakly influenced by Tr and vp (Figure A-8) and Ix is effected by strong interactions
of Tr, vp and tpa (Figure A-9). Effects of process parameters on selected responses
are depicted in two dimensional contour plots. Since the influence of tpa on most
responses is very weak, contour plots for Tr and vp are shown for a constant tpa of
10 s, Figure 5-22.

Areal share of fluorescent phase Q1t, its relative edge length Q2t and the kurtosis of
fiber angle distribution kt improved when the resin temperature Tr was minimized
and the press speed vp increased. The fluorescent matrix centered compactly around
its initial pre-application spot with little scatter when the parts were produced with
Tr = 35 ◦C and vp = 9 mm/s (Scene A.2 in Figure 5-18). With increasing Tr and
decreasing vp, compactness successively deteriorated, which means fluorescent ma-
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Figure 5-22 Effects of process parameters Tr and vp on responses from areal share of fluorescence
top Q1t, edge length of fluorescence top Q2t, kurtosis of fiber angle distribution top
kt and maximum cavity pressure pc for WCM at a constant tpa of 10 s

trix was increasingly scattered over the top side of the part with the least compact
distribution at Tr = 54 ◦C and vp = 3.5 mm/s (Scene C.2 in Figure 5-18).

Fiber waviness shows the same correlation to the process parameters with the lowest
waviness for Tr = 35 ◦C and vp = 9 mm/s (Scene A in Figure 5-20). However, kt
more strongly responded to the effect of press speed vp than to resin temperature
Tr compared to the compactness parameters.

Maximum cavity pressures pc in the narrow pressure range of 8 to 12 bar are not
necessarily a quality parameter that correlate with laminate quality. However, for
high temperatures and fast press velocities, pressures were increasing. Lowering Tr
and vp decreased the cavity pressures. Furthermore, cavity pressures became more
sensitive to resin temperature Tr and less dependent on press velocity vp when resin
temperatures were increased.

In contrast to responses discussed before, the integral Ix of amount of fluorescent
pixels in x-direction is subject to interactions of all three process parameters (Fi-
gure A-9). Thus, contour plots of Tr and vp with tpa = 5, 10 and 15 s are presented,
Figure 5-23. Extreme parameter combinations in terms of distribution of fluores-
cent matrix were found at 5 and 15 s pre-application time tpa, while poor matrix
distribution was exhibited by plates produced with tpa = 10 s.

Fluorescent matrix distribution in X-direction improved with high temperatures
and and low pressing speeds. This relation, however, changed with increasing
speeds. The widest distribution of fluorescent matrix was found at Tr = 54 ◦C,
vp = 9 mm/s and tpa = 15 s as well as Tr = 35 ◦C, vp = 3.5 mm/s and tpa = 5 s. At
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Figure 5-23 Effects of process parameters Tr, vp and tpa on integral Ix of amount of fluorescent
pixels over x from microscopy for WCM

the same temperatures and pre-application times, the opposite extreme points for
press velocity produced the most compact flow distribution. The extreme results
for tpa = 15 s of the contour plots are displayed in detail in Figure 5-19.

Carrier-Integrated Pressing

For CIP, experiment 8 and 4 exhibited the most and least compact fluorescent
matrix distribution on top and bottom sides of the pressed parts. Digital image
segmentation, numerical values for Q1, Q2 and the centroid coordinate chart for
both experiments and part sides are depicted in Figure 5-24.

Fluorescent matrix on the bottom side of experiment 8 (B.2) is centered coherently
around its initial pre-application region with the circular shape of the carrier cavity
recognizable. On the top side of the same part (A.2), the fluorescent phase is slighty
more scattered, which results in a higher areal share Q1 and edge length Q2. The
centroid coordinates remained close to zero.

Experiment 8 showed a wider distribution of fluorescent matrix on both sides,
compared to experiment 4. Respectively, Q1 and Q2 approximately doubled on
both sides. As in experiment 8, the fluorescent phase was less compact on the top
side of the part than on its bottom side. The centroids 4t and 4b underwent a
larger shift, but both points moved in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5-24 Extreme results for CIP with experiment 8 (th = 5 s, Tt = 100 ◦C) showed the best
and experiment 4 the poorest result. Quality parameters are shown as average and
standard deviation of the respective points in the DoE (experiment 8, 3, 13 and 4,
9, 14)
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Compared with results for the best WCM part, experiment 41 (A.2 and B.2 in
Figure 5-18), matrix distribution of CIP experiment 8 is overall more compact.
However, it is important to compare the part sides of WCM and CIP from with the
matrix was pre-applicated. Here, in particular Q1b of 0.0158 from CIP experiment 8
is lower than Q1t=0.0261 of experiment 41 produced by WCM. Relative edge length
Q2 even exhibited a difference in the magnitude of 10 between both experiments
in favor of CIP.

When the poorest results from both processes are compared, CIP does not produce
a flow distribution as widely scattered as WCM. While quality parameters Q1 and
Q2 deteriorated moderately in CIP with unfavorable process parameters, flow in
through-thickness direction was still dominant. In case of WCM, flow became highly
unpredictable and scattered on the part top with only very little flow of fluorescent
matrix in through-thickness direction.

Findings of fluorescent photography were supported by fluorescent microscopy for
the extreme results, experiment 8 and 4, Figure 5-25.
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Figure 5-25 Extreme results for Ix and mz of fluorescent microscopy of CIP experiment 4 (repli-
cate of poorest parameter combination) and experiment 8 (best result)
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Distribution of fluorescent matrix in the cross-section of experiment 8 was closely
centered around the center of the part (right edge of micrograph). While at the left
side of the part, no fluorescence was detected. The integral Ix of detected fluorescent
pixel proceeded from approximately x = 600 pixels almost linear, comparable to
the ideal distribution defined in Scene C of Figure 5-10.

The transition from non-fluorescent to fluorescent phase was sharp compared to
experiment 14, which was also quantitatively supported by the slope of the Z-fit
curve of mz = 6.571 · 10−5.

Experiment 4 exhibited an increasing number of fluorescent pixel in positive X-
direction, however fluorescent matrix was detected across the entire micrograph.
Ix increased almost linear close to the worst case, Scene D of Figure 5-10. In
contrast however, the straight line fitted in Z-direction was strongly tilted with
mz = 25.429 ·10−5, indicating a non-homogeneous distribution across the thickness
direction of the part.

Compared to the best result in fluorescent microscopy of WCM parts, experiment
6, Figure 5-19, quality values of experiment 8 indicated a less compact matrix dis-
tribution. It must be taken into account, however, that experiment 6 exhibited a
highly scattered fluorescent matrix on top of the part, comparable with C.2 of Fig-
ure 5-18, which was produced with the same process parameters. Thus, less matrix
was pushed into through-thickness direction of the part, which can be detected in
fluorescent microscopy.

Experiment 1

Tt=60 °C

15 mm

7.5 mm

15 mm

7.5 mm

15 mm

7.5 mm

A.1 B.1 C.1

A.2 B.2 C.2

Experiment 5

Tt=80 °C

Experiment 3

Tt=100 °C

Figure 5-26 Carrier cavity elimination for Tt = 60, 80 and 100 ◦C for CIP. Experiment 1 was in
average awarded with 2.3 points, experiment 5 earned 4.6 and experiment 3 earned
8 points after independent subjective evaluation (n=3) after Table 5-1
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In CIP fluorescent matrix flow is assumed to be influenced strongly by carrier
cavity elimination within the press process. From visual inspection it was found
that elimination of carrier cavities was strongly influenced by tool temperature Tt,
which is reflected by evaluation results of respective experiments, Figure 5-26.

With higher tool temperatures Tt cavities were successively less likely to form
wrinkles from side walls of the cavity, which collapse under normal pressure during
compaction. While the carrier film processed at 60 ◦C (A.1 and A.2 in Figure 5-26)
showed blank rings that were produced by multiple layers of carrier film, these rings
were already reduced on parts pressed with medium temperature (B.1 and B.2).
Experiment 3 (B.1 and B.2) exhibited only slight marks from where the cavity base
had been but no build-up of film layers.

Cavities that were not well eliminated disturbed optical fiber angle measurement.
Thus, no reliable distributions could be established for the bottom side of the
produced parts. On the top side, however, fiber angles exhibited a less strong
influence by different process parameters compared with WCM plates, Figure 5-
27.
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Figure 5-27 Extreme results for fiber angle distribution of CIP experiment 8 (best results with
th = 5 s, Tt = 100 ◦C) and experiment 4 (poorest parameter combination th = 35 s,
Tt = 100 ◦C). Fiber angles detected by Profactor sensor in the region of interest (A)
and the respective histogram of pixel showing fiber angles with computed kurtosis
kt (B)
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Both extreme results from flow distribution produced by CIP, experiment 8 and
4, showed comparable kt values, with low to moderate fiber waviness. The lowest
fiber waviness was achieved with experiment 11 that showed a kt of 3.229, the
worst result by experiment 1 with kt=1.439. Over all experiments, kurtosis was
computed to kt=2.138±0.562, showing a less straight adjustment compared to all
bottom sides of plates produced by WCM. Visual inspection of the bottom side of
CIP plates indicated that no plate showed a fiber waviness as strong as in some
WCM experiments. It is subjectively assumed that the overall fiber waviness is
lower in CIP plates than in plates produced by WCM.

Evaluation of single responses showed an influence from process parameters in CIP,
in particular fluorescent photography and micrography as well as cavity elimination.
In the following, the entire response range for variations of the parameters heating
time th and tool temperature Tt are presented. From statistical analysis of Modde
10.1, the summary of fit for all possible responses is depicted in Figure 5-28.
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Figure 5-28 Summary of fit for responses design of experiments of CIP (Q1t=Areal share
of fluorescence top; Q2t=Edge length of fluorescence top; V C=Void content;
Q1b=Areal share of fluorescence bottom; Q2b=Edge length of fluorescence bottom;
kαt=Kurtosis of fiber angle distribution top; kαb=Kurtosis of fiber angle distri-
bution bottom; Q3t=Absolute value of centroid shift top; Q3b=Absolute value of
centroid shift bottom; Ix=Integral of fluorescence in x-direction;mz=Slope of fitted
straight curve in z-direction)

In contrast to the results from WCM, CIP plates showed eligible responses from
fluorescent photography from both sides. Thus, Q1t, Q1b, Q2t and Q2b were eligible
for analysis. Furthermore, Q3t showed high model goodness, as the evaluation of
cavity eliminationQce did. Fiber angles, void content and responses from fluorescent
microscopy did not show consistent results, as indicated by negative Q2 values and
thus are not discussed in the following.
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From the overview plots of all eligible responses for CIP experiments (Appendix A.2,
Figure A-12 to A-15), th had a significant influence on all responses except Qce and
Q3b. These latter responses were only influenced by the tool temperature Tt. Only
slight interactions between both process parameters influenced Q1t and Q2t. The
respective significant effects of process parameters on all eligible responses are de-
picted in Figure 5-29.

Figure 5-29 Effects of process parameters th and Tt on responses from areal share of fluorescence
top Q1t, edge length of fluorescence top Q2t, areal share of fluorescence bottom
Q1b, edge length of fluorescence bottom Q2b, centroid shift of fluorescent matrix on
bottom side Q3b and evaluation of elimination of carrier cavities Qce for CIP

Results have to be differentiated between top and bottom side with respect to the
initial pre-application position of the fluoresecent matrix on the bottom. On the
top side Q1t and Q2t showed consistent influences from the process parameters. In
particular, the heating time th had a strong effect on the compactness of matrix
distribution. It improved with low heating times th with an optimum at 5 s and
100 ◦C tool temperature.

On the bottom side, tool temperature had a stronger effect on areal share and
relative edge length of the distribution of fluorescent matrix but th still dominated
the results. In contrast to the top side, most compact distributions were achieved
with the lowest tool temperature Tt of 60 ◦C at minimum heating time. Worst
results in terms of matrix compactness on both sides exhibited parts produced at
maximum th of 35 s and highest tool temperatures of 100 ◦C.

Only the bottom centroid shift of fluorescent phase Q3b was significantly influenced
by process parameters and showed the same principle effect as areal share and edge
length. Thus, the lowest shift occurred in parts that were produced at th = 5 s and
Tt = 60 ◦C and lengthened with increasing heating time and tool temperature.
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Elimination of carrier cavities were almost exclusively dependent on tool tempera-
ture. Very little influence from heating time was detected. The lowest points were
awarded to parts produced at 60 ◦C, while quality successively increased to a ma-
ximum for films processed at 100 ◦C.

5.3.3 Mechanical Testing of Parts

Research question 2.3 addresses the link between matrix flow and part quality,
which is known to be relevant in RTM. In order to investigate the question, void
measurements (Figure 5-14) and three point bending tests after Section 5.2.3 were
performed.

Measurements between experiment 8 (most compact flow) and 14 (least compact
flow) for CIP showed a void content of 0.52±0.21 % and 2.73±1.69 %, respectively.
Results for WCM revealed the same relation with 1.03±0.37 % voids in experiment
41, which exhibited the most compact flow and 2.8± 2.7 % for experiment 6 with
the most scattered flow distribution.

On average, a void content of 2.24 ± 1.17 % for WCM parts was detected, while
CIP laminates contained 1.66± 0.89 % voids. An industrially produced WCM part
from an established automotive series production that was measured for reference,
yielded 2.58±0.83 %. For WCM and CIP experiments however, no significant effects
of process parameters were observed, since both Q2 values in the summary of fits
were negative, Figure 5-21 and 5-28.
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Figure 5-30 Maximum bending stress σfM from three point bending tests of WCM and CIP
experiments with influence of fluorescent marker and vacuum level investigated (A;
parts were produced in WCM at center point of the DoE) and tests of all process
points of the DoE studies (B). All parts were tested with n=5 specimen

In addition to void measurements mechanical quality of parts was also assessed
in three point bending tests. Firstly, the influence of fluorescent marker on the
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maximum bending stress σfM was investigated. It was found that the marker did
not effect σfM , Scene A in Figure 5-30. Thus, parts from the DoE studies which
partially contained fluorescent matrix were eligible for mechanical testing, Scene B
in Figure 5-30.

All parts from the DoE studies showed maximum bending stresses of above 500 Mpa,
but did not show significant influences of different process parameters. In addition,
no difference between WCM and CIP parts was found.

As a reference, one part produced without full evacuation of the cavity in WCM
was added to the test program. The vacuum level was held at 200 mbar before full
compaction of the part in contrast to all other parts produced at below 5 mbar. It
was found that maximum bending stress σfM dropped to 425.37± 21.39 Mpa from
510.84± 37.38 Mpa yielded by a part produced with the same process parameters
with full vacuum.

5.3.4 Influence of Draping on Matrix Flow

To investigate the influence of draping on matrix flow, complex parts (Table 4-
4) were successively produced with fluorescent matrix on two slopes of the part,
40 ◦ and 32 ◦. Since materials were prepared in a flat, non-draped state and were
draped and simultaneously compacted during press stroke, the influence of draping
on matrix flow in comparison to pressed plates could be analyzed.

The fluorescent photographs of both fluorescent matrix positions showed a strong
distribution toward the lowest point of the slope after the pressings, Figure 5-31
and 5-32. The lowest point was in case of the 40 ◦ slope on the left hand side for
the top view and the right hand side for the bottom view of the part. In case of
the 32 ◦ slope, the lowest point was pointing in the negative y-direction. Such an
orientation was not exhibited by planar parts produced earlier, Figure 5-18 and
5-24.

Quantitative analysis of the fluorescent photographs showed that for both slopes
WCM produced a more compact matrix distribution compared with the worst
experiments but not compared with the best experiments (Figure 5-18). In case of
CIP, compactness of matrix distribution deteriorated strongly for best and worst
experiments. In comparison to WCM, results for the complex parts showed no clear
differences except for the Q1b value of 40 ◦ slope and Q2b of the 32 ◦slope.
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Centroid shifts became more centered with increasing slope for WCM. While even
for the most compact matrix distributions (Figure 5-18) considerable shifts of up to
77 mm occurred with a high spread of replicated experiments, shifts in the complex
parts were reduced. For the 40 ◦ slope, all experiments of WCM lay close to one
another near the target. For the 32 ◦ slope, centroid shifts of WCM experiments
increased slightly with a higher spread between experiments.

Summarized results for Q1t, Q1b, Q2t and Q2b and their standard deviation between
experiments over increasing complexity for both processes are shown in Figure 5-33.
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Figure 5-33 Results for WCM and CIP experiments at increasing draping complexities (plate,
40 ◦ and 32 ◦ slope)

In regard of the areal shares, Q1t and Q1b both processes showed an initial de-
terioration before the results improved slightly. The standard deviation, however,
showed best results for the 40 ◦ slope.

Relative edge length for WCM improved overall but worsened for CIP. The least
standard deviation between experiments and for both processes was achieved with
a 40 ◦ slope. For WCM, standard deviation fluctuated strongly between the top
and bottom sides of the part, while for CIP both were almost similar.
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5.4 Conclusions for Matrix Flow in Compression
Molding

The conclusions of the matrix flow studies are presented in regard to the initially
phrased research questions in the following. The section is concluded with a sum-
mary of findings and the limitations that have to be noted in connection with the
presented findings.

5.4.1 Matrix Flow in Pressing of Plates

Within the range in which process parameters were varied, the results lend evi-
dence for the hypothetical basic matrix flows of the two processes, as introduced
in Figure 3-1 for WCM and in Figure 4-2 for CIP. Thereafter, WCM is subject
to matrix dislocation between the fiber material and the closing tool wall. This
behavior is suggested by the scattered flow front on the top side of the part, as
well as the low amount of fluorescent matrix found on the bottom side shown in
fluorescent photography, Figure 5-18. This low share of flow in z-direction of the
stack is further seen from fluorescent micrographs, Figure 5-19. Parts which showed
a high degree of surface flow also showed compact fluorescent matrix distribution
in micrographs and vice versa. In contrast, CIP parts showed a higher compactness
of matrix distribution and consistent relation between bottom and top sides of the
parts in fluorescent photography. Compact flow in fluorescent photography was also
characterized as compact in fluorescent micrographs, Figure 5-24 and 5-25, respec-
tively. In addition, centroid shifts were not as large and direction and magnitude
of shifts were not as unpredictable over repeated experiments for CIP compared to
WCM.

The different flow patterns changed only slightly with variation of parameters. In
WCM, the resin temperature Tr showed the biggest effect on matrix distribution
(FigureA-5 to A-7). The most scattered distributions were obtained with high tem-
peratures. Likewise, fibers were also more distorted and cavity pressures rose. These
behaviors are most likely due to the matrix viscosity in relation to the elapsed time
in the process after matrix application. Early in the process, matrix of higher tem-
perature is of low viscosity and results in higher surface flow during transport of
prepared materials into the press tool. This happens because the applied matrix
accumulates and forms a film atop the fiber stack, due to lower permeability in z-
direction as in direction of the fiber longitudinal axis. This low viscous film is then
subject to inertia during transport. Later in the process, higher matrix tempera-
tures lead to a higher degree of cure than lower matrix temperatures. Thus, during
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pressing the film is more viscous when resin temperature Tr is higher in application.
When the viscous film is compressed into the fiber stack, resistance against flow is
greater, which leads to higher fiber distortion as well as to higher cavity pressures.
It is assumed that the same explanation is true for the press velocity vp. Thus, with
faster closing speed, the viscosity increase has not progressed as far as when the
press closes slower. In case of CIP, the dominant flow in through-thickness direc-
tion of the fiber stack is not altered with different process parameters because top
and bottom side responses for Q1 and Q2 are consistent and significant. However,
centroid shift Q3b is influenced by tool temperature Tt and heating time th. The
quality of cavity elimination Qce is strongly dependent on the tool temperature.
Both can be explained by the mechanism of carrier cavity elimination under heat.

When Tt and th is low, centroid shift is low and cavities are not eliminated from
the carrier but form wrinkles on the bottom side, and vice versa. The cavities
retain their initial shape to a large extend with lower temperatures. Stored matrix
is then only ejected from the cavities, when the stacked materials are compressed.
Therefore, matrix flow is directed strongly into the z-direction by the cavities that
are intact prior to compaction. When the carrier is exposed to higher temperatures,
cavities are eliminated due to relaxation of polymers that were stretched during
thermoforming. This behavior is also known as creeping of thermoplastic polymers,
where elongation of a polymer increases under heat and stress [94, p. 52-53]. Thus,
the amount of matrix released from the cavities but also the quality of the carrier
film after pressing can be controlled by the successive relapse of the carrier into its
initial flat state, Figure 5-34.
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Figure 5-34 Relapse of carrier cavities due to heat influence with stages referenced to the
Maxwell-model of visco-elasticity [94, p. 50]

The relapse behavior of the film cavities depends on the temperature history of
the film during processing. Film temperature is mainly influenced by heat flows Q̇
due to contact or radiation of heated tool surfaces as well as heat from exothermic
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reaction of the contained matrix. The temperature of the film and the time t it is
exposed to the heat sources determine how far cavity relapse has progressed before
the tool is closed. When the time is too short and the cavities are still in their
initial shape (t = t0), they will provide a compact matrix flow but likely form wrin-
kles. Wrinkles cannot be eliminated after compression despite high temperatures,
since the overlapping layers of the film cause pressure pikes from compression that
prevent relapsing of the layers. On the other hand, when the cavities relapse to a
large extend during time t = t2 and eject most of the contained matrix, the flow of
matrix is scattered but almost no residue from cavities remains in the film, which
then forms a good surface quality of the part. This was the case in experiment 4.
However, shortening of the heating time at the same, high temperatures of 100 ◦C
resulted in the same film quality but much more compact flow, experiment 8 ,
Figure 5-24.

5.4.2 Matrix Flow and Part Quality

Results concerning the impregnation quality of the part are ambiguous. On the one
hand, parts produced with both processes, WCM and CIP, showed a lower void
content and lower fluctuation of voids within the laminate when the matrix flows of
the parts were more compact. On average, CIP produced more compact flows and
the respective parts exhibited also lower void contents than WCM parts. However,
three point bending tests resulted in no differences of maximum bending stress
σfM between parts, which showed least and most compact flows in both processes
(Scene B in Figure 5-30). Furthermore, DoE analysis showed no significant effects
on both responses, void contents and bending stresses.

However, a strong influence of the vacuum level on bending strength was detected.
Thus, in comparison to traditional WCM processes where evacuation of the mold
is not practiced application of films in compression molding for easy sealing may
provide an advantage in regard to robust processing for better impregnation.

5.4.3 Matrix Flow under Draping

Compactness of flow considerably deteriorates when draping complexity increases
due to the influence of gravity. Both processes, WCM and CIP, are currently not
capable of independently draping and impregnating the part because the impregna-
tion flow is always governed by gravitional forces that act according to the direction
of drape. Partially, flow may become more compact in contrast to unfavorable pro-
cess parameters in WCM because matrix is less scattered when it accumulates due
to containment of the mold walls. On average however, flow becomes less compact
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and also less repeatable. While for both processes robust process parameters can be
found to allow for repeatable flows in plates, robustness considering the fluorescent
matrix distrubution worsens with higher part complexity.

5.4.4 Conclusive Summary and Limitations in Regard to
Research Questions

Matrix flow through fiber material differs in both investigated processes, WCM
and CIP, in regard to matrix pre-application. Because matrix is applied on top of
the fiber stack in WCM, it forms a film which is not sinking into the fiber mate-
rial, also at higher temperatures and longer holding times varied in the process.
This film is dislocated when the materials are transferred into the press and when
the mold closes. Both causes lateral flow in agreement with the hypothetical flow
situation from Figure 4-2. Only when the tool walls constrict this lateral flow, ma-
trix is pressed into through-thickness direction of the stack as initially intended in
compression molding processes. In CIP, the cavities in which the applied matrix is
stored can restrict any lateral flow prior to insertion into the press. When the ma-
terials are located inside the press, matrix containment can be precisely controlled
by heat flux into the film. The higher the temperature and the longer the film is
exposed to the heat, the more cavities relapse and eject matrix prior to pressing.
This determines how matrix flows inside the subsequent compression, but generally
through-thickness flow dominates the impregnation in that process as hypothesized
in Figure 3-1.

The investigations of matrix flow in compression molding were limited by the me-
thods of fluorescence photography and microscopy as well as by the processes under
investigation. While the methods were found to be sound in evaluations prior to the
study presented and produced meaningful results, they do not yet provide detailed
quantitative data for analysis of the processes. Fluorescent photography offered
insight into part-scale flow, but is limited in terms of dilution of fluorescent matrix
with neat matrix. This effect would offer more information on how the marked flow
is distributed in connection with flow containment from adjacent matrix masses.
Fluorescent microscopy basically supported findings from photography but compu-
tational power and the programmed script did not allow to compute micrographs
with higher resolutions in the given time frame. A higher resolution gives more
accurate results of fluorescent matrix distribution because the fluorescence inside
the rovings can be detected, which was not the case in the micrographs used.

The processes WCM and CIP were experimentally investigated on a production
system, which included manual material preparation. While the preparation was
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controlled in terms of fabric and fluorescent matrix application, the neat matrix
could not be monitored. In both processes, this produced a basic fluctuation of
the position of matrix prior to processing, which was subject to the investigation.
While the results fluctuate low enough to validly investigate the research questions,
this leaves room for improvement that could be achieved with robot-led matrix
application.

From the investigations it is still unclear weather or not impregnation quality is
linked to matrix flow in compression molded parts. From the results of void mea-
surements the author of this thesis assumes it is linked, for similar reasons as in
RTM processing. However, it is possible that the evacuation and the small size of
the mold influenced impregnation quality to a much larger degree than the matrix
flow. Measurements of voids by image segmentation of micrographs can show an
inaccuracy of 1 % [107]. Results furthermore depend on specimen preparation and
the subjective distinction between composites and voids as well as the selection of
locations in the laminate from which the micrographs are used. Furthermore, three
point bending does not precisely focus on void defects in the laminate but matrix
as well as fiber properties. The better suited inter-laminar shear strength test could
not be used, since many specimen tested prior to the study did not fail in the valid
failure mode. It is likely that this can be solved with a different fiber layup, such
as a unidirectional layup.

Draping overrides the basic flow situations identified for the processes in the plate
study. Gravity draws the applied matrix away from their pre-application location,
which results in a high degree of lateral flow rather than through-thickness flow.
Results for both processes strongly resemble each other and showed a less robust
process in terms of compactness. Compactness and robustness decrease with in-
creasing draping complexity. However, these investigations are limited because only
one parameter combination suitable to produce parts in both processes was used.
Furthermore, the factor part complexity was only represented by the steepness of
the part walls that were 40 ◦ and 32 ◦. Lower steepnesses and other part features
that contribute to complexity, such as radii and edges, should be investigated to
gain more detailed information on flow behavior under different geometric com-
plexities. Also, fiber shearing should be studied in closer detail, because it can be
linked to matrix flow and void content, as one study for RTM suggests [108].

Regarding all research questions investigated, it is important to note that these
results are limited to the materials, fiber layup and part geometries used in the
study. Furthermore, the tooling that was used was specifically designed for that
study and might not be representative for other compression molding processes.
The process referred to as WCM is a variation of the industrially used process,
since the tool design required the use of a film. However, it is assumed that in case
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of the WCM process, the film underneath the fiber stack did not alter matrix flow
so that the conclusions can be transferred to other processes used under the name
of WCM. The conclusions drawn are also limited in terms of the process parameters
that were controlled and varied in their ranges. There may be other parameters or
different parameter combinations that lead to other conclusions.
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6 Carrier-Integration on Industrial
Production System

Despite having demonstrated that carrier-integration does support several process
functions of compression molding of small composite structures, it is yet unclear if
carrier use works for industrial-sized parts, too. In order to investigate this issue,
a demonstrator production line is set-up to produce the automotive seating back
rest further specified in Chapter 7.3.

The principle of the industrial production system is based on the proven prototype
design, especially for the press tool, which has been developed and refined during
the earlier studies. The tool itself is a replication regarding function and building
structure of the one detailed in Figure 4-5 and 4-6. The tool insert represents the
seating back rest from Chapter 7.3 and the entire structure is made from steel.
Apart from the tool, which is installed on a 250 t hydraulic press, the production
system consists of a data panel for process control, a handling cart with an elec-
tromagnetic handling frame and a three component resin dosing machine with a
compact mixing head, Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 Overview of industrial production system designed after the prototype system

The carrier layout for the industrial process is based on the conic section design
introduced in Table 4-7. The foundation of the complete carrier design is the total
amount of resin, which needs to be stored inside the cavities. A theoretical calcula-
tion can be found in Table A-5. The conical section used in the prototype carriers
is scaled larger in order to store approximately 5.9 g per cavity. The cavities are
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now distributed in a rectangular pattern in order to allow better tension properties
via bridges between cavities for less carrier slack. A total amount of 208 cavities
are determined for that pattern, which hold approximately 748 g of resin, a surplus
of 140 g in additional to the minimum amount under consideration of a film spring
back rate of 0.5 after thermoforming, Table A-6.

Materials need to be handled semi-automatically with the handling cart, since the
carrier clamping ring is too heavy for reliable manual transport into the tooling.
Prior to resin and fiber material application onto the clamped carrier, the carrier
film has to be prepared manually in several steps Figure 6-2, which resemble the
same procedure as in the prototyping phase.
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Clamping frame

Tool with 

thermoformed film
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clamping ring

Needles in bottom 

clamping ring for 
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Template for visual cues to 
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D E
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42 mm

Figure 6-2 Carrier preparation for use in industrial-sized production system

The flat polymer film is manually cut and positioned above the thermoforming tool
in a pre-tensioned state prior to forming. The program is set to heat the infrared
heaters (IR-heaters) to 113 ◦C with forming immediatly after the heaters reach
the temperature. Forming is initiated with the thermoforming tool driving into
the heated film from below with simultaneous activation of vacuum below the film
(Figure 6-2, B). After demolding, visual cues for defined carrier tension are applied
with a marker pen and a template. After several trials, an elongation of 8 % was
found to be optimal, in order to mitigate excessive carrier slack under material
weight and to avoid elimination of cavities due to circumferential tension. The
carrier is manually fastened to the bottom clamping ring using needles (Figure 6-2,
D), before the top clamping ring is fitted and attached with several screws (Figure 6-
2, E). The steel clamping ring with the prepared carrier can now be attached to the
handling frame on the handling cart for further material preparation and transport,
Figure 6-3.
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A B

C D

Figure 6-3 Process flow of CIP on industrial production system (A: Dosing of reactive resin
into carrier cavities; B: Material transport into press tool using the electromagnetic
handling frame on the handling cart; C: Positioning of materials inside press and
extraction of the handling frame; D: Cured part after pressing)

The clamping ring with the tensioned carrier is temporarily held by electromagnets
inside the clamping frame for manual material application. The mixing head is
guided manually over the carrier cavities, circling outwardly starting at the center
cavity (Figure 6-3, A). The amount of dosed resin was varied between 600 and 900 g
with best results at 680 g. After application of the pre-cut and stacked NCFmaterial
(stacking pattern conforms with the ply sequence in Section 5.2.1) the clamping
frame with the attached material is translationally slid into the tool (Figure 6-3,
B) and lowered until the clamping ring safely sits on the tool blank holder. The
electromagnets are shut off and the clamping frame can be slid back out of the tool
(Figure 6-3, C) to allow the press cycle to start.

Process specifications were found to meet the optimal specifications from experi-
ment 3 in the CIP DoE, Figure 5-15, with tool temperature Tt set to 100 ◦C and a
holding time th of 5 s with films of 0.01 mm thickness. For thicker films (0.05 mm),
temperatures of 120 ◦C and holding times of 10 − 13 s showed the best results
considering cavity elimination (Figure 6-4, A). However, these thicker films were
customized by Infiana for the project and could only be provided in smaller width.
Thus, they had to be welded together prior to thermoforming and the weld seam
was prone to ruptures during processing under high thermal and tensional loads.
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They showed superior draping capabilities in corners because of less carrier slack
resulting from their higher thickness. Apart from variations in carrier films, several
material combinations have been processed, Figure 6-4.

Bottom view Top view
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Figure 6-4 Selection of produced demonstrator parts (A: Monolithic CFRP with 0.1 mm film and
partial top finish in nappa leather; B: Monolithic CFRP with 0.05 mm film; C: Partial
monolithic CFRP, partial monolithic natural fiber (flax/sisal) with 0.05 mm film; D:
Monolithic natural fiber (flax/sisal) with unidirectional carbon fiber reinforcements
and 0.05 mm film)

The parts produced with the industrial production system showed consistently good
results regarding material compaction, dry spots and impregnation defects as well
as regarding cavity elimination. The carrier-integration provided the entire set of
functions that were initially designed for process improvement on an industrial scale
- drape fiber material, generate vacuum thightness over press stroke as well as store
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and eject matrix for better process control (Figure 4-4). Thus, it can be concluded
that carrier-integration works as intended on an industrial scale and may provide
process improvements in respective industrial production scenarios. The designed
and validated production system serves as a basis for a further investigation of the
process within the scope of a comparative life cycle assessment and costing study
in the next chapter.
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7 Comparative Life Cycle
Assessment and Costing1

Carrier-integrated pressing has been conceived as an LCM process applicable to
serial part production similar to WCM and RTM. Since for CIP an additional
carrier is introduced into production, it is not clear how this effects the material
flow.

As presented in Figure 4-17, the carrier allows material draping in complex shapes
without additional fiber material used for draping. However, the final parts pro-
duced by CIP are framed by a region of neat matrix, Figure 4-4. This region is
generated because the fiber material is radially drawn into the mold during dra-
ping and the void in the part cavity is filled with matrix.

Due to the new circumstances under which parts can be produced with CIP, the
following question should be investigated:

3. How does a composite production based on CIP impact the environment and costs
per part compared to RTM and WCM?

Cost-wise, this question is particularly relevant in industrial-scale manufacturing,
since development of the composite technology has lately been primarily driven by
cost reductions through mass manufacturing. Process improvements are estimated
to yield cost advantages between 45 % and 67 % per kg processed. This improvement
is mainly due to a reduction in cycle time and changes in raw material, as one study
argues [33, p. 9]. However, the extent to which shorter cycle times may still reduce
costs seems limited in comparison to the cost share of about 50-75 % for carbon fiber
materials alone [34, p. 14] [109, p. 269]. Because cycle time reduction is generally
associated with cure kinetics of the applied polymer matrix [24, p. 4] [110, p. 1699],
faster curing might not be possible because the resin still needs to impregnate fibers
before cross linking. Current cycle times for RTM are 5-15 min [34, p. 39], fully-
automated WCM reaches 3 min2. On the other hand, even if fiber costs decrease
by 15-25 % [34, p. 16] [33, p. 9], process adaptions can improve material efficiency.
For example, through reduced scrap [111, p. 369] or better material exploitation
drawing on the fiber’s anisotropy [112].

Beyond costs, environmental impacts of the CFRP productions should be moni-
tored, especially for serial production, due to harm from oil-based raw materials
but also big advantages from light-weighting in the use phase.

1This chapter is based on the bachelor thesis "Setting up and Balancing of Competitive Produc-
tion Lines for Carbon Fiber Composites Manufacturing" written by Marek Listl, TU Munich,
2015, supervised by Paul Bockelmann

2The author visited a fully automated WCM plant running on a cycle time of 3 min in 2015.

119
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Carbon fiber is energy intensive due to slow graphitization of the predominantly
used polyacrylonitrile (PAN) precursor [113, p. 2913] [109, p. 270]. While lighter
alternatives to steel are generally found to reduce energy consumption and green-
house gases during use, most often in the transport sector, emissions are in many
cases increased due to energy consumption in production [114, p. 6089]. Das esti-
mated that primary energy in compression molding of short, random fiber CFRP
is 14 times higher than stamping a steel part [109, p. 278]. Song et. al, however,
reported that pultruded composite parts saved energy against a steel baseline, also
through comparative savings in manufacturing [115, p. 1264]. Production via RTM
was considered more energy intensive as data from Suzuki and Takahashi sug-
gested [116, p. 16]. Despite obvious differences of certain manufacturing processes,
information on process design was too scarce to reliably discuss the reasons.

Besides details on process design, the methodology of data acquisition is critical for
comprehensibility of such studies [110, p. 1705] [114, p. 6095]. To identify process
differences, some studies further detail process steps due to poor data availability
from databases, [117, p. 11] [110, p. 1704]. However, none has closely described
series production using RTM or WCM.

7.1 Goal and Scope of Study and Assessment
Outline

While most studies presented above investigated production and use of carbon fiber
materials within a targeted application, this thesis aims to examine the differences
in process design, process parameters and production technologies of RTM, WCM
and CIP. Thus, its focus lies on the detailed and consistent process modeling and
its comparative assessment without lending evidence to the general advantageous
or disadvantageous nature of CFRP, neither cost- nor environmental-wise. Thus,
all results for LCA and LCC are normalized on values for RTM, which are defined
as 100 % within the given impact category or costs.

This study draws on the ISO 14040 framework [118] to perform a comparative
process LCA in combination with LCC, with exclusion of the critical review. The
combination of LCA and LCC is in line with demands for a broadening scope
for sustainability studies [119, p. 93]. As no standard procedure for LCC exists,
this thesis follows the LCA framework and data acquisition on considerations from
process-flow simultion (PFS) and technical cost modelling (TCM), proposed by
Wakeman and Månson [120, p. 366], in steady state.
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The ISO 14040 framework does not specify the use of specific impact categories
but states that an LCA considers three areas of protection - natural environment,
human health and resources [118, p. 15]. This thesis focuses on the midpoint impact
categories after Hauschild [121, p. 9] (e.g. global warming, acidifaction, eutrophica-
tion) which can be attributed to the three areas of protection. Thus, all categories
provided by CML2001-April 2013 methodology are computed and the ones with
particular results regarding the scope of this study are further discussed.

Data acquisition for the life cycle inventory (LCI) is generally critical for the validity
of an LCA. This is particularly the case in the field of CFRP materials because
no database for processes and respective machinery exists yet [117, p. 11] [110, p.
1704]. Hohmann et. al began studying industrial process characteristics [122] but
work on a respective database explicitly for the use in LCA and LCC studies is
ongoing.

The elementary flows considered in the study are attributed to one specific func-
tional unit, an automotive back rest. Thus, the results obtained can only be consi-
dered as valid in regard to this part and thus, the ability to generalize the findings
to other parts is limited.

7.1.1 Geographical Requirements of the Study

The study presented is grounded geographically in Germany, since automotive is
primarily suited for the considered processes and the large growth of this market is
attributed to ramp-up of i-model cars from BMW [123]. Consequently, the biggest
machine and material suppliers are located in the region and LCI data is modeled
based on their product data acquired from available sources, telephone or email cor-
respondence. All calculations are based on facility operation in Bavaria, Germany.
For energy generation, it is assumed that the German electricity mix of 20133 is
used. Boundaries for modeling include all processing steps directly associated with
CIP, WCM and RTM as well as fiber and resin production. Composite waste is not
balanced, because it is unclear how it will be treated. Since incineration of CFRP
is currently not practiced4, land filling of composites is illegal in Germany [124,

3Data published by AG Energiebilanzen under the name "Bruttostromerzeugung in Deutschland
ab 1990 nach Energietraegern" obtained from www.ag-energiebilanzen.de; Last accessed on 04-
03-2016

4Newspaper article "BMW sucht neue Recyclingwege" obtained from www.mittelbayerische.de;
Last accessed on 04-03-2016
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p. 252] and EU legislation requires recycling5, the biggest operator of production
facilities temporarily stores waste6.

7.2 Manufacturing Models and Specifications

Since no consistent and detailed models for RTM,WCM or CIP exist, flow-orientated
function modeling [51, p. 169] [30, p. 120] is applied to define process-independent
functions necessary to produce respective LCM parts. The functional structure is
then specified based on the actual process to map flows of material and energy
according to the overall process schemes for RTM and WCM in Figure 2-4 and
CIP in Figure 4-18.

The physical process models are abstracted via designation of elementary functions
that control all material and energy flows of the respective processes CIP, WCM
and RTM. Use of elementary functions allows detailed break down of all processes
into consistent and comparable functions, to which all necessary data are gathered
for the life cycle inventory. Table 7-1 lists all necessary functions and details which
functions apply to which process variation. The functions are set into a defined
sequence, which is then complemented with all material and energy flows between
the functions to complete the functional model. Three different models for RTM,
WCM and CIP are provided in Appendix A.4, Figures A-17 to A-19. These func-
tional models are the basis for the LCI data allocation and computation. All data
are associated with one or several functions from Table 7-1.

5After Directive 2000/53/EC of the european parliament and of the council of 18 September
2000 on end-of life vehicles

6Interview of author with an engineer from that industrial firm on 08-17-2016
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Table 7-1 Elementary functions that represent RTM, WCM and CIP as a basis for inventory
analysis of the processes

Function Function name Sub function name

RTM WCM CIP

F1 Cut plies x x x

F2 Position stack x x x

F3 Heat resin and mix matrix x x x

F4 Apply matrix x x x

F5 Cut carrier x

F6 Position carrier x

F7 Prepare press and mold x x x

F8 Preform stack x

F8.1 Heat stack x

F8.2 Transfer stack x

F8.3 Close preforming mold x

F8.4 Open preforming mold x

F9 Place material* in mold *preform *stack+matrix *press blank
1

F10 Consolidate material x x x

F10.1 Close mold x x x

F10.2 Evacuate mold x x

F10.3 Close mold x x

F10.4 Hold mold closed x x x

F10.5 Open mold x x x

F11 Release part from mold x x x

F12 Place part in * *temper oven *cooling mold *cooling mold

F13 Set/Temper part* *Temper *Set *Set

F14
Remove part from cooling 

mold
x x

F15 Trim part x x x

F16 Place part in stock x x x

Applied in process variation

1
Press blank is considered the aggregate of carrier, applied resin and stack

7.3 Functional Unit, Materials and Process
Parameters

An automotive seating back rest is used as the functional unit for analysis. Starting
from the geometry of the back rest, Figure 7-1, the dimensions of the stack cut-out
to allow for part draping, the number of plies and fiber architecture are determined.
The design was verified in prototypes produced manually using vacuum assisted
resin infusion (VARI).

The minimum, process-independent stack dimensions and slide length of the fabric
during draping are determined from kinematic draping simulation using the CAD
model and practical trials during prototyping. Stack dimensions are found to be
610x570 mm for the part itself with a sliding length of 60 mm in total for draping.
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510

555

30

Figure 7-1 CAD model of functional unit from which tool layout in Figure 7-2 and material
input data are determined

Based on the different process designs of CIP, WCM and RTM which need addi-
tional material to account for clamping and sealing, total material input data for
the LCI can be determined, Figure 7-2.

For each process a circumferential seam of 10 mm is added to the stack dimensions
to account for trimming after part production. In regard to CIP, no other functional
surfaces are needed, since clamping and matrix sealing are provided by the carrier
(Solutions 24.1 and 24.2 in Figure 4-3). For WCM and RTM it is assumed that
tension during draping must be maintained with clamps that travel toward the
tool cavity during the press stroke. Thus, the stack has to be designed larger to
allow for the sliding length of 60 mm with respective estimations of tool dimension
according to Scenes B and C in Figure 7-2. For RTM draping and trimming of the
stack is performed during draping prior to injection. Scene C shows the estimated
dimensions of the stack for draping and the injection tool. The WCM tool is slightly
larger than for RTM to account for edge effects due to over compaction for sealing
in WCM.

The part is to be produced with a nominal thickness of 2 mm and six plies with the
sequence [0◦ /90◦, +/- 45◦, +/-45◦]s. In case of CIP, a film of 0.05 mm thickness
is used as a carrier. Thus, a theoretical FVC of 0.52 for CIP and 0.51 for WCM
and RTM is assumed. With the material specifications and the tool design all other
material data of the functional unit are derived in Table 7-2.

Differences of the final parts produced by CIP, WCM and RTM are only marginal,
concerning fiber volume content and the carrier attached to the part in case of CIP.
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30 30

540 (x 580)

580 (x620)

660 (x700)

580 (x 620)

30

Slide path of stack during draping

A

B

Matrix sealing

Fiber stack

810 (x 850)

30

30 30

520 (x 560)

560 (x600)

640 (x680)C

Figure 7-2 Considerations of tool design that impacts material input for CIP (A), WCM (B)
and RTM (C)

Thus no altered functionality of the part has to be considered for the LCA and
LCC.

The curing cycles for the matrix system during the primary production processes
are the limiting factor for cycle times. Concerned functions are F10, F12, F7 and F9
for all process variants. F9 and F10 are directly associated with curing. Therefore,
respective process parameters of these functions for WCM and CIP are determined
from experimental trials on the prototyping tool (Chapter 4) and a kinetic model
of the XB3585/XB3458 matrix system. Based on material handling times, press
speeds and process temperatures, Table A-7, full curing cycles for CIP and WCM
are iteratively conceived using a kinetic model from Keller and colleagues [125, p.
5].

With the given process parameters the pressings are found to yield cavity pressures
of 14.57±0.72 bar and 10.33±1.25 bar for WCM and CIP, respectively. To account
for an industrial environment, it is assumed that both compression molding pro-
cesses reach a maximum of 50 bar [24, p. 4]. Process parameters for RTM have
been assumed based on unpublished trials with the same matrix system but an-
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Table 7-2 Material data of functional unit used as a basis for life cycle assessment and costing
Reference Property Value

Basis weight [g/m²] 306

Fibers [-] Tenax STS

Fibers/roving [-] 24 K

Sew [-] PES 76 dtex hf

Ply design [-] biaxial

Parts by weight [-] 100:19:03

Pot life at 23 °C [min] 14-18

Melt point [° C] 150

Thickness [mm] 0.005

Initial dimensions [mm] 850 x 810

Number of plies [-] 6

Ply orientation [°] [0/90°;+/-45°;+/-45°]s

Ply dimensions [mm] 620x580
2
 / 700x660

3 
/ 680x640

4

Stack mass [kg] 0.716
2
 / 0.910

3 
/
 
0.859

4

Total matrix mass  [kg] 0.599
2
/ 0.512

3
/ 0.425

4

Part dimensions [mm] 510 x 555 x 2

Fiber volume content [-] 0.52
2
; 0.51

3,4

Weight [kg] 0.934

Glass transition temperature [° C] > 80
1
Only used for CIP parts; 

2
CIP; 

3
WCM; 

4
RTM

Matrix material 

XB3585/XB3458/Würtz PAT

Final part

Carrier material

Stretch-Vac 250
1

Fiber material 

Hacotech C300 BX

Initial material input

other NCF. Lower injection pressures of 25 bar were applied instead of up to 150 bar
for current industrial press technology [24, p. 4]. The curing cycle for RTM is also
defined drawing on the model of Keller et. al. [125, p. 5], adapted for temperatures
and curing times from the injection experiments.

As all experiments are conducted on prototyping tools and laboratory scale presses,
relevant process parameters and process times are adapted to valid parameters of
respective industrial production equipment. Functions that are relevant for curing
and estimation of the cycle times are given in Appendix A.4, Table A-8. Associ-
ated with these function times and the process parameters from Table A-7 is the
complete definition of curing cycle for each process, Figure 7-3.

It is assumed that finished parts reach a degree of cure of 0.95, which corresponds to
a glass transition temperature of approximately 106 ◦C after models of DiBenedetto
[127] and Keller [125]. Heating of matrix within the press pior to compression is
specified to 0.0368 ◦C and 0.0766 ◦C for CIP and WCM, respectively, after mea-
surements on the prototype tool. It is assumed that the matrix takes on tooling
temperature when the tool is completely closed.
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Figure 7-3 Cure cycles for CIP, WCM and RTM based on experimental results and assumptions
for industrial production for pressing speeds [126] [24]. LCA and LCC are based on
cycle time definition from assumptions of industrial processes

To define the RTM temper cycle, heating and cooling trials are performed with
a finished prototype of the functional unit. After demolding the part cools with
0.225 ◦C/s at an environmental temperature of 26 ◦C during material transport to
the temper oven. Heating in the temper oven set to 107 ◦C is fitted with a 6th
degree polynomial curve from measured data and used as an input for the curing
model.

The curing cycles defined in Figure 7-3 in connection with the function times from
Table A-8 determine the cycle times of WCM and CIP to 180 s and to 397 s for
RTM.

Press preforming, defined in functions F8.1-8.3 in Figure A-17, is modeled after a
roof production [128]. To stabilize the preform, binder material is activated with
an induction oven modeled after data from Hopmann [129].

7.4 Inventory Data

Oxidization and carbonization of PAN fibers to produce carbon fibers was modeled
after literature data [109, 130–132]. For all production equipment nominal power
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is used for calculation, since no specific literature or data is available. Presses were
modeled after an exemplary press of 500 t for RTM and scaled for CIP and WCM
according to the required tonnage of 175 t. A heating power of 11.5 kVA for the press
tools was assumed according to personal interviews with experts. The preforming
process was modeled after data from [128] and [129]. Energy for milling of the
pressed laminates was calculated from process specifications provided by Teti and
Uhlmann [133, 134]. Life cycle inventory for LCA with respective references for
calculations are provided in Table A-10.

LCC inventory data are attributed to machines, materials, energy and manual
labor needed for part manufacturing. For cost balancing an estimated machine life
of five years, 7 % rate of interest and electricity costs of 0.3 e /kWh are assumed.
Production quantity is calculated to 59 892 ppa for WCM and CIP and 27 155 ppa
for RTM via cycle time (Table A-8) and labor-related values (Table A-9). This
yields 1582.5 h/a productive work per worker and labor costs. To assume prices and
energy consumption of robots, model IRB 1600-10/1.45 is referenced and consumes
0.615 kW, has a payload of 10 kg and reach of 1.45 m according to information
provided by ABB Robotics. Costs of 40 000 e per robot is assumed according to
an equivalent robot RV-12SQL-S315 from Mitsubishi. Despite automation it is
considered that one worker allocates 50 % of his productive time to supervise one
production line of RTM, WCM and CIP.

Matrix consisting of resin, hardener and release agent is assumed to cost 5 e /kg.
Fiber material and carrier cost 14.71 e /kg and 1.19 e /kg, respectively.

All inventory data, including assumptions for cost calculation for the LCC, are
summarized in Table A-11.

7.5 Results from Life Cycle Assessment and -Costing

Results were obtained from computations in Gabi 6 in combination with its database
"Professional 2014" based on the LCI data in Table A-11. Costs were assessed using
Excel to calculate the estimations presented in Table A-11. Results from both as-
sessments are presented in the following.

7.5.1 Results from Life Cycle Assessment

Results from all categories provided by the CML2001-April 2013 methodology were
computed and compared. It became evident that the drivers of environmental im-
pacts were mostly carbon fiber fabric and matrix and, although to a minor degree,
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process energy. Process materials and especially the carrier were negligible. Results
for fabric-dominated impacts and categories with strong effects from fabric and
matrix were consistent among each other. Thus, only single distinguished impact
categories were selected for further discussion.

From all three areas of protection - human health, natural environment and nat-
ural resources - impact categories were chosen for presentation. Global warming
potential (GWP) effects human health and the natural environment. This happens
through CO2 emissions on the global ecosystem and is dominated by carbon fiber
fabric use with minor contribution of matrix. Natural resources are impacted by
abiotic resource depletion of elements (ADP), which was primarily driven by ma-
trix use. This category refers to resources that are the product of past biological
processes (coal, oil, gas) or physical/chemical processes (metal ores) [135, p. 48].
Terrestrial ecotoxicity potential (TETP) quantifies the influence of a substance
regarding its toxicity on all species living in a terrestrial ecosystem [135, p. 73].
TETP was impacted strongly by fiber and matrix materials as well as by process
energy to a minor degree. Results of the three impact categories GWP, ADP and
TETP are presented in the following.

Since fabric input and thus, fabric scrap, has a big impact on GWP, this category
is considered with scrap on the one hand and adjusted for fabric scrap on the other,
Figure 7-4.
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Figure 7-4 Normalized global warming potentials of CIP, WCM and RTM

Overall GWP was highest for RTM but only slightly lower in case of WCM. CIP
exhibited the lowest impact because of reduced fabric scrap. The share of matrix
was only marginally higher for CIP compared to WCM but lowest for RTM. While
for the compression molding processes the impacts from process energy were equal,
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it was found that RTM showed the highest impact on GWP from energy. Impacts
from process materials, including the carrier, were negligible.

After adjustment for fabric scrap, the impact on GWP from fabric which remains
within the final part was still dominant. However, WCM showed the lowest overall
impact, albeit only 2 % lower compared to CIP. Due to the higher expenses of
process energy, RTM still exhibited the highest impact.

The other impact categories, TETP and ADP of elements, exhibited a more bal-
anced set of influences, where the matrix material was weightier compared to GWP,
Figure 7-5.
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Figure 7-5 Normalized terrestrial ecotoxicity potential and abiotic resource depletion of elements
of CIP, WCM and RTM

Terrestrial ecotoxicity was found to be mainly influenced by matrix and fiber use
and less by process energy. Thus, RTM achieved the lowest impact in this category,
while total impacts of WCM were approximately 2 % higher compared to impacts
of CIP. Again, impact from process materials was very low with 0.01 %-0.3 %.

The impact from matrix materials was even higher for ADP, which resulted in
almost equal overall impacts for CIP and WCM. Their impacts were approximately
11 % higher compared to RTM. Besides the lowest matrix use, RTM benefited from
lower share of influence from process energy on ADP.

Results regarding GWP, ADP and TETP partially showed only marginal difference
between the processes. In addition, they are directly influenced by estimations in
process design, especially regarding fabric and matrix input. In order to better
interpret the results in the light of said estimations, a sensitivity analysis regarding
fabric input, matrix input, process materials and process energy was carried out.
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The effects on the respective impact categories when each parameter was varied by
±20 % is displayed in Figure 7-6.
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Figure 7-6 Normalized sensitivity analysis of GWP, ADP of elements and TETP regarding CIP,
WCM and RTM given a 20 % variation of energy, fabric, matrix and process material
input

Results of the sensitivity analysis reflected the impact shares of the parameters
varied. For global warming in particular assumptions for fabric input were critical
for all processes, since a variation of 20 % of the input resulted in approximately
16 % of variation of GWP. In contrast, matrix input and process energy varied only
between 1 % for RTM and approximately 3 % for CIP.

ADP was particularly sensitive toward matrix input in RTM with variations of
±12 % and showed almost equal impact variations of approximately 7.5 % from
matrix and fabric input for WCM and CIP.
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TETP was also sensitive toward both materials, fabric and matrix. In case of WCM,
matrix impact was found to be 5.9 % while RTM produced a sensitivity of 9.4 %
for matrix use, slightly higher than fabric input.

In summary, the LCA results were very sensitive toward material input of both
constituents of the composite, carbon fabric and duroplastic matrix. Sensitivity
toward process energy was low. Contribution to the impacts from process materi-
als, aceton, compressed air and carrier film were negligible compared to the other
parameters varied.

7.5.2 Results from Life Cycle Costing

Costs were distinguished regarding materials, manipulations, machines and energy.
Likewise to the LCA, fabric was divided between the amount remaining inside the
final part and the amount of scrap. Since the fabric has an equally high impact on
the results as in GWP, results were considered with scrap as well as adjusted for
fabric scrap, Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-7 Composition of normalized costs of part production with CIP, WCM and RTM

Parts produced by RTM were considerably more expensive than parts produced
with compression molding. This is mainly due to a higher expense in machines with
slightly higher costs for manipulations, due to preforming and energy.

CIP was found to be less expensive than WCM despite the higher matrix input
and an additional carrier film. This benefit was clearly attributed to the savings in
fabric scrap.

When the costs are adjusted for fabric scrapped during processing, WCM exhib-
ited the lowest costs, since no additional carrier and less matrix were needed for
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processing. RTM, however, was still the most expensive process because of the high
costs for machines and manipulations.

7.6 Conclusions from Life Cycle Assessment and
-Costing

Through-thickness impregnation and draping are found to be two important aspects
of compression molding processes that can be advantageous compared to RTM.

In experiments as well as in literature, through-thickness impregnation is associated
with lower cavity pressures compared to RTM for high-volume manufacturing.
Thus, for CIP and WCM smaller presses of 175 t can be used than for RTM (500 t)
to produce the same part size. Pre-application of matrix onto the fabric, as it is
enabled by through-thickness impregnation, also allows to prepare materials outside
of the press. This leads to lower mold occupancy time and enables higher tool
temperatures for faster curing. This becomes possible because the matrix flow path
in through-thickness direction is much smaller compared to injection in longitudinal
fabric direction. Faster curing in WCM and CIP reduces the cycle time considerably
and makes tempering of the part obsolete. In result, RTM consumes more process
energy and, thus, energy costs and environmental impacts are increased.

High pressures needed to completely fill the cavity via in-plane matrix flow can
only be maintained by larger machines in case of RTM. Thus, part costs are driven
considerable by higher equipment costs and the increased cycle time.

The draping mechanism offers the largest opportunity to improve environmental
impacts and costs of the processes. Because RTM depends on an additional process
step for draping performed by an additional press and induction oven, respective
expenses for energy and machines are higher compared to WCM and CIP. In case of
CIP, the approach of using a carrier film to save additional fabric for clamping can
effectively reduce environmental impacts and costs. However, the part geometry
must be suitable for the application and such savings are not generally possible.

The draping mechanism of CIP is also connected to higher matrix expense because
regions of the cavity seam which are occupied by fabrics prior to draping must
be filled with neat matrix after the fabric slides during draping. The tool layout
was estimated according to the realized prototype tool, but it is likely that design
improvements are possible. The results of the LCA, in particular from ADP and
TETP, highlight the need to improve efficiency of matrix use for all production
processes.
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In the LCA, carbon fiber and matrix materials showed big impacts for different
reasons. Despite the fact that carbon fiber had an impact on mineral depletion
because fibers are made from oil-based PAN, the highest impact stemmed from the
energy demands for graphitization, which is in line with statements from Kadla
[113, p. 2913]. Thus, GWP was much more sensitive toward the fibers compared
to the matrix. On the other hand, duroplastic matrix is also produced from oil but
led to a higher exploitation of respective resources. The subsequent refinement,
however, is not as energy-intensive and thus, GWP was not as sensitive towards
matrix use. Nevertheless, process design should focus on efficiency of use of both
materials in production, since elimination of scrap is the most effective way of
improving environmental impacts and cost.

Within the scope of this study it is important to state that not all processes consid-
ered are suitable for the same part, like it was modeled in the study for the purpose
of comparison. CIP and WCM are ideal for parts of lower geometrical complexity
and size that can be produced in one press stroke. RTM provides big advantages
when large and very complex parts are to be produced integratively with multiple
sub-preforms. In that case, compression molding of smaller parts with subsequent
joining is likely to lead to higher material expenses, costs and cycle times.

From the comparative study, however, it can be assumed that CIP can compete
with WCM despite additional use of a carrier and higher matrix expense. It also
provides similar advantageous toward RTM. If the part geometry is suitable, CIP
may even reduce costs and CO2 emissions due to savings of fabric. However, matrix
use still has to be targeted in development to reduce TETP and ADP of elements.

7.6.1 Limitations

The LCA and LCC study presented is subject to some limitations regarding process
estimations and available LCI data for carbon fiber technology.

The processes CIP, WCM and RTM have been modeled after experiments on pro-
totyping equipment. Data had to be adjusted based on estimations for industrial
processes, without validation on existing processing systems. This was particularly
critical for fabric and matrix input because LCA impact categories and costs proved
to be very sensitive toward these parameters.

Furthermore, data was estimated regarding one concrete part, the function unit,
and thus, results are not generally applicable to other parts. Especially regarding
fiber scrap, part geometry in combination with the draping mechanisms that are
inherent to the respective processes plays a pivotal role.
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Lastly, the data base for inventories of CFRP materials and connected manufac-
turing processes is very limited. LCI data for fiber production was obtained from
literature but is subject to large fluctuations based on the sources. Data for most
other process steps, e. g. regarding energy uptake, had to be estimated based on
power ratings. This drawback, however, can only be solved in wide-ranging collab-
orations between industrial producers, suppliers and research institutions, as it was
the case in one initial study [122].
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8 Conclusions and Ongoing Work
This chapter concludes the thesis regarding its outlined purpose and reviews the
contributions that can be attributed to the work. It starts with a summary and
subsequently draws conclusions regarding the purpose, most notably the polylemma
of superimposed draping and impregnation. The remainder of the chapter presents
the possibilities for ongoing work.

8.1 Summary

This thesis focuses on compression molding of continuous CFRP for automated
serial production. It is known as an alternative to RTM for less complex, smaller
parts but has hitherto not been subject to scientific studies. In particular, no in-
formation on the matrix flow through the fiber material is available, as it has been
and still is intensively studied for RTM. Though matrix flow seems to be especially
important for compression molding because the liquid matrix is pre-applicated on a
planar fiber fabric prior to compression. Subsequently, the matrix flows in through-
thickness direction of the fiber material simultaneously to draping of the fibers.

From an initial literature study on LCM processes, this thesis identified impor-
tant functions in relation to material flow in compression molding. Furthermore, it
hypothesized that the pre-applicated matrix forms a film atop the fiber material
which is prone to unintentional dislocation during material transport and compres-
sion. The matrix pre-application, the biggest advantage of compression molding
compared to RTM, conflicts with stabilization of materials for automated handling
and control of matrix flow.

Based on these hypotheses, a principle solution for spacial separation of matrix and
fiber material with storage of the matrix inside cavities of a carrier was proposed.
The stored matrix inside the cavities and the fiber material above the cavities
can be securely transported from preparation into the press. Furthermore, cavities
control the flow of matrix during compression.

By drawing on the Munich procedural model, a process and prototyping tool was
designed based on the principle solution. The key issue during the design phase was
to find a solution to generate vacuum tightness inside the tool cavity over the entire
press stroke. A resulting technical conflict could be solved with TRIZ. It led to the
design of a blank holder and using the carrier to separate matrix-flooded regions of
the tool from sealings and vacuum bores. Thereby, the carrier could also mediate
tensional forces onto the fiber material to support draping. In practical press trials
on the designed tool it was found that a carrier made from elastic thermoplastic
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polyurethane provided the highest benefit regarding to the functionality of the
process. In particular, forming of cavities, cavity elimination and draping worked
best with such carriers.

To research the initially hypothesized conflict between matrix flow and matrix pre-
application, plates and complex parts were produced on the prototype tool in WCM
and CIP. In order to visualize matrix flow, a method for tracing fluorescent matrix
in photographs and micrographs was developed. Thus, the compactness and flow
path of a mass of matrix that was dyed with fluorescent pigments prior to pressing
could be quantified with segmentation of digital images in Matlab.

As part of a DoE study, plates were produced in WCM and CIP with respective
variations of process parameters. It was found that in WCM fluorescent matrix dis-
tribution was highly scattered on the part top with little flow in through-thickness
direction. Flow became more compact with lower temperatures and higher press
speeds but did not reach the compactness of the distribution seen in CIP. For CIP,
the temperature history of the film determined the compactness of flow because
the thermoformed cavities degenerate under heat. Best results were found at high
temperatures and short exposure to heat inside the tool before compression.

For complex parts, matrix was dislocated due to gravity influence during draping.
The compactness of flow seen during plate pressings could not be maintained.

Whether or not more compact flow leads to higher impregnation qualities, as indi-
cated by studies of RTM processes, could not be clearly answered. Micrographs of
respective parts suggested a higher pore content inside the laminates produced with
scattered flow. Three point bending trials, however, did not show any differences.

Finally, CIP was compared to WCM and RTM within a combined LCA and LCC
study. It was found that CIP can provide benefits regarding CO2 emissions during
production and part costs, when the part geometry is suitable for carrier draping.
In that case, less fabric is scrapped for clamping and sealing. Higher matrix expense
in CIP, however, may lead to marginally higher terrestrial ecotoxicity and resource
depletion compared to WCM and RTM. Due to the sensitivity of the results toward
estimated material inputs, it is not reasonable to speak of clear differences between
CIP and WCM. Instead, it is important to note that despite additional carrier
input and higher matrix expenses, CIP can compete with WCM and provides the
same advantages in comparison to RTM.
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8.2 Conclusions

The research of this thesis lends evidence to the hypothesis of matrix pre-application,
matrix flow control and material stabilization. Furthermore, it could be shown that
a carrier with cavities can improve these three aspects and does not perform less
well under circumstances of an industrial production. Matrix flow control in com-
plex part geometries, however, is low for both processes compared, WCM and CIP.

The carrier in CIP offers a possibility to stabilize materials without the use of binder
or non-isothermal processing. This also refers to the draping mechanism, which may
provide valuable savings in fiber scrap, dependent on the part geometry. The carrier
film also allows to draw vacuum inside the tool cavity without the danger of sealing
degradation due to matrix contact - one reason that WCM does not apply vacuum
despite its benefits regarding impregnation quality.

8.3 Ongoing Work

The work is a first endeavor into compression molding of CFRP for industrial
series manufacturing. An important aspect, as for all LCM processes, is matrix
flow. Despite the lack of scientific spadework, significant insights into matrix flow
control were achieved. From this starting point, several directions for ongoing work
make sense.

In respect to matrix flow, the methods of fluorescent photography and microscopy
can be further developed. The method is simple, can be applied to most LCM
processes and offers quickly accessible and interpretable information on the matrix
flow. It would be fruitful to especially apply it to industrialized WCM, since this
thesis did only consider smaller parts produced on a prototyping tool.

It is not yet clear if the matrix flow in compression molding processes is as critical to
good impregnation quality as it is the case for RTM. This aspect has to be further
researched, especially using more reliable indicators for impregnation quality, such
as interlaminar shear strength, ultrasonic testing or CT scanning of laminates. Also,
larger parts produced in compression molding should be investigated. Matrix flow
might be more critical there compared to small parts considered in this thesis.

The integration of films into processing of composites has been proposed before.
This thesis did not focus on expanding the functionality or surface properties of
a composite part with films. In order to provide an additional benefit of a poly-
mer film, respective industrial applications have to be considered for further film
development with research into the concrete application.
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Table A-1 Semi-quantitative effect matrix of functions relevant to press processing of composites
established from team discussion. Criticality = Active Sum x Passive Sum
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Store/eject matrix 2 2 2 0 1 2 1 10 2.00 50

Transfer tension to fibers 1 0 0 2 1 1 3 8 1.14 56

Attach carrier to laminate 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 0.60 15

Functionalize part surface 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0.60 15

Generate vacuum tightness o. press stroke 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 8 0.89 72

Generate resin tightness 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0.40 10

Transfer tension to carrier 2 1 0 0 3 0 3 9 1.80 45

Convey carrier material during drape 2 2 0 0 2 1 0 7 0.78 63

Passive sum 5 7 5 5 9 5 5 9

Point definition: 0 = No effect; 1 = Weak effect; 2 = Medium effect; 3 = Strong, immediate effect
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           Stand: 2009 

 
         HACOTECH GmbH, Randersweide 1, 21035 Hamburg  info@hacotech.com, www.hacotech.com 

 
 

 
 

Technisches Datenblatt / Technical Data Sheet 
__________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
C300BX 
Biaxial-Carbongelege 300 g/m², 2.540 mm breit 
 
 
 

Konstruktion Flächengewicht 
g/m² 

Toleranz 
+ / - % 

Material tex 

     
-45° 150 5 Tenax STS 24 K 
+45° 150 5 Tenax STS 24 K 

Nähfaden 6 5 PES 76 dtex hf  
     

Gesamt 306    
 
Stabilisierung in 0° ( E-Glas 34tex ) und 90° ( E-Glas 68 tex ) 
 
 
Breite    2.540 mm 
 
Rollenlänge   ca. 50 lfm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Die in diesem Datenblatt gemachten Angaben entsprechen dem aktuellen Stand unserer Kenntnisse und Erfahrungen und 
wurden nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen gemacht. Änderungen im Rahmen des technischen Fortschritts und der 
Weiterentwicklung bleiben vorbehalten. Unsere technischen Informationen beschreiben die Beschaffenheit unsrer Produkte und 
stellen keine Garantie dar. Sie befreien den Anwender nicht von der eigenen Prüfung auf bestimmte Eigenschaften oder deren 
Eignung für bestimmte Verarbeitungsverfahren und Anwendungen. Dies gilt auch hinsichtlich der Wahrung von Schutzrechten 
Dritter. 

Figure A-1 Datasheet of fiber material C300BX from Hacotech
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Figure A-2 Datasheet of XB3585 (resin) and XB3458 (hardener) from Huntsman 1/2
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Figure A-3 Datasheet of XB3585 (resin) and XB3458 (hardener) from Huntsman 2/2
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Figure A-4 Datasheet of Stretch-Vac 250 from Richmond
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Table A-2 Objectives measurement from benefit analysis in Section 4.5.2

Inelastic

Knob paper Nap core Tissue paper Suction fleece Peel ply Polypropylene Silicone Polyurethane

Z11 Technological criteria

Z111 Flexibility of carrier

Z1111 Number of wrinkles - 4 3 3 4 4 1 4 3

Z1112 Number of ruptures - 1 2 4 2.5 3 4 4 4

Z112 Increased part weight by carrier g 4.47 0.43 3.86 8.25 2.82 0.69 0.00 1.88

Z113 Transfer tension on fibers

Z1131 Deviation of fiber angle ° 6.42 2 7.11 7.11 5.5 6.72 6.78 6.22

Z1132 Deviation from target geometry % 16.2 14 10.3 6 8.7 9.3 7.5 7

Z114 Seal tool with carrier points [0;4] 1 0 1 2 1 4 4 4

Z115 Storage/ejection of resin by carrier

Z1151 Defined position of resin on carrier points [0;4] 3 3 2 2 1 4 4 4

Z1152 Forming of cavities into carrier points [0;4] 2 1 1 4 0 4 2 4

Z1153 Elimination of cavities points [0;4] 2 1 3 3 1 2 2 4

Z12 Economic criteria

Z121 Material costs € 0.7 120 0.4 7 3 2 1 3

Z122 Processing costs points [0;4] 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4

Objectives Unit

Fixed fibers Non-fixed fibers Polymer films

Elastic

Table A-3 Objectives values from benefit analysis in Section 4.5.2

Inelastic

Knob paper Nap core Tissue paper Suction fleece Peel ply Polypropylene Silicone Polyurethane

Z11 Technical criteria 0.850 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Z111 Flexibility of the carrier material 0.272 4 2.50 2.50 3.50 3.25 3.50 2.50 4.00 3.50

Z1111 Number of wrinkles 0.136 4 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 3.00

Z1112 Number of ruptures 0.136 4 1.00 2.00 4.00 2.50 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

Z112 Increased part weight by carrier 0.068 4 1.83 3.79 2.13 0.00 2.63 3.66 4.00 3.09

Z113 Transfer tension on fibers 0.247 4 1.28 1.43 2.03 2.88 3.29 2.46 2.78 3.20

Z1131 Deviation of fiber angle 0.123 4 2.56 2.00 1.75 1.75 3.65 2.21 2.14 2.80

Z1132 Deviation from target geometry 0.123 4 0.00 0.86 2.31 4.00 2.94 2.71 3.41 3.61

Z114 Seal tool with carrier 0.043 4 1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 4.00

Z115 Storage/ejection of resin by carrier 0.221 4 2.33 1.67 2.00 3.00 0.67 3.33 2.67 4.00

Z1151 Defined position of resin on carrier 0.074 4 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

Z1152 Forming of cavities into carrier 0.074 4 2.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 2.00 4.00

Z1153 Elimination of cavities 0.074 4 2.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 4.00

Z12 Economic criteria 0.150 4 2.00 0.00 2.10 0.00 1.27 3.59 3.90 3.27

Z121 Material costs 0.120 4 4.00 0.00 4.19 0.00 2.54 3.17 3.81 2.54

Z122 Processing costs 0.030 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

Objectives

Global 

weighting 

factor

Max. 

points

Fixed fibers Non-fixed fibers Polymer films

Elastic

Table A-4 Benefit values from benefit analysis in Section 4.5.2

Inelastic

Knob paper Nap core Tissue paper Suction fleece Peel ply Polypropylene Silicone Polyurethane

Z11 Technological criteria 0.850 3.40 1.68 1.66 2.08 2.34 2.13 2.40 2.80 3.01

Z111 Flexibility of carrier 0.272 1.09 0.68 0.68 0.95 0.88 0.95 0.68 1.09 0.95

Z1111 Number of wrinkles 0.136 0.54 0.54 0.41 0.41 0.54 0.54 0.14 0.54 0.41

Z1112 Number of ruptures 0.136 0.54 0.14 0.27 0.54 0.34 0.41 0.54 0.54 0.54

Z112 Increased part weight by carrier 0.068 0.27 0.12 0.26 0.14 0.00 0.18 0.25 0.27 0.21

Z113 Transfer tension on fibers 0.247 0.99 0.32 0.35 0.50 0.71 0.81 0.61 0.68 0.79

Z1131 Deviation of fiber angle 0.123 0.49 0.32 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.45 0.27 0.26 0.35

Z1132 Deviation from target geometry 0.123 0.49 0.00 0.11 0.29 0.49 0.36 0.33 0.42 0.44

Z114 Seal tool with carrier 0.043 0.17 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.13 0.17 0.17

Z115 Storage/ejection of resin by carrier 0.221 0.88 0.52 0.37 0.44 0.66 0.15 0.74 0.59 0.88

Z1151 Defined position of resin on carrier 0.074 0.29 0.22 0.22 0.15 0.15 0.07 0.29 0.29 0.29

Z1152 Forming of cavities into carrier 0.074 0.29 0.15 0.07 0.07 0.29 0.00 0.29 0.15 0.29

Z1153 Elimination of cavities 0.074 0.29 0.15 0.07 0.22 0.22 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.29

Z12 Economic criteria 0.150 0.60 0.48 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.30 0.50 0.58 0.42

Z121 Material costs 0.120 0.48 0.48 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.30 0.38 0.46 0.30

Z122 Processing costs 0.030 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12 0.12

Z1 Overall evaluation 1.000 4.00 2.16 1.66 2.59 2.34 2.44 2.90 3.38 3.43

Max. 

points

Fixed fibers Non-fixed fibers Polymer films

ElasticObjectives

Global 

weighting 

factor
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A.2 to Chapter 5

Figure A-5 Overview plot for areal share of fluorescence phase Q1t for top side of WCM exper-
iments

Figure A-6 Overview plot for edge length of fluorescence phase Q2t for top side of WCM exper-
iments
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Figure A-7 Overview plot for cavity pressure pc for WCM experiments

Figure A-8 Overview plot for kurtosis of fiber angle distribution kαt for top side of WCM
experiments
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Figure A-9 Overview plot for integral of fluorescent phase in x-direction Ix for WCM experi-
ments

Figure A-10 Overview plot for areal share of fluorescence phaseQ1t for top side CIP experiments
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Figure A-11 Overview plot for relative fluorescent edge length Q2t for top side of CIP experi-
ments

Figure A-12 Overview plot for areal share of fluorescence phase Q1b for bottom side CIP ex-
periments
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Figure A-13 Overview plot for relative fluorescent edge length Q2b for bottom side of CIP
experiments

Figure A-14 Overview plot for evaluation of carrier cavitiy elimination Qce of CIP experiments
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Figure A-15 Overview plot for centroid shift of fluorescent matrix Q3b for bottom side of CIP
experiments
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WCM (index W) and CIP (index C)
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A.3 to Chapter 6
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Table A-5 Calculation of material masses inside tool cavity
Design data Value Unit

Total volume of part cavity 9.08E-04 [m^3]

Volume of cavity filled with fibers 0.000763708 [m^3]

Material values Value Unit

Density of resin 1.17 [g/cm^3]

Density of carbon fibers 1.77 [g/cm^3]

Material Carbon, NCF [-]

Areal mass of NCF 300 [g/m^2]

Area of NCF cut-out 3.82E-01 [m^2]

Edge length of NCF cut-out 3.336637061 [m]

Thickness of carrier film 0.05 [mm]

Real amounts of materials Value Unit

Number of plies 6 [-]

Length of NCF cut-out,  x-direction 0.64 [m]

Length of NCF cut-out,  y-direction 0.6 [m]

Volume of fiber material 3.88E-04 [m^3]

Mass of fiber material 6.87E+02 [g]

Fiber volume content 0.508475 -

Volume of resin to wet fibers 3.75E-04 [m^3]

Mass of resin to wet fibers 439.20 [g]

Volume of resin to fill circumference 1.45E-04 [m^3]

Mass of resin to fill circumference 169.3 [g]

Total volume of resin 608.53 [g]

Total mass of resin 0.000520109 [m^3]

Total material mass 1295.86 [g]

Y
X

Total part volume 908.4 cm³

600 x 640 mm

X

Y

Area of fibers/resin

Circumference

(no fibers)

NCF cut-out

Table A-6 Carrier layout in reference to Table A-5
Geometry of single cavity (sc) Value Unit

Radius top r_0 13 [mm]

Depth h 12 [mm]

Radius bottom r_1 10 [mm]

Resin stored in single cavity (sc) Value Unit

Volume theoretically V_sc 5.013981875 [cm³]

Mass theoretically m_sc 5.866358794 [g]

Film spring back after thermoforming 0.5 [-]

Aggregated cavities Value Unit

Minimum amount from mass in CAD model 208 [-]

Number of cavities in x-direction 15 [-]

Number of cavities in y-direction 17 [-]

Total number of cavities 255 [-]

Total mass of resin 747.9607462 [g]

Minimum total mass of resin 608.53 [g]

Cavity distribution on carrier Value Unit

Length covered by fiber material, x-direction 600 [mm]

Length covered by fiber material, y-direction 640 [mm]

-10 % tensioning compensation of film, x 540 [mm]

-10 % tensioning compensation of film, y 576 [mm]

Width of bridge, x-direction 10 [mm]

Width of bridge, y-direction 7.88 [mm]

X

Y

Length covered by cavities

Width of bridge

r_0

r_1

h

1 mm chamfering

V
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Figure A-17 Functional model of the RTM process after general function definition from Fig-
ure 7-1
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Table A-7 Process parameters of experiments and derived assumptions for industrial processes
used for LCA and LCC

Process parameter Unit RTM WCM CIP Function

Resin temperature [°C] 85 42 42 F3

Hardener temperature [°C] 26 26 26 F3

Applied matrix mass [g] 400 55.52 55.52 F4

Tool temperature [°C] 85 100*/128** 100*/128** F10

Total press stroke [mm] 500 500 500 F10

Mold pre-closing velocity [mm/s] - 5*/250** 5*/250** F10.1

Mold closing velocity [mm/s] 30 5 5 F10.3

Max. cavity pressure [bar] 25*/150** 14.57*/50** 10.33*/50** F10.4

Mold opening velocity [mm/s] 300 250 250 F10.5

*Experiments; **Assumptions for industrial equipment from Fais (2011), Zirn (2014)

Table A-8 Times to perform functions in experiments (measured) and derived assumptions for
industrial processes used for LCA and LCC

Cycle time

F2+F4+F9 F7 F10.1 F10.2 F10.3 F10.4 F10.5 F12 F7+F9+F10+F12

RTM 120 (F4); 4 (F9) - - 15 10 370.66 10 3 397

WCM 75.5 - 11.17 15.8 9.2 133 11 3 193

CIP 92.75 - 11.75 14.71 9.43 133 11 3 193

RTM 120 (F4); 4 (F9) 10 2.77 5 - 370.66 1.57 3 397

WCM 75.5; 4 (F9) 10 1.9 20.53 6 133 1.57 3 180

CIP 92.75; 4 (F9) 10 1.9 20.53 6 133 1.57 3 180

*Assumtions for industrial equipment from Fais (2011), Zirn (2014)

Time to perform

[s]

Experiments

Industrial*

Process
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Figure A-20 Process-flow simulation chart for production layout of RTM, WCM and CIP

Table A-9 Labor costs per year in South Bavaria. Reference "Other surcharges" includes extras
like work clothes and training courses

Reference Value*

Monthly income [€] 2482

Annual income [€] 29784

Christmas bonus [€] 1241

Vacation bonus [€] 992.8

Contributions for pension schemes [€] 319.08

Employer’s social security contributions [€] 6249.1

Company pension scheme [€] 1191.36

Other surcharges [€] 2233.8

Total costs [€] 42011.14

* After collective labor agreement of South Bavaria for for metal 

and electrical industry from www.igmetall.de
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Table A-10 Life cycle inventory data for all RTM, WCM and CIP
Function Type Flow RTM WCM CIP References / Assumptions

Energy [MJ] In 0.238 0.243 0.221

Fibers [kg] In 0.8597 0.91 0.716

Fiber scrap [kg] Out 0.0642 0.0657 0.060

F2 Energy [MJ] In 0.005 0.005 0.005 8 s actuation of robot
2

Energy [MJ] In 4.76 1.44 1.44 Dosing machines
3

Matrix [kg] In 0.425 0.5122 0.599 Material input data

Matrix waste [kg] Out 0 0.059 0.025 Material input data; Nozzle
3

Release agent [kg] In 0.011 0.013 0.015 3 % of resin mass

Aceton [kg] In 0 0.126 0.054 3 flushings with nozzle
3

Compressed air [nm³] In 0 0.336 0.336 3 flushings with nozzle
3, 4

F4 Energy [MJ] In 0 0.01 0.011 Robot
2 

driven acc. function times

Energy [MJ] In 0 0 0.114

Carrier [kg] In 0 0 4.33E-06

Carrier scrap [kg] Out 0 0 1.556E-07

F6 Energy [MJ] In 0 0 0.007 Robot
2
, 8 s actuation, 4 s clamp 

Energy [MJ] In 0 0 0

Compressed air [nm³] In 0.533 0.533 0.533

Energy [MJ] In 2.291 0 0

Fiber scrap [kg] Out 0.190 0 0

F9 Energy [MJ] In 0.005 0.005 0.005 8 s actuation of robot
2

F10 Energy [MJ] In 9.7 3.8 4 Tool actuation and heating
6

F11 Compres. air [nm³] In 0.014 0.014 0.014 Pneumatic stamps
7

F12 Energy [MJ] In 0.004 0.004 0.004 6 s actuation of robot
2

F13 Energy [MJ] In 2.194 0.624 0.624 Setting tools
8
, temper oven

F14 Energy [MJ] In 0.005 0.005 0.005 8 s actuation of robot
2

Energy [MJ] In 0.714 0.714 0.714

Fiber scrap [kg] Out 0.0384 0.2775 0.075

Matrix scrap [kg] Out 0.0583 0.0862 0.221

Carrier scrap [kg] Out 0 0 2.136E-06

F16 Energy [MJ] In 0.005 0.005 0.005 6 s actuation of robot
2

Technical data  for 
1 

obtained from email from Rebstock Consulting GmbH; cutting speed assumed to 200 mm/s based on trials. Scrap 

estimated to be 10 mm surcharge from stack dimensions; 
2 

from email from ABB for IRB 1600-10/1.45. 
3
Energy demand for machines 

estimated with average power rating of 8 kW for dosing machine for WCM and CIP driven for 180 s amd of 12 kW for injection 

machine for RTM driven for 397 s, nozzle geometry obtained from www.tartler.com, volume of 0.031 dm³, static mixer volume 

estimated to 0.023 dm³ in trials; 
4
320 L/min from compr. air gun EB-13112 from www.kindustrie.com (accessed 2015-07-28) ; 

5
Manual 

preparation for 10 s as measured from BMW roof production in www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZrOxQ1V6bQ (accessed 2015-07-28); 

Press preforming moddeled after Sorg (2015), where binder activation at 160 deg C after 30 s in an 1.4 kVA induction oven after 

industrial expert. Preforming on press with 175 t and 22 kVA actuating power after Sorg (2015), with 200 mm/s actuation velocity and 

500 mm stroke; 
6
Heating power for tools calculated for 0.319 m² projected tool surface and 128 °C for WCM/CIP and 85 °C for RTM 

after unpublished results for industrial tool heating and curing layout. Actuation energy  from data from email correspondence with 

Maschinenfabrik Lauffer GmbH & Co. KG for industrial press with 22 kW power and use of support pump with 5.5 kW power during 

closed state. Energy demand for presses is calculated as proportional to press force with cavity pressures for  RTM of 150 bar and for 

WCM/CIP of 50 bar after Zirn (2014). Driving speeds of 700 mm/s for pre-closing and 70 mm/s for the last 30 mm in WCM and CIP 

after Zirn (2014). Pneumatic stamps demold part through use of 2.01  L air volume at 7 bar, 50 cm² stamp surface, 8 stamps and 50 mm 

stroke; 
8
Heating energy for setting mold for CIP/WCM at 50 °C and projected surface of 0.319 m² after unpublished results for industrial 

tool heating. Actuation energy calculated via linear actuators LM80-V from http://www.thomsonlinear.com (last accessed 2015-07-28) 

with a velocity of 100 mm/s, 800 N and stroke of 500 mm for setting tools for WCM and CIP, RTM part tempered in industrial oven at 

115 °C for 397 s; 
9
Milling cell with robot equipped with high-speed cutting (HSC) spindle and PKD-ZS-0800-8-100-0150-50 cutter 

from shop.vhf.de (accessed on 2015-07-28). Process runs with 800 m/min cutting speed, 31000 rpm,  0.02 mm width per revolution 

from Teti (2002) and a feeding speed of 21.2 mm/s. In experiments for prototype production, 2700 mm trimming length  from Table 2 

are obtained. Spindle power is 5 kVA and robot use from 
2
 is assumed.     

Zünd G3 XL
1 

/ Table 2F1

Zünd G3 XL
1

Press preforming
6

F3

F5

F8

F7 Manual preparation
5 

F15 Part trimming
9
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Table A-11 Inventory data for Life cycle costing for RTM, WCM and CIP with respect to
produced volumes (RTM: 27 155 ppa; WCM/CIP: 59 892 ppa), depreation period of
five years and interest rate of 7 %

Reference/Function Costs [€]

186000 + 70000 (CIP)/60000 (WCM); 533000 + 70000 

(RTM)

35000 (WCM, CIP); 60000 (RTM)

100000

40000

1
15000 € for Zünd G3 XL after personal interviews;

2
100000 for 3-component low 

pressure dosing machine and dosing head for RTM and 50000 € for respective dosing 

machine for WCM/CIP from quotes obtained 07/2009, mixing is performed by static 

mixer with aceton cleaning;
3
After interviews with experts on preforming processes, 30000 

€ is assumed for an induction oven;
4
Preforming press (175t after Sorg (2015)) for 186000 

€ and preforming tool for 35000 € according to expert interview;
5
For WCM/CIP press 

(175t) 186000 € and for RTM press (500t) 533000 € is assumed from quotes obtained 

07/2009 with prices scaled according to tonnage needed due to cavity pressure. Tooling is 

assumed to cost 70000 € for CIP and RTM and 60000 € for WCM from quotes received 

09/2015;
6
Aluminum setting mold with pressure cylinders is assumed to cost 35000 

€;
7
Temper oven with 120 kW heating power is assumed to cost 60000 € after a quote of an 

industrial oven obtained 07/2009;
8
Completely housed and ventilated milling unit with 

robot is estimated to cost 100000 €; 
9
Acc. to price list for IRB 1600-10/1.45 industrial 

robot from ABB     

Dosing/injection 

machine
2
 (F3)

Cooling mold
6
, temper 

oven
7
 (F13)

Cutting table
1 

(F1, F5)

Induction oven
3 

(F8)

Preforming 

press+tooling
4
 (F8)

Milling unit
8 

(F15)

Main press+tooling
5 

(F10)

Robot
9
 (F2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 

14, 16)

15000

100000 (RTM), 50000 (WCM, CIP)

30000

186000 + 35000
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